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Abstract
Modern computing systems that enable increasingly smart and complex applica-
tions permeate our daily lives. We strive for a fully connected and automated
world to simplify our lives and increase comfort by offloading tasks to smart de-
vices and systems. We have become dependent on the complex and ever growing
ecosystem of software that drives the innovations of our smart technologies. With
this dependence on complex software systems arises the question whether these
systems are dependable, i.e., whether we can actually trust them to perform their
intended functions. As software is developed by human beings, it must be expected
to contain faults, and we need strategies and techniques to minimize both their
number and the severity of their impact that scale with the increase in software
complexity.
Common approaches to achieve dependable operation include fault acceptance
and fault avoidance strategies. The former gracefully handle faults when they occur
during operation, e.g., by isolating and restarting faulty components, whereas the
latter try to remove faults before system deployment, e.g., by applying correctness
testing and software fault injection (SFI) techniques. On this background, this
thesis aims at improving the efficiency of fault isolation for operating system kernel
components, which are especially critical for dependable operation, as well as at
improving the efficiency of dynamic testing activities to cope with the increasing
complexity of software.
Using the widely used Linux kernel, we demonstrate that partial fault isolation
techniques for kernel software components can be enhanced with dynamic runtime
profiles to strike a balance between the expected overheads imposed by the isolation
mechanism and the achieved degree of isolation according to user requirements.
With the increase in software complexity, comprehensive correctness and robustness
assessments using testing and SFI require a substantially increasing number of
individual tests whose execution requires a considerable amount of time. We study,
considering different levels of the software stack, if modern parallel hardware
can be employed to mitigate this increase. In particular, we demonstrate that SFI
tests can benefit from parallel execution if such tests are carefully designed and
conducted. We furthermore introduce a novel SFI framework to efficiently conduct
such experiments. Moreover, we investigate if existing test suites for correctness
testing can already benefit from parallel execution and provide an approach that
offers a migration path for test suites that have not originally been designed for
parallel execution.
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Zusammenfassung
Moderne Computersysteme, die immer intelligentere und komplexere Anwen-
dungen ermöglichen, durchdringen unseren Alltag. Wir streben eine vollständig
vernetzte und automatisierte Welt an, um unser Leben zu vereinfachen und un-
seren Komfort zu erhöhen, indem Aufgaben auf intelligente Geräte und Systeme
verlagert werden. Wir sind von dem komplexen und ständig wachsenden Software-
Ökosystem abhängig, das die Innovationen unserer intelligenten Technologien
vorantreibt. Mit dieser Abhängigkeit von komplexen Softwaresystemen stellt sich
die Frage, ob diese Systeme zuverlässig sind, d.h. ob wir tatsächlich darauf ver-
trauen können, dass sie ihre beabsichtigten Funktionen ausführen. Da Software
von Menschen entwickelt wird, muss davon ausgegangen werden, dass sie Feh-
ler enthält, und wir benötigen Strategien und Techniken, um deren Anzahl und
Schweregrad zu verringern, die mit der zunehmenden Komplexität skalieren.
Übliche Ansätze, um einen zuverlässigen Betrieb zu erreichen, umfassen Feh-
lerakzeptanz- und Fehlervermeidungsstrategien. Die Ersteren tolerieren Fehler,
wenn sie während des Betriebs auftreten, z.B. durch Isolieren und Neustarten
fehlerhafter Komponenten, während die Letzteren versuchen, Fehler vor dem Ein-
satz des Systems zu entfernen, z.B. durch Anwenden von Korrektheitstest- und
Softwarefehlerinjektionstechniken (SFI-Techniken). Vor diesem Hintergrund zielt
diese Dissertation darauf ab, die Effizienz der Fehlerisolierung für Betriebssystem-
kernelkomponenten zu verbessern, die für einen zuverlässigen Betrieb besonders
wichtig sind, und die Effizienz dynamischer Testaktivitäten zu verbessern, um der
zunehmenden Komplexität von Software Rechnung zu tragen.
Wir zeigen, dass Techniken zur partiellen Fehlerisolierung für Kernel-Software-
komponenten durch dynamische Laufzeitprofile erweitert werden können, um den
erwarteten Overhead durch den Isolationsmechanismus und den erreichten Isolie-
rungsgrad gemäß den Benutzeranforderungen zu balancieren. Mit zunehmender
Software-Komplexität erfordern umfassende Korrektheits- und Robustheitsbewer-
tungen mit Korrektheitstests oder Software-Testverfahren und SFI eine wesentlich
höhere Anzahl von Einzeltests, deren Durchführung einen erheblichen Zeitauf-
wand erfordert. Wir untersuchen unter Berücksichtigung verschiedener Ebenen
des Software-Stacks, ob moderne parallele Hardware eingesetzt werden kann, um
diesen Anstieg abzumildern. Wir zeigen insbesondere, dass SFI-Tests von einer
parallelen Ausführung profitieren können, wenn diese Tests sorgfältig entworfen
werden. Wir führen außerdem ein neues SFI-Framework ein, um solche Experi-
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mente effizient durchzuführen. Darüber hinaus untersuchen wir, ob vorhandene
Testsuites für Korrektheitstests bereits von der parallelen Ausführung profitieren
können und bieten einen Ansatz, der einen Migrationspfad für Testsuites bietet,
die ursprünglich nicht für die parallele Ausführung konzipiert wurden.
x
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1 Introduction
Computing systems and the services they provide have become ubiquitous in
our daily lives. They take on various shapes and sizes, from small embedded
systems to large scale servers, perform a multitude of tasks, and are continuously
updated with new functions, often by means of software updates. We strive for a
fully connected and automated world in which systems and devices function and
interact autonomously for simplifying our lives and increasing comfort. This vision
is driven by an ever growing ecosystem of software that enables the increasingly
complex functions and applications we demand. The Internet of Things (IoT) is one
of the latest manifestations of this trend where all kinds of devices and physical
objects, which were traditionally not interconnected, are infused with technology
and software to enable them to interact with their environment, other devices,
and online services. We rely on personal smart devices, such as smartphones
and smartwatches, being interconnected communication hubs with permanent
connections to the Internet, not only to access the functions of the IoT, but also to
drive and organize our daily lives. The worldwide number of connected devices
is growing rapidly [Cis18], with the estimated number increasing from about
17 billion devices in 2017 to over 27 billion devices in 2022 with over 50% of
connections being directly between devices (machine-to-machine). Moreover, we
increasingly make use of smart, AI-powered (artificial intelligence) voice assistants,
for instance, to control functions in smart homes, whose market is continuously
growing with the top five areas in 2018 being security and safety systems (e.g.,
door locks), audiovisual (e.g., connected speakers), smart energy, and software
platforms [AY18]. All these smart technologies involve an extensive amount of
software that is orchestrated in a stack of software components with the upper
layers depending on the lower ones.
This trend of computerization and automation by means of software continues in
the area of safety critical systems including applications in medical, traffic control,
railways, aviation, spaceflight, and automotive. For instance, in 2009, certain
commercial airplanes required 6.5 million lines of software code to operate and
premium-class automobiles were estimated to require around 100 million lines of
code executing distributed among 70 to 100 processing units [Cha09]. In 2019, the
amount and complexity of software in cars alone likely increased manyfold with
cars offering many software-implemented features such as drive/steer by wire and
advanced driver assistance like traffic-aware cruise control, automatic lane keeping,
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and automatic emergency braking. As the automotive industry is on the verge of
developing self-driving cars, complexity in this area will increase even more.
In order to operate correctly and satisfy user expectations, computing systems
have to provide a certain level of performance and responsiveness. For many
systems this means to provide responses to user requests within a certain amount
of time to meet user expectations [Nie94]. But in the case of real-time systems,
responses heave to be provided or certain actions be taken within well specified time
frames [Wan17]. As innovative applications require more and more computing
power and the performance of individual processing units (CPUs) is already
at its peak, mainly due to physical constraints, hardware has become highly
parallel [Rup18] and provides multiple processing units, i.e., multi-core CPUs.
Consequently, modern systems and their software are being designed and adapted
to make use of the available parallel hardware, thereby further increasing their
complexity.
In most cases, an Operating System (OS), being in the lowest levels of the software
stack, manages the hardware and provides software services that simplify the
development of software at higher levels of the stack that implements the desired
functionality of our devices. Linux is a prominent example of a versatile OS kernel
that is used in many different application scenarios spanning embedded systems,
desktops, servers, and supercomputers. In addition to being the underlying kernel
for the Android smartphone OS, which, at the end of 2018, had over 86% market
share [IDC19], Linux is running over 35% of the top 10 million websites [QSu19b] in
early 2019. To support these versatile usage contexts the Linux code base grew from
9.7 MSLOC1 in July 2011 (Linux 3.0) to 17.4 MSLOC in December 2018 (Linux 4.20),
which corresponds to an increase in code base size of 1.8× in 7 years. Remarkably,
56% (5.5 MSLOC) of code in 2011 was device driver code, which enables the
OS to utilize different hardware devices (e.g. hard drives, network adapters, and
peripherals), whereas in 2018, 66.1% (11.5 MSLOC) of the code base was dedicated
to device drivers, which means that the amount of code required to support the
growing variety of hardware grows even faster (2.1×).
With our increasing dependence on complex software and its correct composi-
tion and orchestration, the question arises if we can actually and justifiably trust
these complex systems to operate correctly and perform the expected tasks, i.e.,
are they dependable? As the software is developed by human beings and the
development process itself is subject to many constraints such as development
cost budgets in commercial contexts, software must be expected to contain defects
(often termed “bugs”). Moreover, software re-use has become common, e.g., the
1MSLOC means million source lines of code and measures the number of physical non-empty, non-
commented source code lines. The numbers presented have been generated using David A.
Wheeler’s SLOCCount tool. The Linux kernel sources that were counted have been retrieved from
the official linux-stable Git repository at git.kernel.org using the Git tags v3.0 and v4.20.
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usage of (commercial) off-the-shelf ((C)OTS) components, which most likely contain
unknown defects, and the integration of re-used software in different application
contexts can have unanticipated side effects. Software defects have a wide range of
consequences. They can lead to simple annoyances when a user has to reboot their
smartphone, but they can also lead to severe financial losses (e.g., when spacecraft
are lost [Lev04]) and, in case of safety critical systems, even cost human lives [LT93].
For safety critical systems, international standards, such as IEC 61508 [Int10] and
ISO 26262 [Int11], are in place that prescribe development processes and quality
assurance measures to limit safety risks.
To minimize both the number and impact of defects in deployed software, i.e., to
increase its dependability, various approaches are usually combined. One general
perspective is to limit the impact of faults or defects by compartmentalization and
isolation such that the effects of such defects are contained within one compartment.
Another perspective is to improve the software quality before deployment such that
the number and severity of defects is reduced and the robustness of the software is
increased.
In many systems, certain parts or components within the software stack are
more critical than others, and the latter should not be able to hinder the former
in performing their intended function, i.e., critical components should be isolated
from uncritical ones. In an OS, an application executing in low-privilege user mode
must not block an OS service executing in high-privilege kernel mode. However,
the failure of a critical software component such as the OS kernel leads to a failure
of the system as a whole. Hence, it is desirable to keep the amount of software
that executes in such a critical context to a minimum [Rus81], thereby evening out
the increase of complexity for these critical software components. Unfortunately,
complex systems have often been designed in a monolithic way without isolation
between critical and non-critical components or with critical components being
larger than necessary. The Linux kernel is a good example for this design as it
executes its over 17 MSLOC in kernel mode although certain parts such as device
drivers have been shown to contain considerably more defects than other kernel
code [Cho+01; Pal+11], which makes them attractive candidates for isolation in
user mode as is done in microkernel OS designs [Kle+09; Lie]. However, retrofitting
an originally monolithic design with additional isolation capabilities introduces
additional runtime overhead, potentially decreasing system performance to an
unacceptable level. There is usually a trade-off between achievable degree of
isolation and performance that requires careful balancing.
As performance considerations usually impose limitations on the achievable
degree of isolation, complementary techniques are still needed to find and remove
defects. Software (correctness) testing is a time consuming part of the software
development process and can be considered a quality assurance activity. Its goal
is to find, and ultimately remove, defects in the software under test (SUT) [Bei03;
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MSB12]. In dynamic correctness testing the SUT is executed and exposed to
known inputs and the resulting responses (outputs) are compared to the expected
responses. This process itself is usually automated using software (test harness).
Each pair of inputs and responses is considered a test case. Complex software
requires a large amount of test cases for thorough testing, with many software
projects including more code dedicated to testing than for the actual application
logic [GVS17]. Test execution by itself becomes a bottleneck with increasing
numbers of test cases as running more tests naturally requires more time, slowing
down the already time consuming testing process even further.
Fault Injection (FI) [HTI97] is a complementary technique for assessing and
improving the dependability of a system under faulty conditions. FI artificially
introduces faults, e.g., bit flips in main memory, while observing the reaction
of the system. FI is well established for assessing fault tolerance mechanisms
and is prescribed by international standards for safety-critical systems such as
ISO 26262 [Int11] for automotive systems. Whereas traditional FI aims at emu-
lating hardware faults, software fault injection (SFI) [DM06] aims at emulating
faults or defects within the software itself. SFI emulating representative residual
faults [CN13; Nat+13], i.e., defects that have not been found during testing and are
therefore present in deployed software, is especially useful for a realistic assessment
when software is re-used and OTS components are integrated. However, similarly
to classic testing, the increased complexity of software necessitates an increasing
number of FI experiments for a comprehensive assessment, slowing down the
overall software development pace.
On this general background, this thesis
1. develops a profiling driven approach for the bi-partitioning of in-kernel
software components to explore the trade-off between runtime performance
and degree of code isolation,
2. develops approaches and techniques to reduce the execution latencies for SFI
tests by avoiding unnecessary overheads caused by isolation mechanisms,
avoiding redundant work, and exploiting parallel hardware, and
3. investigates the potential for parallel testing of software for the reduction
of test execution latencies within a popular Linux-based OS ecosystem and
proposes strategies to further benefit from parallel hardware.
The developed approaches and techniques aim at improving the efficiency of
dependability improving activities during software development and of retrofitted
isolation for monolithic designs. The studies and experiments to develop and
evaluate these techniques have been conducted on software that can be broadly
considered to be at the lower levels of the software stack, such as the Linux kernel,
as these components are essential to the dependability of a system as a whole.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a Software Stack Including Hardware Layer
In the remainder of this chapter, we give some background on the complexity of
the software stack in Section 1.1 and discuss some more background on dependable
systems and software in Section 1.2.
1.1 The Software Stack
In this section, we detail the notion of software stack and software components that
underlies the work presented in this thesis. Moreover, we argue why we consider
the lower levels of the stack especially important and interesting for research.
Figure 1.1 is a simplified illustration of an example software stack. For instance,
the stack for a web service executing on a typical multi-core x86 server may look
like this. At the very bottom, although not pure software in the strict sense2, is
the hardware platform on top of which the software runs. Immediately above
the hardware layer, the operating system (OS), more precisely the OS kernel, is
located. In general, the OS provides an abstraction from the hardware as well as
management and coordination of resources. It simplifies application development
and enforces security and resource usage policies. Basic system libraries (collections
of software functions) and utilities are usually also considered as being part of
the OS. At the very top of the stack are the applications, i.e., the functionality
that the system is intended to provide to the end users, for instance, the content
2Most hardware devices contain software of their own, so called firmware, to control the lowest
level of hardware functionality.
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management system of a website or an office application with graphical user
interface. Applications execute within one or more processes, possibly using
concurrent threads. The software layers between the OS and the applications are
often referred to as middleware. Middleware provides a multitude of functions and
frameworks that ease the development of application software beyond the basic
services of the OS itself. Examples for middleware include language runtimes for
interpreted languages such as Java, Python, Perl, or JavaScript, but also complete
frameworks for application development such as Qt3, GTK4, or Angular5.
Privilege Levels
The illustrated hardware platform supports two hardware-implemented privilege
levels for software execution that the OS makes use of: user mode and kernel
model. Software executing in kernel mode has the highest privileges and, therefore,
has unrestricted access to all resources of the system, including main memory
and hardware devices. The OS kernel executes in this mode which makes it a
highly critical component as a malfunction within the kernel can easily bring
down the system as a whole. All other software, i.e., everything except the kernel,
executes in user mode with restricted privileges with the consequence that user
mode software must rely on OS services to perform certain actions, e.g., access files
or hardware devices, which allows the OS to enforce security and resource usage
policies. Typically, user mode software invokes kernel services by performing
system calls that transfer control to the kernel, which then acts on behalf of the
calling software. System calls cross the boundary between user and kernel mode
and imply a performance penalty as additional actions must be taken by both
the hardware and the kernel. The processes that implement the applications are
usually isolated from each other with separate memory address spaces, which are
enforced by the OS with the help of hardware (memory management unit or MMU).
Note that the described architecture with two (or sometimes even more) hardware
privilege levels is highly relevant as many platforms (e.g., x86, ARM, RISC-V)
make use of variations of it. However, other architectures, for instance, without
separate hardware privilege levels and/or memory address space separation, are
often found in embedded devices using simple micro controllers.
Monolithic and Micro OS Designs
The illustrated software stack assumes a monolithic OS architecture, i.e., all services
of the OS execute together as part of the kernel at the highest privilege level and
in the same memory address space. The Linux kernel is a prominent example
3https://www.qt.io
4https://www.gtk.org
5https://angular.io
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for this architecture. An advantage of this design is that kernel components can
invoke each other’s services by means of simple function calls and large amounts
of data can be exchanged very efficiently without the need of copies by passing
memory addresses. Additional overheads of crossing the privilege boundary are
avoided. As already hinted at above, this design has the disadvantage of a large
and complex code base executing in privileged mode. Any software defect located
in this code base can potentially harm the system, for instance, by overwriting
memory areas of other kernel components or user applications and even damage
hardware by sending invalid commands. To support the ever growing diversity
of hardware, OSs in general rely on special extension components termed device
drivers (also loadable kernel modules in Linux) to establish the interaction between
the core kernel and the specific devices. Such device drivers can often be loaded
and unloaded on demand once new devices are connected or disconnected from
the system. For Linux, it has been shown by means of static code analysis that
device driver code overall contains more defects than other parts of the kernel
code [Cho+01; Pal+11], which is not surprising given the sheer amount (66% of the
code base at the end of 2018) of driver code and the variety of supported devices..
An alternative OS design is based on the idea of microkernels [Kle+09; Lie].
Such designs follow the philosophy to minimize the amount of code inside the
kernel, and thereby running in privileged mode, to a bare minimum. Typically,
all device drivers and most other OS services, e.g., networking and file systems,
execute in user mode inside ordinary processes with separate memory address
spaces. By minimizing the amount of code executed in kernel mode, the likelihood
of that code including software defects is decreased accordingly and the so called
trusted computing base (TCB) [Rus81], i.e., the code one has to trust to work as
intended, is reduced. Microkernel designs are an extreme departure from classic
monolithic designs that have grown and been in use for years and require the
rewrite of large portions of software in the lower layers of the software stack. For
instance, device drivers, making up a majority of code in OSs, have to be rewritten,
as they are moved higher in the software stack. The same is true for many system
libraries that closely interact with the OS kernel. In addition, microkernel-based
systems have historically often suffered from degraded performance for certain
workloads compared to monolithic designs, which hindered their adoption outside
of specialized domains such as embedded systems.
The middle ground between the extremes of monolithic and microkernel designs
is to retrofit the capability to execute certain kernel components or parts of them
in user mode rather than inside the kernel [Gan+08; RS09]. Such an approach has
the advantage of backwards compatibility, i.e., most or all of the existing code can
be re-used. However, in order not run into prohibitive performance bottlenecks
with such a design, the trade-off between the amount of code that is removed
from kernel mode and the achievable performance, while remaining backwards
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of Interacting Software Components
compatible, must be carefully assessed and balanced. The imposed overhead of
such a solution depends on the usage profile of the targeted system, i.e., how
heavily the isolated component is actually used in operation.
Software Components
The software stack is built on top of the hardware by composing and orchestrating
different software components to achieve the overall desired functionality of the
system. A software component is a module or collection of code that bundles a
set of related functions. Often, such components can be internally subdivided into
finer-grained components. For instance, from a high level point of view the OS
can be seen merely as a software component in the overall system, but at closer
inspection, the OS by itself can be seen as a collection of interacting components,
such as device drivers.
Figure 1.2 provides a component-based view on a three component system. The
components interact through interfaces with each other, often have internal state
(e.g., local variables), and possibly also have shared state (e.g., global variables and
common files). Interfaces between components can take on many forms in practice,
depending on the nature of the software and the usage scenario. For instance, the
interface to a code library is often specified by the set of functions that are declared
public and are hence invokable from other components. However, an interface
can also include less explicit mechanisms, for instance, one component may read
and write a global memory variable provided by another component. In general,
explicit and well documented interfaces are preferable as this approach enables
portability, code re-use, and the integration of OTS components, which is often
economically attractive. In such a scenario, one component can be replaced with
another one that implements the same interfaces but, for instance, performs better
in the intended usage scenario. A prominent example is developing code against
the specification of an interface rather than for the use with a specific component.
For instance, applications that have been developed against the POSIX [IEE18]
specification rather than a specific OS implementation can often be easily ported
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across hardware and OS platforms, as long the targeted platform provides a POSIX
implementation.
Ideally, components are as independent from each other as possible (low cou-
pling), do not share state, and one component cannot adversely influence the
correct function of another component, e.g., by corrupting its internal state. This is,
for instance, asymmetrically the case between an OS kernel and the applications
running on top of it as the kernel controls the applications. Hence, the kernel
can terminate applications, but applications cannot uncontrollably shut down the
kernel, at least in a perfect world without malfunctions, faults, and defects. An
interesting aspect that we will discuss later in Section 1.2 is how defects in one
component affect other components and, consequently, the overall system and its
function.
Performance-centric Software
Performance and efficiency is a strong driver behind system design and has driven
many areas of technology for years. For instance, CPU designs have always been
adapted to enable ever increasing single core speed and when increasing single core
speed became infeasible, more and more additional, both physical and logical, cores
were (and still are) added [Rup18] to further increase performance. Contemporary
smartphones can easily incorporate 8 [Qua18] and desktop PCs even 12 [Adv19]
and more physical CPU cores. In order to harness all this computing power,
software across the whole stack has to evolve as well to make use of concurrency
and parallelism of modern platforms, increasing complexity and potentially raising
new problems [Cor08].
The Software at lower levels in the stack is particularly critical to good perfor-
mance as it provides the basic services and functions for the application software.
Interestingly, many of the lower software layers involve software that is developed
using the C programming language, likely because it has been used in practice for
a long time and is therefore very mature, but also because it allows for an efficient
and predictable use of available hardware resources as it provides programming
abstractions that are not too far away from how the underlying hardware is operat-
ing. OS kernels are often developed in C, with the Linux kernel being a prominent
example. However, C is also popular in other fields. A study of 100 000 Github
projects [Bis+13] showed that C was the most widely used language as over 60% of
the code in the studied projects was written in C and it was also the most popular
language among developers (22%). C is also prominently used in embedded
systems contexts. A survey of embedded systems developers in 2018 showed that
about 70% [Bar18] of participating developers used C as their primary language.
Moreover, system that have to process many requests in a short amount of time
and where efficiency is therefore paramount also often rely on the C language. For
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instance, about 85% of the top 10 million website run on server software (Apache
and Nginx) that is written in C [QSu19a] at the beginning of 2019. We will also
show later in Chapter 4 that C is in wide use within the Debian OS ecosystem.
The available hardware resources should also be leveraged during the software
development process. Parallel hardware requires thinking about the parallelization
of the automated portions of the software development process as well. If we can
develop software faster, software updates can bring new and smarter features to
our daily lives faster.
1.2 Dependable Software
In this section we discuss the notion of dependability and give background infor-
mation on related concepts and techniques that are of interest for this thesis. This
discussion is largely based on the taxonomy proposed by Avizienis et al. [Avi+04].
With the growth of software stacks in size and complexity, involving re-used
components from different sources, comes the question whether we can depend
on the systems we build. Dependable software and systems are those that have
the ability to provide services that can be justifiably trusted [Avi+04]. The key to
this definition is that it is necessary to justify this trust in a system. An alternative
point of view is that a system can be considered dependable if it has the ability to
avoid service failures that occur more frequently or have more severe consequences
than is deemed acceptable [Avi+04]. With this notion of acceptable failures comes
a criterion to decide whether a system is dependable or not as one can assess
the system according to a stated definition of acceptable, which is part of the
dependability specification of a system.
Dependability can be considered a higher level concepts that is composed of
multiple system attributes:
• Availability: The system is ready to provide correct service. Availability is
usually expressed in terms of the proportion of time a system is in operational
state and can accept service requests. For instance, if a given system is
supposed to operate in a period of 12 hours, but it is only operational for 6
hours during that period, its availability is 50%.
• Reliability: The System provides correct service continually. Reliability
contains the notion of continuity, i.e., the provided service must be available
for a sustained time period. For instance, if a system fails often but only for
short periods of time within the time frame it is supposed to be operational, it
has high availability but low reliability. Reliability is often specified as mean
time to failure, i.e., the average time between consecutive failures.
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Figure 1.3: The Threats to Dependability and Their Relationship
• Safety: The system does not harm its users or environment. A safe system is
designed to prevent severe consequences both during its normal operation as
well as in case of failures. Such systems enter a safe state if erroneous condi-
tions are detected. Safety-critical systems such as in automotive applications
have a particular focus on this attribute.
• Integrity: The system cannot be improperly altered. Neither by accident nor
on purpose can the system be changed to add, remove or alter implemented
services without being detected. For instance, a piece of hardware may be
sealed in especially durable enclosures or software may contain checksums
or cryptographic signatures to detect code alterations before execution.
• Maintainability: The system can be modified and repaired as necessary. In
case of malfunctions the system is accessible to repair activities, for instance,
individual components can be replaced with spare parts (in the case of
hardware) or updated versions (for software). New features can be added or
existing ones modified with ease, e.g., by means of software updates.
Dependability includes the notion of delivering correct service. Correctness
means that the system indeed implements the functions that it is intended for,
which are stated in the system’s functional specification. A system is robust if it is
able to gracefully handle inputs and environmental conditions that are beyond its
functional specification.
The Threats to Dependability
If a systems stops delivering correct service, we speak of a service failure. Such
failures are characterized by the exhibited failure modes, which can be ranked
according to their respective severity and be classified according to their domain,
detectability, consistency, and consequences. For instance, failures can be related
to service content and timing (domain), can be signaled or unsignaled, can be
consistent or inconsistent (Byzantine), and can have wide ranging consequences
from minor to catastrophic. Beyond failures that result from a service not adhering
to its specification, failures also occur if the service deviates from its intended
function. This is the case if the specification itself contains mistakes or is incomplete
with respect to what was intended. As intention is difficult to precisely capture
and express, this is where robustness issues arise.
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In general, failures are caused by a chain of events as illustrated in Figure 1.3 on
the previous page. The underlying cause of a failure is a fault, which is a flaw or
defect within or external to the system, e.g., in its design or program code (bug).
A fault remains dormant until it is activated (triggered), e.g., a defective piece of
code is executed. The activation of the fault leads to an error in the system state,
e.g., a wrong value in some program variable. Note that in order for an external
fault to cause an error within the system, the presence of an enabling internal fault
is a necessary precondition. If the error propagates to the interface of the system
and becomes observable to external entities (users), i.e., leads to a deviation from
correct service, a failure occurs. Such propagation may occur, for instance, when a
program uses a corrupted variable to perform further computations whose results
are part of the delivered service. Once an error has occurred, it may be detected
or undetected, with the latter being a latent error. The presence of an error does
not necessary lead to a failure as propagation to the interface is not guaranteed.
An error may reside in parts of the system state that are not related to the direct
delivery of correct service or an error may be overwritten before it can propagate.
The interplay of faults, errors, and failures becomes more complex when multiple
interacting systems or components are considered where a system A depends on
the services of another system B to deliver its own service. In such a scenario, the
chain of events may extend across multiple systems. A fault in system B may get
activated, leading to an error, which propagates and leads to a service failure. This
failure becomes an external fault for system A. Due to an internal fault of system
A, e.g., absence of input value validation, this may lead to an error in system A and
ultimately result in the failure of A.
Faults generally fall into three different (overlapping) groups: development
faults, which include all faults being introduced in the development phase, physical
faults, which include all faults that affect hardware, and interaction faults, which
include all external faults. Furthermore, they can be categorized, among others,
according to when they are introduced, during development or once the system
is in operation, whether they are internal or external of the system, whether they
occur in hard- or software, and whether they are permanent or transient. Note that
all development faults are permanent faults. The typical notion of software bug
or defect falls into the category of permanent, internal, software faults introduced
during development. As human beings are an integral part of the development and
maintenance process, all systems and components, including their specifications,
must be assumed to contain faults to some extent, which is why we need systematic
approaches to deal with them and mitigate their effects.
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The Means for Dependability
In order to build dependable systems, i.e., systems in whose services we can
justifiably trust, many approaches and techniques have been developed over the
past decades. These techniques commonly fall into one of the following four
distinct categories, commonly known as the means for dependability [Avi+04].
They focus on how to deal with faults, which are the underlying causes for failures,
to achieve dependable operation.
• Fault Prevention: Prevent the introduction of the fault in the first place.
By employing good engineering practices and adhering to development
standards, rules, and processes, the introduction of faults is minimized during
the development process. For instance, a suitable programming language for
the problem at hand is chosen, state-of-the-art development tools are used,
and developer qualification is improved.
• Fault Tolerance: Avert service failures despite the presence of faults. During
system operation the occurrence of faults is expected and error detection and
recovery mechanisms are employed. Often such schemes include redundancy
of components for both the detection and recovery from errors.
• Fault Removal: Reduce the amount and severity of faults. Faults are identi-
fied during the development process by means of static, e.g., model checking
or theorem proving, and dynamic, e.g., symbolic execution or testing, ap-
proaches. Identified faults are then removed before the system is deployed.
• Fault Forecasting: Estimate the number of faults, their future incidence
and consequences. Using statistical modelling and data on historic system
behavior as well as testing techniques, faults and their severity are estimated.
These four means can be grouped into two fundamental approaches or points
of view: fault avoidance and fault acceptance. Both fault prevention and removal
attempt to avoid faults, i.e., construct systems that are free from faults when in
operation. Fault avoidance approaches aim at the development process and, in
the case of software, the improvement of the design and code quality. In contrast,
fault tolerance and forecasting acknowledge the fact that there will be faults when
a system is in operation and plan for their occurrence. Such approaches try to
estimate and limit their impact by statistical modelling and adding additional
mechanisms that prevent or mitigate service failures, often relying on component
redundancy.
The scenarios and techniques considered in this thesis refer to both aspects as we
consider a fault containment (isolation) scenario for kernel software components (cf.
Chapter 2), which falls into the category of fault tolerance and therefore acceptance,
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of Interacting Software Components with Isolation
as well as dynamic testing scenarios, which fall into the category of fault removal
and therefore avoidance, namely fault injection for robustness assessments (cf.
Chapter 3) and correctness testing (cf. Chapter 4).
Fault containment or isolation techniques aim at preventing error propagation
beyond the boundaries of an isolation domain in case a dormant fault is activated.
Figure 1.4 illustrates an example of a system with three interacting software
components where a presumably faulty component is locked into its own isolation
domain. To contain faults and their effects within the isolation domain, the isolation
mechanism has to interpose on all interactions between domains as well as on
accesses to shared state to prevent state corruption. Indeed, isolating components
that share state from each other proves difficult and imposes noticeable overheads.
Once an error detection mechanism detects an error within the isolation domain,
the isolated component must be recovered to restore correct operation, e.g., by
restarting it.
By applying correctness testing to the faulty component, the contained (software)
fault could be found by rigorous testing if the test suite contains a test case
that is able to reveal the fault. If the fault leads to a deviation from specified (in
contrast to intended) correct service, a comprehensive test suite may contain a
fault triggering test input. The fault revealing test case can then be leveraged for
debugging purposes and the failure causing fault can ultimately be removed. If no
isolation technique is employed and the fault cannot be identified by correctness
testing, possibly the fault is not covered by the specification or the test suite is
not comprehensive. Software fault injection techniques can then be applied to
assess the robustness of the other two components against faulty behavior of the
faulty component. In this case, known faults would be injected in the middle
component and the interaction between the three components be observed to
assess if the error caused by the activation of the fault in the middle component
propagates to the other components possibly leading to their failure. In case such
error propagation is observed, a potential robustness issue has been identified
that can be further analyzed and ultimately be repaired to improve the robustness
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of the affected components. We have investigated error propagation in different
application contexts in earlier work, namely in mixed-criticality automotive systems
[Pip+15] and within OS kernels [Cop+17]. Both the comprehensive correctness
testing as well as the comprehensive robustness assessment using fault injection
requires a large number of individual tests, which is a time consuming process,
especially if both techniques are combined.
In contrast to our example, it is generally unknown if and where real systems
contain faults. Therefore, one cannot exactly quantify which benefits applying
either of these techniques would have before actually applying them. As we are
interested in building dependable systems, and all the above mentioned techniques
can be used together as building blocks, they should be used in conjunction.
Therefore investigating strategies to improve their efficiency is important in order
to overcome slow execution times that might otherwise prohibit their usage.
1.3 Research Questions and Contributions
This thesis is driven by the research questions stated below and the investigation
of said questions led to the contributions that are summarized below as well.
The common theme underlying all these questions is the desire to improve the
dependability of our complex software systems without harming their usability or
slowing down their development process. To that end, the first question investigates
fault containment (isolation) for OS level software. The second question aims at
improving the efficiency of dependability assessments using SFI for both OS-level
as well as higher level software. The third question investigates if similar techniques
that we applied for SFI can be used to improve the efficiency of (correctness) testing
during software development.
Research Question 1 (RQ 1): Can runtime profiling be leveraged for the partition-
ing of in-kernel software components to increase code isolation while balancing
performance overhead?
Many OSs employ a monolithic design, in which in-kernel software components,
such as device drivers, are not isolated from each other. Consequently, the failure
of one such component can affect the whole kernel. While microkernel OSs provide
such isolation for large parts of the OS, they have not been widely adopted, due
to performance and compatibility related issues, and monolithic kernels, such as
Linux, are still prevalent. Approaches offering a middle way between the full
isolation of microkernels and the absence of isolation in monolithic designs have
been proposed. Such approaches partition the targeted component and isolate
only one of the resulting parts. However, these approaches neglect the dynamic
usage properties of the targeted components that needs to be taken into account
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to find component partitionings that are favorable in terms of code isolation and
achievable performance.
Contribution 1 (C 1): Runtime profiling based approach to tailor partitioning to
performance needs
Although the proposed approaches for relocating in-kernel code to user mode
provide the mechanisms for split mode user/kernel operation of monolithic kernel
code, they do not provide guidance on what code to execute in which mode. To
this end, we develop a partitioning approach that combines static and dynamic
analysis techniques to assess the impact of code partitioning decisions on both
the degree of isolation and the expected performance overheads in Chapter 2,
which is based on material from [Sch+18b]. We make use of dynamically recorded
cost data, which we obtain by executing an instrumented variant of the target
kernel software component, to model the user/kernel partitioning problem for
existing kernel code as 0-1 integer linear programming (ILP) problem and employ
a linear solver to obtain partitionings that achieve the desired trade-off between
expected performance overhead and the size of the kernel mode code portion for
improved isolation. We implemented our approach for the widely used Linux
kernel and validate its utility by profiling and partitioning two device drivers and
a file system in a case study. We generate a spectrum of partitionings with different
balance factors between expected overheads and partition sizes to demonstrate the
adaptability of the obtained partitioning to user requirements. Using software fault
injection, we also demonstrate the impact of defects depending on whether they are
located in the user or the kernel partition and demonstrate the reliability benefits
of having larger user partition sizes. This contribution has been documented in the
publication “How to Fillet a Penguin: Runtime Data Driven Partitioning of Linux
Code” in TDSC 2018.
Research Question 2 (RQ 2): How can parallel hardware be exploited to increase
the efficiency of software fault injections?
With the increasing complexity of our software stack, a vast number of SFI experi-
ments are required for comprehensive assessments of the dependability of software
components or whole systems. As done in other areas of software engineering,
exploiting the increasingly powerful parallel hardware available in virtually all
desktop and server machines seems a natural approach to mitigate exploding
test numbers and the prolonged execution times they imply. However, parallel
execution bears the risk of influencing systems or components targeted for SFI in
unexpected ways and thereby subtly changing their behavior, which may lead to a
distortion of SFI test results. If SFI test results are not accurate when obtained from
accelerated parallel executions, they should not be used to assess the dependability
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of systems, especially if said systems are safety-critical, as false conclusions about
dependability properties may be drawn.
Contribution 2 (C 2): A framework for increasing the throughput of SFI tests by
parallel execution and avoiding redundant work
We investigate whether the parallel execution of SFI tests does accelerate the testing
process and whether such parallel SFI tests yield accurate results with respect
to traditional sequential test execution in Chapter 3, which is based on material
from [Sch+18a] and [Win+15b]. Moreover, we develop techniques to accelerate
SFI tests by further means beyond simple parallelization by replication. We first
conduct a study of PAIN (PArallel fault INjection) experiments on the Android OS.
In this study, we assess the trade-off between achievable increase in experiment
throughput and accuracy of obtained results. We indeed identify several causes for
significant deviations between sequential and parallel SFI tests and give guidance
on how to avoid the invalidation of results obtained from parallel experiments. Our
PAIN study makes use of our GRINDER platform for SFI tests that we developed
for the PAIN study and that we document in [Win+15a], but do not directly
include in this thesis. Applying the insights from our PAIN experiments on the OS
level, we develop FastFI, an alternative approach for accelerating SFI tests for FI
targets above the OS level. FastFI accelerates SFI testing by avoiding unnecessary
overheads caused by isolation mechanisms, avoiding re-executing redundant work,
exploiting parallel hardware, and reducing compilation times for faulty versions of
the targeted software component. This contribution has been documented in the
publications “No PAIN, No Gain? The Utility of PArallel Fault INjections” at ICSE
2015 and “FastFI: Accelerating Software Fault Injections” at PRDC 2018.
Research Question 3 (RQ 3): What is the state of parallel testing for C software and
can it be improved to reduce test suite execution latencies?
During software development, testing is a time consuming activity of which the
execution of test suites is an important part. With the rise of highly parallel
hardware, it is only natural to make use of this computing power to reduce the
latency of test suite execution. However, if test suites were not originally designed
for being executed in parallel or concurrently, the individual tests may interfere
with each other if executed in parallel, which can lead to result deviations compared
to sequential execution. To prevent such interferences, each individual test can
be provided with an isolated execution environment, but this entails performance
overheads that diminish the merit of the parallel execution. As tests evolve together
with the software they are meant to test, there is a large amount of testing code,
which can be re-used for parallel testing if the individual tests can be orchestrated
in a safe and efficient manner.
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Contribution 3 (C 3): An assessment of real world C software test suites and an
approach for safe concurrent execution of existing tests
We investigate the potential for parallel testing of C software, which is an important
building block of most software stacks, for the reduction of test suite executions
latencies in Chapter 4, which is based on material from [Sch+19]. We present an
analysis of the main software package repository of Debian Buster, which is one of
the most widely used Linux-based OS distributions. Our analysis shows that the
majority of code contained in the repository is written in C, that no test framework
dominates test implementations for C software packages, and that few test suite
implementations can benefit from out-of-the-box concurrent execution. Therefore,
we develop automated static analyses for existing C test suites to identify test
case interdependencies on files and shared global data to identify which parts of
a test suite can safely execute in parallel. We design and implement a new test
harness to use this information for the safe parallel execution of tests and explore
the trade-off between analysis overheads and execution latencies for different
parallelization alternatives using processes and threads. We demonstrate the utility
of our approach by applying it to nine projects from the Debian Buster software
repository. Our results show that test suites in C can benefit from parallel execution,
that threads do not perform significantly better than processes, and that our test
harness (and likely any specialized test tool) outperforms generic automation tools
like make. This contribution has been documented in the publication “Assessing
the State and Improving the Art of Parallel Testing for C” under submission at
ISSTA 2019.
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[Sch+18a] Oliver Schwahn, Nicolas Coppik, Stefan Winter, and Neeraj Suri.
“FastFI: Accelerating Software Fault Injections”. In: 2018 IEEE
23rd Pacific Rim International Symposium on Dependable Computing
(PRDC). PRDC’18. Taipei, Taiwan, Dec. 2018, pp. 193–202. doi:
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[Win+15b] Stefan Winter, Oliver Schwahn, Roberto Natella, Neeraj Suri, and
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halli, and Neeraj Suri. “Mitigating Timing Error Propagation in
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IEEE 18th International Symposium on Real-Time Distributed Comput-
ing. ISORC ’15. Washington, DC, USA: IEEE Computer Society,
2015, pp. 102–109. doi: 10.1109/ISORC.2015.13
[Cop+17] Nicolas Coppik, Oliver Schwahn, Stefan Winter, and Neeraj Suri.
“TrEKer: Tracing Error Propagation in Operating System Kernels”.
In: Proceedings of the 32Nd IEEE/ACM International Conference on
Automated Software Engineering. ASE 2017. Urbana-Champaign, IL,
USA: IEEE Press, 2017, pp. 377–387. doi: 10.1109/ASE.2017.
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ing Memory Accesses to Guide Fuzzing”. In: 12th IEEE International
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1.5 Organization
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss our first
research question and develop and evaluate our approach that leverages runtime
profiling for the partitioning of in-kernel software components such as device
drivers to explore the trade-off between performance overhead and degree of code
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isolation. We continue in Chapter 3 with the discussion of our second research
question and develop techniques to reduce the execution latencies for software fault
injection tests by relying on parallel hardware and avoiding overheads from strong
isolation mechanisms and redundant work execution, while maintaining accurate
test results. We then discuss our third research question in Chapter 4 and investigate
the potential for parallel testing of software to improve test execution latencies
within the popular Linux-based Debian OS ecosystem and propose strategies to
further benefit from parallel hardware. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by
providing a summary along with its contributions and key insights.
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In-kernel Software Components
For the dependable and efficient operation of a system as a whole, the lower
levels of the software stack, and the operating system (OS) in particular, are
especially important, as they are the foundation on top of which our applications
and services are built. Fault containment is a useful strategy to improve software
dependability in the presence of residual defects in deployed software components.
However, in many modern OSs, there exists no isolation between different kernel
components, i.e., the failure of one component can affect the whole kernel and
consequently the whole system. While microkernel OSs provide user mode isolation
for large parts of the OS, their improved fault isolation has historically come at the
cost of performance. Despite significant improvements in modern microkernels,
monolithic OSs like Linux are still prevalent in many systems. To achieve fault
isolation in addition to high performance and code re-use in these systems, hybrid
approaches that relocate only fractions of kernel code into user mode have been
proposed. These approaches statically decide which code to isolate, neglecting
dynamic properties like invocation frequencies of the targeted components. We
propose to augment static code analyses with runtime profiling to achieve better
estimates of dynamic properties for common case operation. We assess the impact
of runtime data on the decision of what code to isolate and the impact of that
decision on the performance of such “microkernelized” systems. We extend existing
tools to implement automated code partitioning for existing monolithic kernel code
in an integer linear programming (ILP) framework and validate our approach in a
case study of two widely used Linux device drivers and a file system. The contents
of this chapter are, in parts verbatim, based on material from [Sch+18b].
2.1 Overview
Modern operating system (OS) implementations either follow a monolithic or a
microkernel architecture. Microkernel OSs strive to execute a bare minimum of
their overall code base in privileged kernel mode [Lie]. Code that handles resource
management, for instance, is separated in code that implements the actual resource
allocation and deallocation mechanism and code that implements the resource
allocation and deallocation policy. In microkernel OSs, only the former executes in
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kernel mode, which is sufficient to maintain non-interference of processes across
shared resources. Monolithic OSs, on the contrary, execute a much larger fraction
of their code base in kernel mode.
Traditionally, microkernel OSs were used for applications with high reliability
requirements for two reasons. First, a small kernel code base is easier to understand
and analyze, as the formal verification of the seL4 microkernel system demonstrates
[Kle+09; Kle+14]. Second, the effects of individual component failures at run time
are limited to the respective components due to the fine-grained isolation among
system components, which facilitates the implementation of sophisticated failover
mechanisms (e.g., [DH12; Her+09; Hru+12]).
Despite their reliability advantages over monolithic OSs, microkernels are seldom
found in mobile, desktop, or server systems, even though reliability is a key concern
for the latter. The reason for the dominance of monolithic systems in these areas lies
in the poor IPC performance of early microkernel implementations, which led to
significant overheads in operation. Although modern microkernels, such as the L4
family, feature highly optimized IPC implementations that reduce such overheads
to a negligible fraction, their adoption is still mostly limited to embedded systems.
Ironically, the reason behind the predominance of monolithic OSs in commodity
systems seems to be what is generally perceived as their major drawback. They
execute large and complex code bases in privileged kernel mode within a single
address space. For instance, Linux 4.7 comprised almost 22 million lines of code in
July 2016 [CK16]. Reliable figures are difficult to obtain for proprietary OSs, but
estimates for the Windows OS family are significantly higher [Wal12].
On the one hand, this massive complexity entails severe threats to the reliability
of OSs. As complex kernel code is difficult to develop and maintain, it is likely to
contain software defects. Moreover, defects are likely to escape testing and other
quality assurance measures since existing testing and verification techniques do
not scale well to complex software. Such residual defects in kernel code have a high
impact on system reliability if they get triggered during execution in privileged
mode because there is no limit to the degree by which they can affect processes and
system services. The risks of high software complexity have resulted in the proposal
of small trusted/reliable computing base architectures (e.g., [ED12; Hoh+04; Kle+09;
Rus81]) for systems with high security or dependability requirements.
On the other hand, a large existing code base (and developer community that
maintains it) also implies that the large amount of functionality it implements can
be reused at low effort. Therefore, convenience has outweighed performance as a
criterion for adopting a popular monolithic commodity OS over a microkernel OS.
Early approaches like SawMill Linux [Gef+00] proposed to address this problem by
manually integrating parts of Linux into the Exokernel and L4 OSs. Unfortunately,
porting components across OSs is not a one-time effort and requires repeated
manual adjustment as the forked code branches evolve. Ganapathy et al. developed
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the partitioning process, exemplified for a device driver. The input
is the original driver source code and the output is a split mode version of the driver
that implements the isolation/performance trade-off suitable for the user’s application
scenario.
an approach that addresses this problem by automatically splitting the kernel code
of Linux at a per function granularity into user and kernel mode portions [Gan+08].
The splitting is guided by a static set of rules that determine which code to
allocate to which execution mode. While such automated splitting approaches
cannot be expected to achieve all advantages of real microkernel OSs to the same
degree, they still provide better isolation compared to a fully monolithic kernel
without constraining code reuse. Unfortunately, the automated synchronization of
data structures, locks, etc. between the user and kernel mode portions can entail
performance overheads that exceed IPC induced overheads of microkernels by far.
Intuitively, these overheads highly depend on the kernel code partitioning, i.e., the
decision which OS functions to execute in which mode. Moreover, the overheads
depend on the system’s application context. Function invocations across domains
(from kernel to user mode or vice versa) entail performance overheads per invocation,
making the performance of a partitioning dependent on dynamic system properties
induced by the system’s workload. The more frequent cross-domain invocations
caused by a workload, the higher the overheads. This chapter addresses the
central question how to achieve a favorable partitioning that minimizes both performance
overheads and the amount of code executing in kernel mode at the same time.
Figure 2.1 gives an overview of our proposed approach. We start from the
source code of some kernel component (e.g., a driver) as input and produce a split
mode version as output that is tailored to the user’s application scenario. First,
we extract static code properties, such as the static call graph, in a static analysis
phase. We then generate an instrumented component version which is used to
collect the dynamic usage profile under a typical workload. We then combine
the statically and dynamically obtained data to formulate and solve the kernel
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component partitioning as 0-1 integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Our ILP
formulation allows the fine-tuning of the trade-off between imposed overhead and
amount of code that remains in the kernel. As final step, we synthesize a split
mode version of the original component. The generated code for the split version is
not intended for manual inspection or modification. Code maintenance, debugging,
and evolution should still happen on the original code. Re-partitioning of evolved
code is a simple mechanical task with our automated partitioning tool chain.
As a brief summary, this chapter presents the following contributions.
• We propose to combine static and dynamic analyses to accurately assess the
performance costs that moving kernel code to user mode would cause. Our
assessment is automated and works on current Linux code.
• Using the dynamically recorded cost data, we model user/kernel mode
partitioning of existing kernel code as 0-1 ILP problem and use the GNU
Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [Fre] to obtain a solution that achieves the
desired trade-off between performance overhead and the size of the kernel
mode code portion for improved isolation.
• We validate the utility of our approach by profiling and partitioning two de-
vice drivers and a file system in a case study and demonstrate the adaptability
of the obtained partitioning to user requirements.
After a discussion of related work in Section 2.2, we introduce our system model
for in-kernel software components and their partitioning in Section 2.3 and detail
our profiling-based partitioning approach in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we demon-
strate its utility by applying it to Linux kernel modules and compare the obtained
partitionings and their performance characteristics. Section 2.6 summarizes insights
gained from the results of our study and the required implementation work. Finally,
Section 2.7 concludes this chapter.
2.2 Related Work
Software partitioning, also compartmentalization or disaggregation, is an impor-
tant task in iterative software development and maintenance. Surprisingly, most
research in this field has focused on the design of isolation mechanisms (i.e., how
to isolate), whereas little work covers the actual partitioning process (i.e., what to
isolate). Software partitioning has been proposed for a number of different isolation
problems.
2.2.1 Privilege Separation
Privilege separation is a mechanism to prevent privilege escalation [PFH03], i.e., the
unauthorized acquisition of privileges through vulnerable programs. Privilege es-
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calation vulnerabilities result from security-insensitive design that does not respect
the principle of least privilege [SS75]. In execution environments that traditionally
only support(ed) coarse grained execution privileges and access control, such as
Unix and derivatives, implementing programs according to this principle has been
challenging. As a consequence, a large body of legacy software does not employ
newer, more fine-grained privilege separation mechanisms (e.g., [Wat+10]).
Privilege separation partitions programs into a monitor component, which exe-
cutes privileged operations, and an unprivileged slave component such that vulner-
abilities in the slave partition cannot lead to unauthorized execution of privileged
operations. Although a large variety of mechanisms to isolate the slave from
the monitor have been proposed in the literature [Col+11; Kil03; Li+14; MMH08;
MWC10; Wat+10], the partitioning into suitable compartments is usually performed
manually for few selected applications.
Privtrans [BS04] automates privilege separation for C programs based on user-
supplied source code annotations that mark sensitive data and functions to be
encapsulated by the monitor component. An automated data-flow analysis deter-
mines the monitor and slave partitions by propagating the annotations to all data
and functions operating on or derived from annotated elements.
Wedge [Bit+08] extends the Linux kernel by several isolation primitives to imple-
ment privilege separation. To assist application partitioning into isolated compart-
ments, the authors conduct dynamic binary instrumentation to derive interdepen-
dencies on shared memory between code blocks and their respective access modes
from execution traces.
Jain et al. observe that capabilities in Linux are too coarse-grained to enforce the
principle of least privilege for unprivileged users [Jai+14]. As a result, policies are
commonly implemented in setuid-root binaries, a potential source of vulnerabilities.
The authors present an extension of AppArmor which facilitates moving such
policies to the kernel with minimal overhead.
Liu et al. employ combined static and dynamic analysis to automatically decom-
pose an application into distinct compartments to protect user-defined sensitive
data, such as private keys, from memory disclosure vulnerabilities [Liu+15].
2.2.2 Refactoring
Refactoring denotes the restructuring of software to improve non-functional prop-
erties without altering its functionality [Fow99]. It comprises the decomposition
of monolithic software systems as well as changes in an existing modular struc-
ture. Call graphs, module dependency graphs, or data dependency graphs are
commonly used to represent software structures for refactoring (e.g., [CV95; DK99;
Sha+03; Ton01]). Whether nodes in such graphs should be merged, split, or remain
separate is usually decided by cohesion and coupling metrics [YC79] associated
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with the represented software structures, either by graph partitioning [Bav+; CV95;
Sha+03], cluster analysis [LA02; LZN04; MB07; Wig97], or search based techniques
[HHP02; MM06; PHY11].
2.2.3 Mobile/Cloud Partitioning
In order to enable sophisticated, computationally demanding applications to run
on resource and energy constrained mobile devices, the partitioning of such ap-
plications into more and less demanding compartments has been proposed in the
literature [Chu+11; MN10; Yan+13]. The former is then executed on the mobile
device itself whereas the latter is executed remotely on a server infrastructure with-
out draining the battery. Due to the dynamically changing operational conditions
of mobile devices (battery strength, bandwidth, etc.), most approaches combine
static and dynamic measures for partitioning, similar to the approach presented in
this chapter.
2.2.4 Fault Tolerance
A large number of approaches have been proposed to isolate critical kernel code
from less critical kernel extensions, as existing extension mechanisms were found
to threaten system stability in case of misbehaving extensions [Cho+01; Gan05;
GGP06; MN07; Pal+11; Sim03]. Similar to privilege separation, most work in
this field has focused on how to establish isolation between the kernel and its
extensions [Cas+09; Jo+10; Kan09; LeV+04; Mao+11; NB13; SBL03; SC13; Spe+06;
Tan+07; Wil+08; Zho+06], but only little work considers the problem of identifying
what to isolate for achieving improved fault tolerance at an acceptable degree of
performance degradation.
Ganapathy et al. target this question in the Microdrivers approach [Gan+08]
that proposes a split-mode driver architecture, which supports the automated
splitting of existing Linux device drivers into user and kernel compartments. The
splitting is based on static analyses of the driver code and a set of static rules for
classifying functions as either performance critical or uncritical. The approach
has been implemented in a tool called “Driverslicer”, a plugin for the CIL source
code transformation and analysis tool chain [Ker; Nec+02]. Renzelmann et al.
extend Microdrivers to support Java for reimplementing the user part of split
device drivers [RS09]. Butt et al. extend the Microdrivers architecture by security
aspects using dynamically inferred likely data structure invariants to ensure kernel
data structure integrity when data is transferred from the user part to the kernel
part [But+09].
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the addition of runtime information on
performance measures significantly improves the partitioning by avoiding static
worst-case approximations. We use this information to state partitioning as a
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0-1 ILP problem, for which we obtain an optimal solution with respect to a given
isolation/performance trade-off.
2.3 System Model
We consider the problem of bi-partitioning a kernel software component S (e.g.,
kernel modules) into a user mode fraction Sυ and a kernel mode fraction Sκ for
split-mode operation to reduce kernel code size, where mode transitions occasion a
cost c. We detail our software component model, cost model, and code size notion
in the following subsections. This provides the foundations for stating kernel/user
mode partitioning as 0-1 ILP problem in Section 2.4.
2.3.1 Software Component Model
As we target kernel code for partitioning, we assume S to be written in a procedural
language like C. In procedural languages, a software component S comprises a
finite set of functions F(S) = { fi | i ∈ }1. Any function f j can be referenced by
any other function fi of the same component and we denote such references by
fi  f j. Our reference notion comprises direct (function calls) and indirect (passing
function pointers as arguments) references [Ryd79]. Using the reference relation on
functions, we obtain the call graph (F(S), R(S)), where F(S) represent vertices and
R(S) = {(a, b) ∈ F(S)× F(S) | a b} edges of the graph.
Kernel Interactions
As allocating functions in S that heavily interact with kernel functions external to S
to the user mode partition would significantly affect performance, we extend our
software component model to describe such interactions. We have to consider two
cases: (1) functions in S are invoked from other parts of the kernel not in S and
(2) functions in S invoke kernel functions external to S. Hence, we add a kernel
node K and corresponding edges for references from and to such functions not in S
to the call graph. We define the extended call graph as
(F′(S), R′(S)) = (F(S) ∪ {K},
R(S) ∪ {(K, f ) | f ∈ Fentry(S)}
∪ {(e,K) | e ∈ Fext(S)}),
where Fext(S) ⊆ F(S) is the set of functions that reference any function declared
as extern in the program code of S, and Fentry(S) ⊆ F(S) is the set of all functions
on which the address-of operator (& in the C language) is used, i.e., functions
1We do not include 0 in . In cases that include 0, we use 0.
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potentially invoked by component-external code. Note that K represents any
function that resides within the kernel but is external to S, including core kernel
functions as well as other in-kernel software components.
Data References
When loaded into memory, S resides in a memory address space A(S) = [⊥S,>S]
with lower and upper bound addresses ⊥S,>S ∈ 0. S’s data is contained in a
finite amount of memory allocations M(S) = {(a, l) | a ∈ A(S) ∧ l ∈ } of that
address space, where a denotes the starting address of an allocation and l the length
of the allocated slot in bytes. No memory allocation can exceed the address space
boundaries:
∀(a, l) ∈ M(S), a + l ≤ >S
and memory allocations within an address space are disjoint:
∀(a, l), (a′, l′) ∈ M(S), a < a′ ⇒ a + l < a′.
We denote the reference (read/write access) of a function f ∈ F′(S) to allocated
memory m ∈ M(S) by f  m.
Note that interactions on shared memory are implicitly covered by our data
model, as we do not require component address spaces to be disjoint. We assume
that shared memory across differing address spaces is mapped to the same ad-
dresses in all address spaces and that memory allocation lengths are also the same
for shared memory.
Partitioning
By bi-partitioning S’s extended call graph (F′(S), R′(S)), we obtain two disjoint
sets F(Sυ) and F(Sκ) of functions, where functions f ∈ F(Sυ) reside in the user and
functions f ∈ F(Sκ) in the kernel mode partition. Note that the kernel node K is,
per definitions, always assigned to F(Sκ). Moreover, we obtain three disjoint sets of
edges:
R(Sυ) = {(a, b) | a, b ∈ F(Sυ)} and
R(Sκ) = {(a, b) | a, b ∈ F(Sκ)}
are the sets of edges internal to the user and the kernel mode partitions, whereas
Rcut(Sυ, Sκ) = {(a, b) ∈ R′(S) |
(a ∈ F(Sυ) ∧ b ∈ F(Sκ))
∨(a ∈ F(Sκ) ∧ b ∈ F(Sυ))}
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is the set of edges cut by the partitioning, i.e., edges that represent inter-domain
function invocations. Neither nodes nor edges are lost during partitioning. So, we
define the set of all possible partitionings of a software component S as
PS ={(F(Sυ), F(Sκ)) |
F(Sυ) ∩ F(Sκ) = ∅
∧ F(Sυ) ∪ F(Sκ) = F′(S)
∧ R(Sυ) ∪ R(Sκ) ∪ Rcut(Sυ, Sκ) = R′(S)}.
(2.1)
The cost of the cut, and thereby the performance overhead of the partitioning, is
then given by the sum of the weights of all edges in Rcut(Sυ, Sκ) and the isolation
degree of a cut is expressed in terms of size of the Sκ partition; the smaller the
kernel components the better the isolation. We detail both edge weights and size
measures in the following.
2.3.2 Cost Model
To model the cost c associated with a partitioning p ∈ PS of a component S, we
first define a weight function w : R′(S)→  that assigns a weight to each edge
of the extended call graph. The weight represents the expected overhead for
invoking the corresponding reference as inter-domain function call. The associated
overhead results from (a) mode switching overheads for changing the execution
mode, (b) copying function parameters and return values between modes, and
(c) synchronizing that part of the split component’s state that is relevant to both
partitions, i.e., memory locations m that are accessed from both partitions:
{m ∈ M(S) | ∃ fυ ∈ F(Sυ), fκ ∈ F(Sκ) :
fυ  m ∧ fκ  m}.
Points (b) and (c) both require copying data between the disjoint memory alloca-
tions M(Sκ) and M(Sυ) which imposes an overhead that depends on the amount
of data to copy. The overall weight for each edge is therefore computed according
to Equation (2.2), where t ∈ 0 denotes the number of expected invocations of
reference r ∈ R′(S), b : R′(S)→  denotes the average number of bytes transmitted
upon a single invocation of a reference, and csys : →  denotes the estimated time
that mode switching and copying a number of bytes across partition boundaries
takes on system sys. We detail the assessment of accurate edge weights using
collected runtime data in Section 2.4.2.
w(r) = t · csys(b(r)) (2.2)
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The cost for a partitioning p ∈ PS is given by c : PS →  as stated in Equation (2.3),
i.e., the sum of edge weights of all cut edges. By minimizing c(p), we can find a
partitioning with minimal cut weight, i.e., a partitioning with minimal overhead
for inter-domain function calls.
c(p) = ∑
ri∈Rcut(Sυ,Sκ)
w(ri) (2.3)
2.3.3 Isolation Degree
All software components S that execute in kernel mode do not only operate
with the highest system privileges they also share the same address space, i.e.,
∀Si, Sj, A(Si) = A(Sj). Hence, defective or malicious code within such components
could arbitrarily alter any code or data in any other kernel components and,
ultimately, in the entire system. Isolation prevents the unintended alteration of a
software component’s data or code by another software component by enforcing
domain boundaries between components that, if at all, can only be crossed via well
defined interfaces. Intuitively, the degree of isolation in a system is higher the more
code is executing in unprivileged user mode within a separate address space, as
this code cannot directly access data or functionality in the kernel. We, therefore,
measure the degree of isolation by the amount of kernel code executing in user
mode, i.e., the user partition size.
To account for partition sizes, we assign all functions in the extended call graph
their source lines of code (SLOC) count as node weight with n : F′(S)→ 0. The
size of a partition is then given by the sum of its node weights. As the kernel node K
represents the entirety of kernel functions external to S which, by definition, cannot
be moved to the user mode partition, we define n(K) = 0 in order to include only
component S in our size notion. Although the user partition size is a more intuitive
measure for the isolation degree, we use the kernel partition size as a measure for
lack of isolation in the following. The formulation of both optimization objectives,
cut weight and partition size, as values to minimize facilitates their combination in
a single cost function for optimization as we show later in Section 2.4.3. Due to the
constraints on the node sets of user and kernel partition in Equation (2.1), both size
measures for isolation are equivalent.
We define s : PS → 0 accordingly in Equation (2.4) for assigning a partitioning
p its lack of isolation degree. A partitioning p with minimal s(p) has the smallest
possible amount of code residing in the kernel mode partition and, thus, the largest
possible user mode partition, i.e., the highest isolation.
s(p) = ∑
fi∈F(Sκ)
n( fi) (2.4)
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2.4 Runtime Data Driven Partitioning
In order to obtain an ideal partitioning of a software component with respect to a
desired isolation/performance trade-off according to our system model, we need
to (1) perform a static code analysis to extract the component’s call graph, the node
weights (SLOCs), and the sets of possible data references from its program code,
(2) perform a dynamic analysis of the component to assign edge weights (expected
cross-mode invocation costs) to model the impact of partitioning on our objectives,
and (3) formulate our optimization objectives and constraints as ILP problem.
To implement the approach outlined in Figure 2.1 on page 23, we reuse and
extend the Microdrivers framework by Ganapathy, Renzelmann et al. [Gan+08;
RS09]. Originally, the framework only supported 32 bit (x86) Linux (v2.6.18), but
we updated it to support contemporary 64 bit (x86_64) Linux versions (v3.14+). Our
approach does not require modification of the Linux kernel beyond the component
to be partitioned and, hence, is applicable to off-the-shelf kernels. Only the
Microdrivers runtime and some parts of the tool chain may require updates for
porting the approach to other kernel versions. We detail the individual processing
steps in the following.
2.4.1 Static Analyses: Call Graph and Node Weights
We largely rely on the code analysis and transformation framework CIL [Ker;
Nec+02], which uses a simplified abstract representation of C code that can be
analyzed by custom plugins written in OCaml. First, we use CIL to extract the static
call graph from the input software component by identifying all defined functions
and all function call sites. Second, we modify the obtained call graph according
to our model and introduce the kernel node K and corresponding edges. We
handle indirect function invocations (via pointer) by adding edges to all functions
whose signatures are compatible with the invoked function pointer type. This
over-approximation introduces a number of false positives, i.e., edges that do not
represent possible function calls during runtime. However, we compensate for
these using the recorded runtime data from our dynamic analysis (cf. Section 2.4.2).
Figure 2.2 on the next page illustrates a resulting call graph, including node and
edge weights.
For obtaining the node weights (ni in Figure 2.2 on the following page), we
analyze the software component’s preprocessed C code and count the “physical”
source lines of code (SLOC) for each function. We adopt the common SLOC notion
and only include non-blank, non-comment lines. We implemented a Clang/LLVM
based tool for extracting accurate SLOC counts on a per function level. We chose
not to rely on CIL for this task in order not to distort the SLOC counts through CIL’s
code transformations, which generally increase the SLOC count disproportionately.
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Figure 2.2: Example call graph of a kernel software component S as used for partitioning.
Nodes A to F represent functions with statically determined weights ni; edges represent
possible function calls with dynamically determined weights ei. “Kernel Node” (K in
Section 2.3.1) represents all kernel functions outside component S.
To extract the set of possible data references for each function, we reuse the mar-
shaling (points-to) analysis of the Microdrivers framework, which is implemented
as part of a CIL plugin called “Driverslicer”. This is the same analysis that the
Microdrivers framework employs for generating the marshaling code needed for
synchronizing state between the user and kernel mode domains (see Section 2.3.2).
The analysis yields an over-approximation of possible data references for each
function, i.e., which data may be reachable from which functions. The analysis relies
on programmer supplied code annotations as discussed later in Section 2.4.2. We
refer the reader to the Microdrivers publications [Gan+08; RS09] for a detailed dis-
cussion of Driverslicer’s marshaling analysis. We use the results of this analysis in
the dynamic analysis phase for collecting runtime data as detailed in the following
section.
2.4.2 Dyn. Analyses: Edge Weights & Constrained Nodes
While static analyses are useful to obtain information related to the code structure,
their utility to approximate function invocation frequencies or sizes of (dynamic)
data structures is limited. For instance, invocation frequencies for function calls
inside a loop that depends on input data can only be sensibly estimated by a
dynamic analysis; the same is true for estimating the length/size of linked data
structures such as lists or buffers whose size depends on input data. We compensate
for this limitation by augmenting the statically obtained structure (call graph and
node weights) with data from dynamic profiling. For edge weights, relying on
recorded data from dynamic profiling yields more accurate results than static
over-approximations, as long as the workload used to conduct the profiling is
comparable to the system load encountered during actual operation.
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Figure 2.3: Dynamic analysis and ILP steps in the partitioning process. An instrumented
version of the original kernel module is built and executed under a given workload. The
collected runtime profile is used to determine the edge weights in our graph model that
is used for the ILP-based partitioning, which assigns all functions to either kernel or
user mode.
Edge Instrumentation
For collecting the data needed to compute the edge weights (wi in Figure 2.2)
according to our weight function w(r) (cf. Equation (2.2)), we instrument the
software component S and execute it to capture its dynamic behavior under a given
workload. A general overview of the dynamic analysis steps is given in the left
part of Figure 2.3.
We utilize the statically obtained call graph to identify relevant code locations
for instrumentation. To collect data for all call graph edges that start in a node
other than the kernel node K, i.e., edges ( fi, f j) ∈ R′(S), fi , K, we instrument all
function call sites within S. For entry edges ( fi, f j) ∈ R′(S), fi = K∧ f j ∈ Fentry(S),
the call sites are external to S. Hence, we instrument the function bodies of the
target functions f j for these edges. For functions that can be invoked from within S
as well as from K, we correct the collected entry edge data in a postprocessing step
to avoid false accounting for entry edges.
We insert code at the above described code locations to record per edge: (i) the
number of edge activations (function invocation frequency) (t in Equation (2.2)),
(ii) the estimated data amount that would be transmitted between functions in case
of an inter-domain call as arguments and return values (an addend in the calculation
of b in Equation (2.2)), (iii) the estimated data amount for the synchronization of
global data accessible from caller and callee (also contributing to b), and (iv) the
execution context in which the call occurs. Information on the execution context is
used to identify constrained nodes, i.e., nodes that cannot be moved to user mode,
as discussed later in Section 2.4.2.
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For the instrumentation, we employ aspect-oriented programming [Kic+97]
techniques and generate the instrumentation code as separate C source code with
our code generator tool, which is implemented as a CIL plugin. We use the AspeCt-
oriented C compiler [GJ10] to insert the instrumentation code into the component
during the build process. Aspect-oriented programming has the advantage that
the instrumentation code is written in the same language as the code that is being
instrumented, while both can be maintained as separate modules.
The inserted code implements a dynamic size estimation by walking through
data structures reachable from function parameters, global variables, and return
values, and summing up their sizes. Linked data structures and heap allocated
structures are handled correctly by following pointers and interpreting pointer
targets according to the pointed-to data type. The required data type information
for this estimation technique is obtained by reusing the points-to data from the
Microdrivers marshaling analysis. The analysis relies on programmer supplied
annotations to fill the gaps in the data type information inherent in the C language.
For instance, annotations are required to resolve void pointers to actual types or
to specify the length of dynamically allocated buffers. Effectively, we are refining
the static data type based overestimation of reachable data structures that the
Microdrivers analysis provides using actual data values observed during runtime.
For instance, if we observe a NULL pointer in a data structure, we do not consider the
pointer target’s data type for size estimation. The described approach is tailored
for use with the Microdrivers framework. If another framework is selected to
implement the split mode operation, the size estimation has to be adapted to reflect
the data synchronization approach of that framework.
Using the recorded invocation frequencies and data transmission estimates from
the dynamic analysis, we can derive the expected performance overhead that
cutting edges in R′(S) implies. As such overhead differs on different hardware
platforms (and also with different frameworks used for splitting), we express the
actual cost as a function csys of the amount of data to be copied. To determine
csys, we implemented a kernel module for conducting measurements on the target
platform, where the split mode component should ultimately execute. The module
measures and records the overhead that the transfer of different data amounts
causes in inter-domain function invocations. We fit a function onto the recorded
data and use it to estimate the overhead for the average data sizes recorded during
profiling. This completes the information required for calculating edge weights
according to Equation (2.2): t is the number of observed edge activations, csys(x) is
the fitted platform dependent function, and b(r) is the average number of bytes
transmitted.
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Constrained nodes
Due to the structure of commodity OSs, and in particular Linux, there are functions
(nodes) that have to remain in the kernel partition. The auxiliary node K, represent-
ing all functions external to S, must remain in the kernel partition by definition.
Another example are functions that may execute in interrupt context. This is an
inherent limitation of the Microdrivers framework, which synchronizes between
user and kernel mode via blocking functions and code running in interrupt context
cannot sleep [Lov]. Consequently, we must ensure that such non-movable functions
remain in the kernel partition. A number of possibilities exist to circumvent this
restriction, for instance by changing the synchronization mechanisms in Micro-
drivers or by employing mechanisms for user mode interrupt handling, such as
in VFIO [VFI16] or the Real-Time Linux patch set [RTw16]. As these only affect
the achievable partitioning result and not the partitioning approach, which is the
central topic of this chapter, we do not assess the impact of these options.
We denote Fmov(S) ⊆ F′(S) as the set of movable functions and Ff ix(S) ⊆ F′(S)
as the set of functions that are fixed in kernel mode. Both sets are disjoint and
Fmov(S)∪ Ff ix(S) = F′(S). We determine Ff ix(S) using the execution context records
from profiling. Every function fi that executed in interrupt context during profiling
and all functions f j that are reachable from fi are in Ff ix(S) (transitive closure).
Note that this approach may miss some unmovable functions if they were not
observed in interrupt context. Such false negatives can be mitigated in the resulting
partitioning, for instance, by providing alternate code paths that allow the execution
of interrupt functions within the kernel even though they were moved into the user
mode partition. However, we did not encounter any such cases in our case study.
A number of kernel library functions, e.g., string functions like strlen, have
equivalent functions in user mode libraries. These functions can be ignored for the
partitioning as a version of them exists in both domains. We therefore remove them
from our call graph model prior to partitioning. This is a performance optimization
for the resulting split mode components.
2.4.3 Partitioning as 0-1 ILP Problem
We express our partitioning problem as 0-1 ILP problem, as illustrated in the right
half in Figure 2.3. In general, stating a 0-1 ILP problem requires a set of boolean
decision variables, a linear objective function on the variables to minimize or maximize,
and a set of linear inequalities as problem constraints over the variables. Once stated
as ILP problem, a linear solver can be used to find an optimal partitioning.
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Decision Variables
We introduce the following two sets of boolean variables: xi, yi ∈ {0, 1}. For each
node fi in our call graph, a corresponding variable xi assigns fi to either the user
or kernel mode partition as follows:
∀ fi ∈ F′(S), xi = 0⇔ fi ∈ F(Sυ) ∧ xi = 1⇔ fi ∈ F(Sκ)
Additionally, a variable yi determines for each corresponding call graph edge ri
whether the edge is cut by the partitioning as follows:
∀ri ∈ R′(S), yi = 0⇔ ri < Rcut ∧ yi = 1⇔ ri ∈ Rcut.
Problem Constraints
Since variables xi and yi are boolean, we can express their relation using a boolean
exclusive-or (XOR) operation yk = xi ⊕ xj, where yk encodes if edges rk = ( fi, f j)
are cut or not and xi, xj represent the partition assignments of the two adjacent
nodes. In order to express this relation as a linear equation system, we define four
constrains for each edge as given in Equations (2.5) to (2.8). The constraints encode
the boolean truth table for XOR, one equation per row in the truth table.
xi + xj − yk ≥ 0 (2.5)
xi − xj − yk ≤ 0 (2.6)
xj − xi − yk ≤ 0 (2.7)
xi + xj + yk ≤ 2 (2.8)
In addition to the XOR encoding, we need further constrains to fix non-movable
functions as discussed above in the kernel partition, i.e., ∀ fi ∈ Ff ix(S), xi = 0. We
achieve this by adding one additional constraint of the form given in Equation (2.9)
per non-movable function fi.
xi ≤ 0 (2.9)
Objective Function
We combine the cost (Equation (2.3)) and size (Equation (2.4)) functions from
Section 2.3 to a single objective function with a balance parameter λ ∈ [0, 1].
We compute the edge weights wi and node weights ni as described above for
all functions and edges in (F′(S), R′(S)). We then reformulate our minimization
objectives c(p) and s(p) as sums over normalized edge and node weights including
decision variables as defined in Equations (2.10) and (2.11). The node and edge
weights are normalized to the interval [0, 1] according to Equation (2.12) which also
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normalizes both equations. The normalized weights represent percentages of the
overall weight present in the call graph.
c′(S) = ∑
ri∈R′(S)
||wi|| · yi (2.10)
s′(S) = ∑
fi∈F′(S)
||ni|| · xi (2.11)
||ai|| = ai∑nj=1 aj
(2.12)
Combining Equations (2.10) and (2.11) into one linear function with a balance
parameter λ yields Equation (2.13), which is our final objective function for the ILP
solver.
obj(S) = λ · c′(S) + (1− λ) · s′(S) (2.13)
λ enables the tuning of the trade-off between the expected performance overhead
and the amount of code that resides in the user partition. Setting λ to a value near
1 prioritizes the minimization of the performance overhead, i.e., cut cost c(p). In
this case, a resulting partitioning can be expected to have a near zero cut cost, i.e.,
negligible performance overhead, but a large kernel partition. Setting λ to a value
near 0 prioritizes the minimization of the kernel partition, i.e., SLOC count s(p).
A partitioning in this case can be expected to have a kernel partition as small as
possible, but a high performance overhead.
2.5 Evaluation
We demonstrate the utility of our approach in a case study of three Linux kernel
modules: two device drivers (psmouse and 8139too) and one file system (romfs).
For the dynamic analyses, we expose the instrumented kernel modules to through-
put benchmarks and collect their runtime profiles. We derive the platform overhead
functions csys for our target systems from additional measurements and use them
with the obtained profiles for generating and comparing partitionings with different
isolation/performance trade-offs. We highlight general insights from this process
that are not limited to the scope of our case study.
2.5.1 Experimental Setup
We start by describing our experimental setup that we use for our evaluation. We
conduct our experiments on two different test machine setups:
(1) a physical machine setup that we term PHY
(2) a virtual machine setup that we term VM
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Both systems run Debian 8.4 (Jessy) as operating system with Linux 3.14.65 (long-
term support) in a 64-bit (x86_64) configuration. Our physical machine (PHY)
is equipped with a quad-core Intel i7-4790 CPU running at 3.6GHz, 16GiB of
RAM main memory, a 500GB SSD, and a 200GB HDD. Our virtual system (VM)
emulates a dual-core CPU and 1GiB of RAM main memory, with the virtual CPU
cores being pinned to physical cores on the host machine and the guest RAM being
locked on the host. As virtualization platform, we employ QEMU/KVM 2.1.2 using
the just described physical machine as host. Note that we use the VM setup only
for psmouse experiments as we rely on QEMU’s ability to emulate mouse events.
The HDD is used for romfs experiments.
Test Module Selection
To demonstrate the applicability of our approach to general in-kernel components,
we select kernel modules that utilize distinct kernel interfaces and exhibit different
runtime characteristics for our evaluation. Table 2.1 on the facing page lists the
kernel modules we selected for that purpose. 8139too is the driver for RealTek
RTL-8139 Fast Ethernet NICs, which executes mostly in interrupt context and
interacts with the kernel’s networking subsystem. psmouse is the driver for most
serial pointing devices (mouse, trackpads), which executes largely in interrupt
context, has complex device detection and configuration logic, and interacts with
the kernel’s serial I/O and input subsystems. romfs is a read-only file system used
for embedded systems; it does not execute in interrupt context and interacts with
the kernel’s virtual file system and block I/O infrastructure.
Table 2.1 on the next page reports static size metrics for the selected test modules.
The SLOC columns list the physical source lines of code2 before and after code
preprocessing (as part of the build process). The Functions columns list the number
|F(S)| of functions implemented in the module (All) and the number |Fentry(S)| of
entry point functions (Entry). Column Extern lists the number of external functions
referenced, Lib lists the number of library functions that exist in both kernel and
user mode, and Calls lists the number |R′(S)| of calls (references). Judging by the
presented numbers, 8139too is the most complex of the modules with more code,
more functions, and a larger interface with the kernel, which results in a higher
coupling with other kernel subsystems than the other modules. The relatively high
number of entry functions for psmouse is due the driver’s heavy usage of function
pointers rather than a large exported interface (see Section 2.3.1 on page 27).
Workload Selection
As workloads, we apply throughput benchmarks with a duration of 60 s to all test
modules. For 8139too, we use netperf 2.6 in TCP_STREAM mode measuring the
2generated using David A. Wheeler’s SLOCCount
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Table 2.1: Overview of the selected test modules. SLOC columns report original and
preprocessed line numbers. Function columns list the number of overall and entry
functions. The remaining columns list the number of external & library functions and
call sites.
SLOC Functions
Module Orig PreProc All Entry Extern Lib Calls
8139too 2087 38 042 123 35 69 19 378
psmouse 1390 20 779 59 26 42 2 214
romfs 927 27 448 42 14 25 4 96
network throughput. For psmouse, we use QEMU’s monitor and control interface
(QMP) to generate mouse move events measuring the event throughput. For romfs,
we use fio 2.2.9 to perform file read tests measuring read throughput. All work-
loads contain the module loading/unloading steps and all initialization/cleanup
operations, such as mount/umount for romfs and ifup/ifdown for 8139too.
2.5.2 Instrumentation & Profiling
We instrument all modules with our aspect-oriented instrumentation tool and
execute them in our test systems using the aforementioned workloads. The in-
strumented modules are only used to collect profiling data; they are removed
from the system once profiling is complete. We repeat the profiling runs 50 times
for each module, rebooting the systems before each run to avoid interferences
between runs. In addition to profiling runs, we also perform 50 runs with the non-
instrumented module as a baseline to determine the runtime overhead incurred by
the instrumentation and the split mode operation.
Instrumentation Overhead
In terms of binary module size, the instrumented module versions are about
12 to 42 times larger than the original ones. This is due to the aspect-oriented
instrumentation approach, which produces additional C code for each function call
site. We report performance measurements for the instrumented and the original
module versions in Table 2.4 on page 46 (first two rows) together with our overall
results. As apparent from columns Throughput, Ifup/Ifdown and Mount/Unmount,
the instrumentation does not impact throughputs or init/cleanup times. Module
load/unload times increase slightly for some modules, with a maximum increase
of factor 3.6 for loading 8139too. We therefore conclude:
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Table 2.2: Runtime profile overview. The first four columns list the number of activated
function nodes and call edges (absolute and relative); the last column reports the relative
amount of movable functions.
Activations Rel. Coverage
S F(S) R′(S) F(S) R′(S) Fmov(S)/F(S)
8139too 82 201 66.7% 53.2% 65.9%
psmouse 36 81 61.0% 37.9% 83.1%
romfs 36 84 85.7% 87.5% 83.3%
Aspect-orientation provides a modular way to implement source code instrumenta-
tion on the abstraction level of the targeted programming language with overheads
small enough to allow production usage.
Runtime Profiles
Table 2.2 gives an overview of the observed runtime profiles. The Activations
columns list the number of functions and references that our workload activated,
whereas the Rel. Coverage columns report the relative amount of activations. The
last column reports the percentage of functions that our partitioner may move to
the user mode partition, i.e., the number |Fmov(S)| of nodes for which no constraints
apply (cf. Section 2.4.2). Our romfs workload achieves the highest coverage as this
module only contains the essentials for reading from the file system. The percentage
of constrained nodes is lowest here as romfs does not execute in interrupt context
and only needs a few functions fixed in the kernel to ensure correct operation
in split mode. The relatively low percentage of activated calls in psmouse is due
to the usage of function pointers as well as the high amount of device specific
detection and configuration logic, most of which is not needed for our emulated
QEMU mouse device. The few unmovable functions in this module execute in
interrupt context. 8139too has the lowest fraction of movable functions as this
driver primarily executes in interrupt context for network package handling. In
summary, there is significant potential for moving functions to user mode for
psmouse and romfs since only a small fraction of functions needs to be fixed in
the kernel. The potential for moving many functions without severe performance
implications is particularly high for psmouse and 8139too in the given usage
scenario as functions without activations can be moved to user mode without
affecting the performance under the respective common case usage.
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Figure 2.4: Platform overhead csys for data sizes from 0 to 60KiB measured for our physical
machine setup.
2.5.3 Estimation of the Platform Overhead
We estimate the platform overhead function csys for both our setups (PHY & VM)
using a split mode test module (cf. Section 2.4.2) that measures the time needed
for inter-domain function invocations with data of increasing sizes up to 60KiB in
128B steps. All data sizes recorded during profiling fall into this range. For each
size step, we measure 1000 inter-domain calls and use their average time as the
result for each step. We repeat the overall measurement process 10 times and fit a
linear function onto the average measurements as we are interested in getting a
mean overhead estimation.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the results for our PHY system and Figure 2.5 on the
following page for our VM system. The horizontal axis shows the size in KiB
whereas the vertical axis shows the measured time in microseconds. The fitted
linear function for our PHY setup can be written as csys(b) = 1205.2+ 0.00084 · b
(coefficient of determination r2 = 0.98), and the function for our VM setup as
csys(b) = 1259.7+ 0.00082 · b (with r2 = 0.97). For both systems, there is a consider-
able static overhead of about 1205µs for PHY and about 1260µs for VM associated
with every inter-domain function invocation. The actual data transfer entails a
much smaller overhead of about 0.8µs per 1KiB. In earlier experiments on Linux
3.14.40, we observed a static overhead of 1214µs for PHY, indicating that csys results
may be reused across different revisions of the same kernel.
2.5.4 Partitioning Results
We use the GLPK IP/MIP solver v4.55 [Fre] for partitioning. We generate 13
partitionings per module using different λ values to investigate the effect on the
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Figure 2.5: Platform overhead csys for virtual machine.
resulting partitions. For 8139too, the solver needs on average about 1.3MiB of
RAM with 362 decision variables (after problem preprocessing). For psmouse,
it uses about 0.8MiB with 241 decision variables; romfs needs 0.4MiB with 128
decision variables. The solver runtimes are negligible as they are reported with
0.0 s in all runs. These numbers demonstrate that, although 0-1 ILP problems are
generally NP-complete, our optimization-based partitioning approach is suitable
for realistic problem sizes.
If stated as 0-1 ILP problem, optimal partitioning of real-world kernel software
components can be achieved with modest computational overhead.
Figures 2.6a to 2.6c on the next page illustrate the sizes (s(p)) and cut costs (c(p))
of the generated partitions. The horizontal axes display the used λ values (being
identical for all modules) whereas the left vertical axes show the sizes for kernel
and user partitions (in SLOC); the right axes show the cut costs (in time units).
Note that the figures use different scales on the vertical axes, with Figure 2.6c using
seconds and the others using milliseconds. Moreover, Table 2.3 reports the exact
numbers for partition sizes and estimated cut costs for all three modules.
Obviously, the amount of fixed kernel code does not change with varying λ,
i.e., the minimal kernel partition size is bounded by the amount of non-movable
(interrupt) functions. Nonetheless, the overall kernel partition sizes decrease with
decreasing λ as the minimization of s(p) gains priority. The cost, however, increases
with decreasing kernel partition size as more and heavier graph edges are cut with
less priority on the minimization of c(p). As λ approaches 0.0, a high cost must be
payed even for small decreases in the kernel partition size.
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(b) psmouse
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Figure 2.6: Development of partition sizes (left axis) and cut costs (right axis) for varying
λ values (decreasing left to right) for our three test modules. The kernel partition size
decreases with decreasing λ whereas cut costs increase, i.e., the more code is moved to
the user partition, the higher the performance impact.
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Table 2.3: Partitioning results for 8139too, psmouse, and romfs. Only distinct partitions
are reported along with the producing λ, the kernel and user partition sizes (SLOC) and
estimated cost of the respective partitioning.
8139too
λ Kern User Cost (ms)
1.0 1535 49 0.0
0.7 1134 450 0.0
0.5 647 937 26.6
0.4 639 945 27.8
0.3 549 1035 43.4
0.2 492 1092 63.9
0.0 450 1134 82.0
psmouse
λ Kern User Cost (ms)
1.0 1144 4 0.0
0.8 673 475 0.0
0.7 613 535 2.5
0.6 570 578 6.3
0.5 457 691 20.2
0.4 300 848 46.6
0.3 281 867 51.7
0.0 207 941 84.4
romfs
λ Kern User Cost (s)
1.0 722 9 0.0
0.999 513 218 0.024
0.3 132 599 2.1
0.1 54 677 577.5
0.0 27 704 1437.4
If interrupt handling in device drivers was revised to allow for execution in process
context, larger portions of their code could be isolated as user mode processes.
For all modules, the kernel partition is smallest at λ = 0 with highest cut cost.
For λ = 1, the opposite is the case as the kernel partition size is highest and the cut
cost is with a value of 0 the lowest. Decreasing λ from 1.0 to 0.999 allows the solver
to find a partitioning that not only has a low cut cost, but also a larger user mode
partition. This effect occurs as the solver solely minimizes the cut cost at λ = 1
without taking any node weights into account, i.e., any partitioning having minimal
cost (in our scenario 0) is optimal for the solver, irrespective of the SLOC counts
left in either partition. This is also the reason why even with λ = 1, we still have
some code fractions left in the user partition. Putting a little effort into node weight
minimization, however, is enough for the solver to move all “cheap” nodes. In
other words, all nodes that the solver can move “for free” under a given workload
are actually moved to the user partition. This gives the benefit of a higher isolation,
while a performance overhead must be paid only in rare occasions that are outside
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the common case usage. Therefore, we recommend to not select λ = 1 but close
to 1. A similar effect does not occur when we increase λ from 0.0 to 0.001 as there
is no way to reduce cut costs without increasing the kernel partition size. Note
that not all generated partitions are distinct as different (neighboring) λ values may
result in the same partitioning. This is due to the node and edge weights being
discrete (a function can only be moved as a whole). Our partitioner produces 7
distinct partitionings for 8139too, 8 for psmouse, and 5 for romfs (cf. Table 2.3 on
the facing page).
For a known usage profile, significant portions of kernel software components can
be isolated at near zero performance overhead in the common case.
Although romfs appears to be the simplest module from the static metrics
presented in Table 2.1 on page 39, we expect especially large overheads as the cut
costs illustrated in Figure 2.6c on page 43 are very high compared to the other
two test modules. This is due to the nature of romfs, which moves large data
chunks with high call frequencies between disk and memory. Even the partitioning
with λ = 0.9 already has a cut cost of about 2.1 s. This effect is due to the edge
weight normalization (see Equation (2.12)), which is applied to formulate the overall
minimization problem for the solver. Workloads that lead to extreme hot spots in
terms of call frequencies and/or data amount in the runtime profile require finer
grained λ variations around 1.0 if the maximum size user partition with zero cost
should be found, since the hot spots in the profile dominate the partitioning cost.
Information on a software component’s dynamic usage profile is essential for an
accurate cost estimation.
After automatically generating a spectrum of partitionings with different λ
values using our approach, a system administrator can select a partitioning with
the performance/isolation trade-off that best fits the requirements of the intended
application scenario. Choosing the lowest λ value that meets required execution
latencies, for instance, yields best effort reliability.
2.5.5 Split Mode Modules
We synthesize and build split mode modules for all distinct partitionings that
we generated and expose them to our workloads for timing and throughput
measurements. Table 2.4 on the next page reports the results. We highlight
especially interesting numbers in bold face.
Overall, split modules with a cut cost of zero do not show different perfor-
mance compared to the original modules except for slightly increased loading
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Table 2.4: Performance measurements for the different versions of 8139too, psmouse, and
romfs. The reported results are averages of 50 experiment runs (standard deviation
in brackets). Columns Load, Unload, Ifup, Ifdown, Mount, and Unmount report
the durations of the respective operations in milliseconds. TP columns list workload
throughputs. Interesting data points are highlighted in bold.
8139too
Version Load Unload Ifup Ifdown TP (Mbit/s)
orig 5.0 (3.0) 45.6 (12.4) 44.5 (1.5) 7.6 (0.1) 94.1 (0.0)
instrumented 17.8 (4.9) 44.2 (12.9) 44.6 (1.6) 7.6 (0.1) 94.1 (0.1)
split, λ = 1.0 9.9 (0.1) 45.8 (13.7) 44.5 (1.4) 7.6 (0.1) 94.1 (0.0)
split, λ = 0.7 14.0 (0.1) 48.4 (13.7) 44.8 (1.5) 7.6 (0.1) 94.2 (0.0)
split, λ = 0.5 34.8 (0.3) 47.8 (12.5) 52.2 (1.4) 7.5 (0.1) 94.1 (0.0)
split, λ = 0.4 34.8 (0.3) 42.8 (11.6) 52.4 (1.2) 7.6 (0.1) 94.2 (0.0)
split, λ = 0.3 35.0 (0.2) 47.1 (12.2) 59.7 (1.2) 18.8 (0.2) 94.1 (0.0)
split, λ = 0.2 39.2 (0.3) 72.7 (12.0) 59.3 (1.5) 18.7 (0.2) 94.2 (0.0)
split, λ = 0.0 46.8 (1.4) 73.5 (14.2) 64.2 (1.4) 23.3 (0.2) 94.1 (0.2)
psmouse
Version Load Unload TP (Events/s)
orig 3.5 (1.5) 57.8 (23.1) 1060.3 (13.0)
instrumented 4.4 (1.3) 67.1 (19.4) 1064.2 (16.7)
split, λ = 1.0 5.6 (2.4) 62.6 (21.6) 1059.8 (9.7)
split, λ = 0.8 5.7 (1.8) 60.8 (24.4) 1057.7 (11.1)
split, λ = 0.7 5.5 (2.4) 63.6 (21.4) 1060.6 (9.4)
split, λ = 0.6 5.1 (1.6) 59.5 (23.5) 1056.6 (7.9)
split, λ = 0.5 5.4 (1.7) 62.8 (24.9) 1056.1 (10.4)
split, λ = 0.4 1545.3 (22.6) 63.8 (22.1) 1057.1 (10.7)
split, λ = 0.3 1540.0 (19.3) 65.1 (22.4) 1059.9 (7.8)
split, λ = 0.0 1537.8 (17.1) 114.5 (30.4) 1060.1 (8.5)
romfs
Version Load Unload Mount Unmount TP (MiB/s)
orig 2.8 (1.9) 39.6 (10.2) 1.1 (1.4) 101.7 (8.1) 33.76 (0.72)
instrumented 5.7 (3.3) 36.9 (8.3) 1.1 (1.2) 100.3 (9.0) 33.62 (0.59)
split, λ = 1.0 5.3 (0.1) 35.7 (11.2) 1.2 (1.6) 99.4 (9.3) 33.60 (0.53)
split, λ = 0.999 10.5 (0.2) 44.2 (11.1) 22.4 (1.1) 103.8 (11.8) 33.69 (0.55)
split, λ = 0.3 11.4 (0.3) 44.0 (10.2) 37.7 (1.5) 187.1 (11.2) 33.73 (0.62)
split, λ = 0.1 11.9 (0.2) 45.2 (9.2) 37.6 (1.2) 126.3 (9.5) 0.288 (0.00)
split, λ = 0.0 11.9 (0.3) 46.3 (12.1) 41.0 (0.8) 119.4 (9.3) 0.065 (0.00)
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times caused by the initialization of the Microdrivers runtime. The measured
throughputs for the two interrupt heavy drivers (8139too and psmouse) remain
stable as interrupt routines are not touched due to earlier discussed Microdrivers
limitations. As soon as the estimated cut costs increase beyond zero, we observe a
modest impact on operation latencies for 8139too and romfs. Load times increase
for both modules as well as mount and unload times for romfs and ifup time for
8139too. The observed increases are due to the assignment of module and device
initialization/configuration functions to user mode.
For psmouse, an increase in times becomes apparent only in later partitionings:
starting with λ = 0.4, the module load times increase to 1.5 s as all the device
detection and initialization logic gets moved to user mode. Although our estimated
costs also make a jump for this partitioning, it is far smaller than the measured
overhead. We attribute this anomaly to side effects that our model does not account
for. psmouse initialization logic causes additional interrupts that interfere with the
user mode process executing the mouse logic, which leads to more context switches
and wait times for the user mode process.
All modules exhibit the largest performance decrease when the cut cost is
highest and the user mode partition is largest. The measured time and performance
impacts for 8139too and psmouse are not prohibitively high for use in production.
This is consistent with the estimated cut costs that remain below 100ms. In
contrast, romfs suffers from a significant decrease of two orders of magnitude in
throughput starting from λ = 0.1 as the function that transfers contents between
disk and memory (romfs_readpage) is moved to user mode. This is expected as
the estimated cut cost becomes exceptionally high for large user mode partitions
with about 24min for λ = 0.0. The decrease in umount times between splits with
λ = 0.3 and λ = 0.1 is a side effect of the observed throughput decrease. During
un-mounting, romfs cleans up per-file i-node data structures using a function that
is moved to user mode starting at λ = 0.3. Due to the lower throughput, fewer files
are read as part of our fixed duration workload. Hence, fewer i-nodes need to be
cleaned up and umount needs less time.
2.5.6 Reliability of Split Mode Modules
To assess the reliability gain of split mode modules, we conduct both a code
analysis and fault injection experiments. As memory safety bugs constitute an
important class of program bugs in C code, we focus on potentially invalid memory
accesses via pointers. We analyzed the source code of our test modules to identify
all code locations where pointers are dereferenced. In case of corrupted pointer
values, dereferences can lead to invalid memory accesses, which, depending on the
accessed memory location and whether it is a read or write access, can crash the
kernel. Figure 2.7 on the following page illustrates the relative amount of pointer
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Figure 2.7: Relative amount of pointer dereferences in the kernel mode partition across
different λ values. With decreasing λ, the size of the kernel mode partition decreases
(left to right) along with the amount of potentially dangerous pointer dereferences.
dereferences that are left in the kernel mode partition with decreasing kernel
mode size (decreasing λ). The smaller the kernel partition, the fewer potentially
dangerous pointer dereferences are left inside the kernel.
Overall, we found 507 dereferences in 8139too, 389 in psmouse, and 223 in romfs.
For the smallest kernel mode partition, the amount of dereferences falls below
31% for 8139too and psmouse and for romfs even below 1%. The dereferences
remaining in the kernel partition reside in non-movable functions. However, at
least 50% of dereferences can be removed from the kernel partition at moderate
cost (see λ = 0.5) for all three modules.
To validate that invalid memory accesses are indeed a problem when they occur
inside the kernel but can be tolerated in the user partition, we conduct fault injection
experiments in which we inject NULL pointer values into the previously identified
pointer dereferences via code mutation, a fault type that kernel code is particularly
prone to [Pal+11]. We randomly selected 50 mutants per module, compiled them
and executed them with our workload for all previously generated partitionings.
With a total of 20 distinct splits across all mutants, this sums up to a total of 1000
experiments. Across all experiments, 46% of injected faults got activated for romfs,
78% for psmouse, and 70% for 8139too. In all experiments with activated faults,
the kernel reacted with an Oops and required rebooting if the invalid memory
access resided in the kernel partition. However, if the invalid access resided in
the user partition, the user mode driver process reacted with a segmentation fault,
leaving the rest of the system unaffected. When the kernel partition size was largest
(λ = 1.0), we observed an Oops in 100% of cases. However, if the kernel partition
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size was smallest (λ = 0.0), we observed Oopses only in 44% of cases for psmouse,
6% for 8139too, and 9% romfs. We conclude that the more code we move into the
user partition the more potential invalid memory accesses can be isolated in the
user mode driver process, thereby improving system reliability.
2.6 Discussion
Our evaluation demonstrates that kernel components can be partitioned into user
and kernel compartments based on data recorded from runtime profiling while
allowing for a user-defined trade-off between isolation and run-time overhead. For
romfs, the cost for a minimal kernel component is prohibitively high, but other λ
values yield usable partitionings with overheads corresponding to the amount of
kernel functionality isolated. In the following, we summarize issues, insights, and
practical considerations from our implementation.
A basic assumption of the used Microdrivers framework is that data accesses
are properly synchronized in the original kernel module using locking primitives, so that
shared state in the split module needs to be synchronized only upon the start
and end of inter-domain function invocations and whenever a locking operation is
performed. In reality, however, locks are often avoided for performance reasons,
especially for small, frequently updated data fields such as the flags field in the
page struct, which the Linux kernel uses for page management. Here, atomic
access operations are commonly used. Atomic operations need special handling
in split mode modules as the accessed data must be synchronized immediately
upon access. For this reason, we left all accesses to certain fields of the page struct
in the kernel. For instance, the romfs_readpage function only started working in
user mode after we ensured that all page status bit accesses were left in the kernel,
which reads/writes these fields concurrently using CPU-specific atomic memory
operations.
State synchronization in the presence of interrupts has also proven challenging. Espe-
cially during device initialization and configuration, drivers issue device commands
that may result in immediate interrupts, i.e., the driver code interrupts itself. As
these commands are not automatically identified, the Microdrivers runtime is
unaware of the resulting control flow redirection to the interrupt service routine.
Therefore, no data synchronization is performed before the interrupt-causing oper-
ation is executed and, hence, the interrupt routine and user mode function may
operate on inconsistent copies of shared data. We encountered this issue with both
8139too and psmouse. Device configuration from user mode only worked after we
added additional synchronization points and left certain operations in the kernel.
While we do not consider security as a partitioning goal, we note that the
presented approach does not harm security: In a properly configured system, the
interface between the kernel and user components of a split mode driver is not
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accessible to unprivileged users. Consequently, the attack surface remains the same
as for the original driver. Moreover, moving vulnerable code from the kernel to
user space can reduce the severity of vulnerabilities. The user component can also
benefit from hardening and mitigation techniques that may not be available or
feasible in the kernel. A second consequence of our decision to not open the split
mode driver’s cross-domain interface to other users is that it cannot be reused,
for instance by other drivers or user mode programs. This restriction is intended,
as the generated interfaces are highly customized for a specific partitioning of
a specific kernel component and any reuse beyond that use case bears a risk of
misuse with fatal consequences.
2.7 Conclusion
Although microkernel OSs provide better isolation than monolithic OSs and mod-
ern implementations no longer suffer from the poor IPC performance of their
ancestors, monolithic OSs still dominate the commodity desktop, mobile and server
markets because of legacy code reuse and user familiarity. In order to benefit from
both the existing code bases of monolithic systems and the design advantages of
microkernel architectures, approaches to move kernel code portions of monolithic
OSs into user mode have been proposed. While these approaches provide the
mechanisms for split mode user/kernel operation of monolithic kernel code, they
do not provide guidance on what code to execute in which mode. To this end,
we propose a partitioning approach that combines static and dynamic analyses
to assess the impact of kernel code partitioning decisions on both the degree of
isolation and the expected performance overheads. Using collected data from
profiling runs, we derive solutions that are optimal with respect to a user-defined
isolation/performance prioritization.
We implement the approach for Microdrivers, an automated code partitioning
framework for Linux kernel code, and demonstrate its utility in a case study of two
widely used device drivers and a file system. Our results show that augmenting
static analyses with data obtained from dynamic analyses allows the estimation
of the performance impact and, therefore, the feasibility of a whole spectrum of
possible partitionings for production usage even before a split mode version is
synthesized.
For future work, we plan to address the shortcomings of existing code par-
titioning tools encountered during the implementation of our profiling-based
partitioning and add support for atomic access operations and user mode interrupt
handling. Furthermore, we plan to investigate more efficient alternatives for the
complex function wrapping and parameter marshaling of Microdrivers to improve
performance and the amount of movable functions.
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3 Accelerating Software Fault
Injections
In Chapter 2, we were concerned with the isolation of faults or defects that may be
activated once software is deployed. However, testing activities during software
development are essential for identifying potential issues even before deploy-
ment. Software Fault Injection (SFI) is a widely used dynamic testing technique
to experimentally assess the dependability of software systems. To allow for a
comprehensive view on the dependability of an increasingly complex software,
SFI typically requires large numbers of experiments with potentially long execu-
tion times, which overall leads to long test latencies. To handle the increasing
complexity, we propose (1) to exploit the parallel hardware resources, which have
become available in virtually all desktop and server systems, for concurrent test
execution and (2) to avoid redundant work between multiple executions. To that
end, we investigate the efficiency and feasibility of conducting OS-level FI experi-
ments in parallel separate virtual machines (VMs) using our PAIN (PArallel fault
INjection) SFI framework. Moreover, leveraging the lessons learned from our PAIN
experiences, we propose FastFI, a novel SFI framework for efficient parallel SFI
experiments at higher levels of the software stack. Aiming at software levels above
the OS level, FastFI is suitable for SFI on system libraries as well as applications
and executes experiments in processes rather than VMs. The idea of parallel execu-
tion of experiments underlies the assumption that individual experiments do not
interfere with each other in ways that change or even invalidate the experimental
results. Consequently, in addition to providing increased SFI throughput, we
investigate if this assumption is justified and analyze the trade-off between result
accuracy and throughput increase for parallel SFI. We conduct our experiments
using real-world systems and applications. For PAIN, we conduct SFI experiments
in an Android OS scenario. For FastFI, we conduct experiments with PARSEC
applications. The contents of this chapter are, in parts verbatim, based on material
from [Sch+18a] and [Win+15b].
3.1 Overview
Modern software stacks are increasingly complex, due to the increasingly so-
phisticated application scenarios they are used in. To cope with this increase in
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complexity, many software projects re-use existing “off-the-shelf” software compo-
nents. While software re-use is cost-effective, it can pose a risk for system reliability,
as even correct software can malfunction if it is used in a different context than
originally anticipated. A prominent example of such a problem was the Ariane 5 in-
cident. The inertial reference system that was safe for the Ariane 4 launcher turned
out to be unsafe for Ariane 5, which exhibited a higher horizontal acceleration
during the first 40 seconds after lift-off [Lio+96]. To test whether software faults
in some part of the software stack are critical to its overall dependability, software
fault injection (SFI) [CN13; DM06; Voa+97] is a widely used testing method.
SFI creates a number of faulty software versions, executes them, and monitors
their effects on the execution environment. How SFI generates faults is commonly
specified in terms of code patterns that are referred to as fault models (e.g., [CB89;
KIT93; Nat+13; Rod+99]) or mutation operators (mostly in the mutation testing
community, e.g., [Bud+80; DO91; JH11]). As these patterns can be applied more
often for larger code bases, more complex software yields higher numbers of faulty
versions and higher numbers of faulty versions result in longer SFI test latencies.
Hence, SFI-based dependability assessments require increasing numbers of exper-
iments to provide a comprehensive picture, with studies reporting tremendous
numbers of experiments [Arl+02; Di +12; KD00; Nat+13]. The problem of exploding
experiment numbers is reinforced by the emergence of simultaneous fault injec-
tions where multiple faults are combined and injected at once. Recent studies have
shown that some dependability issues can only be discovered by the combination
of multiple faults [Gun+11; JGS11; Lan+14; Win+13]. As a consequence, there is a
combinatorial explosion in the number of experiments, which poses a considerable
challenge in practice.
For coping with these high experiment numbers, two strategies are often adopted.
The first one being the reduction of experiments by selective execution, for instance,
by employing search or downsampling approaches based on heuristics [JGS11; JH08;
Nat+13; SAM08]. Such a reduction is obviously unsound, as it may miss relevant
(i.e., failing) tests. The second strategy is to utilize the computational power of
modern parallel hardware to execute multiple experiments at the same time on the
same host machine (e.g., [Dua+06; Las05; OU10]). Although parallelization could
be considered the less elegant approach, it has the advantage of being generally
applicable and does not require domain-specific knowledge as is usually the case
for downsampling techniques. Hence, it appears to be a promising solution that
can still be combined with downsampling or search strategies.
In the rest of this chapter, we first conduct parallel SFI experiments on the OS
level, using the widely adopted Android OS, in a full stack virtual environment with
strong isolation between individual experiments. We rely on our PAIN framework
and analyze if experiment throughput can be increased by this parallelization
strategy. We furthermore assess whether the parallel execution of the individual
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experiments affects the obtained experiment results and give guidance on how
to design such full stack parallel experiments to achieve both high experiment
throughput and result accuracy. We detail our methodology and setup in Section 3.2
and continue in Section 3.3 with the presentation of our experiment results and
their analysis.
We then present FastFI, our approach for the parallel execution of SFI experi-
ments for software above the OS layer that is based on the experiences and conclu-
sions from our PAIN experiments. In contrast to PAIN, FastFI uses lightweight
isolation between experiments and relies on parallel processes rather than VMs
for experiment execution. Beyond, the parallel execution of experiments, FastFI
employs further techniques to reduce the number executed experiments by not even
starting experiments for faults that cannot be reached during execution. FastFI
also tries to avoid re-executing redundant work within the targeted application. In
Section 3.4, we present the design and implementation of FastFI and continue with
its evaluation in Section 3.5 by applying it to PARSEC applications. Section 3.6
discusses work related to both our PAIN experiments as well as our FastFI design.
Finally, Section 3.7 concludes this chapter.
3.2 PAIN Experiments
In this section, we present the design of our PAIN experiments for the assessment
of the feasibility of conducting parallel OS-level SFI experiments for increased
throughput while maintaining result validity.
3.2.1 Overview
The attempt to parallelize SFI experiments relies on the assumption that the parallel
execution of experiments does not impact the results. We hypothesize that this
assumption is all but trivial. Even if great care is taken to avoid obvious sources
of interferences between experiments, e.g., isolating them in VMs, there are many
subtle factors related to timing and resource contention than may influence the
target system in unexpected ways, especially if the target system is by itself a
complex system such as an OS, thereby adversely influencing obtained results.
For instance in the domain of embedded, real-time, and systems software, studies
have shown that faults often show time-sensitive and non-deterministic behavior
[Arl+02; Cot+13a].
This is why we propose the PAIN (PArallel fault INjection) SFI framework
to conduct efficient and accurate parallel SFI experiments. The PAIN software
framework that we developed for running our experiments, which consists of
about 14 thousand source lines of code1, is publicly available at Github [DM] to
1generated using David A. Wheeler’s SLOCCount
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allow other researchers to benefit from our experiences. With PAIN we assess both
the achievable parallel experiment throughput as well as the validity of obtained
results.
We continue in Section 3.2.2 by stating the research questions we are interested
in, followed by the description of our overall experimental design in Sections 3.2.3
to 3.2.6 and the description of our experimental methodology in Sections 3.2.7
to 3.2.9. Section 3.3 reports our experimental results and provides an analysis of the
observed effects, with Sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.5 summarizing our insights, discussing
threats to the validity, and concluding our PAIN study.
3.2.2 Research Questions
Our goal is to assess the feasibility of using virtual machines for the parallel
execution of SFI experiments on the lower levels of the software stack to increase
test execution efficiency, but without adversely affecting experiment results. To that
end, we investigate the following research questions.
RQ 1. Can the throughput of SFI experiments be increased by execution them in separate
VMs on the same host machine?
RQ 2. Can the execution of SFI experiments in parallel VMs on the same host machine
change the obtained experiment results?
RQ 3. Assuming the answer to both RQ 1 and RQ 2 is yes, can the experiment setup be
tuned for increased parallel throughput while avoiding result distortions?
3.2.3 System Model
We investigate the impact of VM-based parallelism in the context of robustness
assessments of OS kernels. We focus on device drivers in our experiments as they
have been shown to contain more defects than other kernel code [Cho+01; Pal+11]
as already mentioned in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, device driver failures have
severe consequences on the overall system as they often crash the OS [GGP06;
Sim03]. Injecting faults into drivers while observing kernel behavior helps to
identify critical faults and gives useful feedback for robustness improvements of
the kernel [Arl+02; NC01].
In our experiments, we automatically generate faulty device driver versions, load
them into the kernel, and execute a workload to exercise the driver code. The target
system is executed within a VM and all experiment control logic is run outside of
this VM to ensure that experiment control cannot be corrupted by injected faults.
Our PAIN framework distinguishes and detects the following failure modes:
• SC: System Crashes – detected by monitoring kernel messages
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• SE: Severe System Errors – detected by monitoring kernel and VM messages
• WF: Workload Failures – detected by monitoring application logs
• IHA: Init Hang Assumed – detected if system boot-up and initialization takes
longer than a timeout threshold
• SHA: System Hang Assumed – detected if workload execution did not start
after a timeout threshold
• WHA: Workload Hang Assumed – detected if workload execution takes longer
than given a timeout threshold
• SHD: System Hang Detected – detected by monitoring kernel internal metrics
of the target system
• WHD: Workload Hang Detected – detected by monitoring kernel internal met-
rics of the target system
The SC and SE detectors are external to the VM that executes the target system.
They read and analyze log messages emitted by the target system’s kernel and the
VM itself that executes the target system. An example for an SC failure is a kernel
panic and for an SE failure a crash of the VM itself.
In addition to these two detectors, our setup also employs timeout based external
detectors to detect hangs of the target system, i.e., periods without progress and
no other failure indication. Our detectors assume such hangs in various stages
of the experiment execution (IHA, SHA, WHA) if the execution of the respective
stages takes longer than the provided timeout thresholds. The timeout thresholds
have been calculated by measuring the execution time of the respective experiment
stages without faults injected and then adding an ample safety margin to the
measured values.
External detectors that rely on timeout values are known to have precision and
efficiency issues as their threshold values can easily be set to inefficiently high or
too small values, leading to wrong detections [Bov+11; CNR09; Zhu+12]. For that
reason, we also make use of two additional, more advanced internal hang detectors
similar to those from Zhu et al. [Zhu+12]. The two detectors execute within the
target system, with a light detector running as user process that monitors system
load statistics and a heavy detector that executes inside the target kernel. If the light
detector senses a potential stall, it triggers the heavy detector for a more accurate
assessment. The heavy detector then analyzes kernel internal metrics and, if an
actual hang is detected, triggers a controlled system crash. The tests performed by
both the light and heavy detectors are the same as those suggested by Zhu et al.
[Zhu+12]. Note however, that the improved hang detectors cannot be used for the
detection of hangs during system initialization because the internal detectors can
be loaded only after the target system is fully initialized.
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3.2.4 The SFI Fault Model
In SFI, the fault model specifies the introduced corruptions. We consider the
injection of code mutations, i.e., changes in source code, in device drivers for
emulating residual software defects in device drivers; this is similar to recent studies
on software fault tolerance [NC01; SBL03] and on dependability benchmarking
[DM03; DVM04; VM03]. For that purpose, we rely on the SAFE tool from Natella
et al. [Nat+13], which is freely available [Nat13] for research purposes, to produce
realistic code mutations that were derived from actual software defects found in
commercial and open-source OSs [CC96; DM06].
As faulty drivers are notorious for seriously threatening system stability, the
target system needs to be executed in strict isolation such that:
1) Experiments cannot affect the host system or the experiment control logic
2) Subsequent experiments can always start from a clean state that is free from
any residual effects of previous experiments
These requirements results in high overheads for individual experiments and
decrease achievable experiment throughput when executed sequentially, which is
why parallelization is desirable to compensate for said overhead.
Moreover, parallelization should also mitigate the high volume of experiments
that are needed for comprehensive assessments, especially when higher order
faults, i.e., multiple faults at once, are employed. To emulate such a high volume
scenario, we repeatedly applied the SAFE tool to driver code that already was
mutated to produce higher order mutations as used in Higher-Order Mutation
Testing approaches [JH09].
3.2.5 Measures for Performance and Result Accuracy
Performance Measure
We (and others [Ban+10; Han+10]) argue that a higher throughput of SFI experi-
ments is worthwhile for achieving a higher coverage of fault conditions for testing.
Hence, experiment throughput, i.e., the executed average number of experiments
per hour, is the metric of interest.
Accuracy Measures
In contrast to the simple performance measure, we define the accuracy of SFI results
in statistical terms because SFI experiments on the OS layer are heavily influenced
by non-deterministic factors. For observing the effects of injected faults, the mutated
code has to be activated, i.e., actually executed, during an experiment [GT07]. As
hardware abstraction and mediation for hardware access are core functions of
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the kernel, there is usually no direct interface to individual driver functions for
programmers. Hence, a complex software layer interposes between device drivers
and user mode applications. Many functions, such as power management, are
hidden from user programs and activated by the OS upon commonly unpredictable
hardware events and task scheduling decisions.
We measure result accuracy along two dimensions. First, we want to assess if the
result distributions of failure modes change when we increase parallelism. For that
purpose, a binary measure indicating statistically significant deviations is adequate.
We rely on a χ2-test for independence (with a significance level of α = 0.001) to
decide whether observed result distributions for parallelized experiments differ
from the ones obtained from sequential experiment executions.
Second, we want to assess the stability and reproducibility of obtained results,
which is why we measure result heterogeneity for repeated experiments at the same
degree of parallelism as a comparative metric. We measure the variance of each
observed result distribution by interpreting it as a vector in n-dimensional space
and calculate the Euclidean distance from the mean of all observed distributions.
We then compute the mean value of all such distances for all repetitions with the
same configuration as the heterogeneity metric d.
3.2.6 Hypotheses
On this background, we formulate hypotheses derived from the research questions
stated in the beginning of this section. We only state the null hypotheses to be
tested; the alternative hypotheses are simply the negations of them.
Hypothesis H0 1. If the number of parallel experiments executing on the same host is
increased, the experiment throughput does not increase.
Hypothesis H0 2. If the number of parallel experiments executing on the same host
is increased, the observed result distribution of failure modes is independent from that
increase.
Hypothesis H0 3. If the number of parallel experiments executing on the same host is
increased, the heterogeneity among repeated experiments with the same configuration does
not increase.
3.2.7 Target System
We are conducting our experiments on the Android OS [Gooa], which is used in
numerous different contexts, most prominently on smartphones. We use Android
4.4.2 “KitKat” with a Linux 3.4 kernel from the official Google repositories [Gooc].
We run the system inside the Goldfish System-on-Chip emulator [Goob], which
is based on the QEMU emulation and virtualisation platform [Bel17] and ships
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with the Android software development kit. We target the MMC driver, which
consists of 435 source lines of code, for the emulated SD card reader of the Goldfish
platform for our SFI experiments. We rely on a synthetic benchmark workload
for exercising the MMC driver, which is based on code from Roy Longbottom’s
Android benchmarks [Lon].
Our workload reads and writes files on the SD card to exercise the MMC driver
while generating additional CPU and memory load. We make use of code from the
DriveSpeed, the LinpackJava, and the RandMem benchmarks and configure them
to exercise the SD card driver for about 30 s. All three benchmarks run as parallel
threads and we use additional threads in the benchmark apps to detect workload
failures (WF), as application failures are signaled as Java exceptions and need to be
explicitly forwarded to our external failure detectors.
3.2.8 Fault Load
We apply the SAFE tool repeatedly to the MMC driver source code to generate
both first order and second order mutants. After the first SAFE application, we
generated 273 mutants. We then generate further 70 167 second order mutants by
applying SAFE a second time to each of the first order mutants. In total, this yields
70 440 faulty versions of the MMC driver.
For our experiments and analysis, we restrict ourselves to a subset of the gener-
ated mutants and randomly sample 400 mutants from the set of first and second
order mutants. We repeat all our experiment campaigns three times for each
experiment configuration to account for factors of non-determinism as we are using
a complex OS level setup.
3.2.9 Execution Environment
We run our parallel experiments on the same host machine. According to the
desired degree of parallelism, we replicate multiple instances of the Goldfish
emulator, which executes the target Android system, on a single host machine.
This approach to parallelization by replication reflects the assumption of non-
interference between individual tests that we are questioning and is the same
strategy employed in recent approaches to test parallelization [Ban+10; Han+10;
Mah+12; Yu+09; Yu+10].
We execute all our experiments on two different host platforms to avoid biasing
our results due to effects from a single platform:
• Desktop: A desktop machine running Ubuntu 13.10 with AMD quad-core
CPU (N = 4), 8GiB main memory, and 500GB hard drive with 7200 RPM
• Server: A server machine running CentOS 6.5 with two Intel Xeon octa-core
CPUs (N = 16), 64GiB main memory, and 500GB hard drive with 7200 RPM
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In order to avoid result bias due to different CPU features and frequencies, we
disabled hyper threading in the Intel CPUs2, disabled power and performance
optimizing features such as frequency scaling, and set all CPU cores to the same
frequency of 1.8GHz, which was the only common value that could be set on both
hosts.
The degree of parallelism Pn, i.e., the number of experiments executing in parallel
on the same host, was initially set to:
a) Pn = 1, i.e., sequential execution
b) Pn = 2N, with N being the total number of physical cores in the host
Note that, for brevity, we also write P1 for Pn = 1 and accordingly P2N for Pn = 2N.
2N is a common choice to maximize hardware utilization since using more instances
than available physical cores increases the chances of each core to be utilized while
some processes may be blocked, e.g., due to pending I/O operations. Increasing
Pn further often leads to overload situations that may degrade the overall system
performance drastically.
One workload, two host platforms, and two degrees of parallelism yield a
total of 4 distinct experiment configurations. For each of these, we execute an
experiment campaign of 400 experiments with three repetitions. Overall, we
execute 12 campaigns with 400 experiments each to investigate our stated research
questions. In total this sums up to 4800 individual experiments. We report the
results of our experiments in Section 3.3, and augment the described setup with
some additional experiments for further analysis.
3.3 PAIN Results and Analysis
In the following, we first present the results of our initial experiments and answer
our first two research questions by rejecting or accepting our stated hypotheses. We
then continue with further experiments to investigate our third research question
by fine-tuning our experiments and reiterating over our hypotheses.
3.3.1 Initial Results
The results of our initial experiments are documented in Tables 3.1a and 3.1b on
the next page as mean values over 3 repeated campaign runs. The Setup columns
describe the used host platform and the used degree of parallelism Pn. The Failure
Modes columns report the number of experiments that resulted in the respective
failure modes. Note that in addition to the failure modes defined in Section 3.2.3, we
report two additional modes as possible experiment outcomes: Invalid and NF (no
2The used AMD CPUs do not provide equivalent symmetric multithreading features (SMT).
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Table 3.1: Results for our initial 12 experiment campaigns. The reported values are means
over 3 repeated runs.
(a) Mean Failure Mode Distributions
Setup Failure Modes
Host Pn Invalid NF SC SE WF SHD WHD SHA WHA IHA
Desktop 1 0.00 108.00 97.00 0.00 182.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.33 6.67
Server 1 0.00 114.67 97.00 0.00 183.00 5.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Desktop 8 0.00 1.00 96.67 0.00 6.33 10.00 0.00 1.00 281.67 3.33
Server 32 0.00 65.00 97.00 0.00 179.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 48.00 6.00
(b) Performance and Accuracy Measures
Host Pn
Throughput Experiment d
(exp./h) Duration (s)
Desktop 1 12.5 286.97 2.02
Server 1 12.2 295.36 0.63
Desktop 8 56.1 493.77 3.50
Server 32 115.6 616.19 6.35
failure). The former is introduced to account for rare cases where the experiment
control prematurely aborts experiments due to unexpected errors within the logic
or issues on the host machine, such as memory shortage. The latter simply accounts
for experiments that completed without any indication of failures, i.e., cases where
the mutation within the MMC driver had no observable effect or was not activated.
The column Throughput reports the average number of experiments that completed
per hour. Experiment Duration reports how long a single experiment took and the d
column reports the Euclidean distance measure of heterogeneity that we defined in
Section 3.2.5.
Inspecting the achieved experiment throughput in Table 3.1b, we can see a clear
increase in the average throughput when parallelism is increased from P1 to P2N .
We therefore reject our Hypothesis 1. For the desktop host, we observe a speedup
of about 4.5× when going from P1 to P8. For the server host, we see a speedup
of about 9.5× when increasing parallelism from P1 to P32. It is interesting to note
that, despite the overall speedup, the average duration of individual experiments
increased, i.e., slowed down, for both hosts, by 1.7× for the desktop and by 2.1×
for the server host.
To test Hypothesis 2, we perform a χ2-test for independence to assess if the
result distributions are statistically independent from the degree of employed
parallelism, i.e., whether the distributions change when parallelism is increased
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Table 3.2: χ2-test of independence for parallelism (P1 vs P2N) and initial result distributions
(cf. Table 3.1a).
Host p r Verdict
Desktop 0.0 0.90 reject
Server 4.3× 10−41 0.40 reject
with the distribution for P1 as our baseline. Note that for our χ2-tests, we correct
the obtained p-values according to the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [BH95] to
account for the risk of false discoveries when we perform multiple tests on the
same population. We report the results of our χ2-tests in Table 3.2. The p column
reports the obtained p-value from the statistical test and the r column reports
the normalized Pearson coefficients. r gives an indication of how “strong” the
correlation between the observed failure mode distributions for P1 compared to P2N
is. To conduct the χ2-test, we used the absolute numbers from the distributions and
not the mean values. As the obtained p-values are well below our chosen α = 0.001,
we reject our Hypothesis 2, i.e., parallelism and results are not independent.
Finally, we use our measure for heterogeneity d as defined in Section 3.2.5 to
test Hypothesis 3. We therefore compute, within the each set of 3 repeated runs,
the Euclidean distance of each original result distribution to the mean distribution
(reported in Table 3.1a) and report the mean of these distances as d in Table 3.1b on
the preceding page. Comparing d between P1 and P2N for both hosts, we see an
increase in heterogeneity of 1.7× for the desktop and 10.1× for the server host. We
therefore reject Hypothesis 3.
Considering these results, we answer both RQs 1 and 2 with yes and proceed in
the following with our investigation of RQ 3.
3.3.2 The Influence of Timeout Thresholds
In our initial experiments, we observed that the number of observed Invalid, SC,
SE, WHD, and SHA outcomes do not significantly differ across all configurations.
However, for WHA, and IHA outcomes, we observe major differences as exem-
plified by the 44.5× increase in WHA for the desktop host when going from P1
to P8, which corresponds to more than 70% of experiments in an individual cam-
paign having this outcome. The affected failure modes are detected by detectors
involving timeout threshold values that have to be set as part of the experimental
setup. Given that we observed a slow down of individual experiments by a factor
of about two, we suspect these detections for the P2N case to be false positives due
to too restrictive timeout thresholds. We therefore generously increase the used
timeout thresholds by a factor of 3 for our WHA, SHA, and IHA detectors. The
increased timeout thresholds imply unnecessary long waiting times in cases of
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Table 3.3: Results for our repeated experiments with increased timeout thresholds. The
reported values are means over 3 repeated runs.
(a) Mean Failure Mode Distributions
Setup Failure Modes
Host Pn Invalid NF SC SE WF SHD WHD SHA WHA IHA
Desktop 8 0.00 104.00 97.00 0.00 181.67 5.00 0.00 0.67 11.33 0.33
Server 32 0.00 114.00 97.00 0.00 181.67 6.67 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.00
(b) Performance and Accuracy Measures
Host Pn
Throughput Experiment d
(exp./h) Duration (s)
Desktop 8 47.0 587.25 5.41
Server 32 118.1 619.48 1.99
actual hangs, which may decrease overall experiment throughput if actual hangs
occur often enough. However, as we only observed few hang detections for P1, we
assume those to be rare.
We performed another 6 experiment campaigns with P2N , 3 repetitions per host
machine, with the adjusted thresholds and report the results in Tables 3.3a and 3.3b.
The result distributions in Table 3.3a show closer similarity to those of the P1
runs (cf. Table 3.1a). We performed additional χ2-tests with the new results as
documented in the upper two rows in Table 3.5 on page 64. Although we cannot
reject the independence of the parallelism degree and the result distribution for
the server host, we still can for the desktop host. Inspecting our heterogeneity
measure d in Table 3.3b, we see that while d decreased 3.2× for the server, it actually
increased 1.5× for the desktop. Along with increased result heterogeneity, we also
observe a 1.2× decrease in experiment throughput for the desktop host. Overall,
the server host shows no statistically significant correlation between Pn and result
distributions with adjusted timeout thresholds, while the desktop still does. The
differences in the failure distributions that lead to this indication are mainly due to
SHD, WHA, and IHA counts. We suspect that the desktop host is already in an
overload situation at P2N which is indicated by the decrease in throughput.
As the server host showed improved result accuracy without throughput de-
crease at P2N while the desktop did not, we want to investigate if the server host
shows similar degradation as the desktop if load is increased. Hence, we performed
12 additional experiment campaigns on the server at P36, P40, P44, and P48, with 3
repetitions each. The results are reported in Tables 3.4a and 3.4b on the facing page.
Note the relatively large increase in throughput is likely caused by optimizations in
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Table 3.4: Results for our highly parallel (Pn > 2N) experiments on the server host. The
reported values are means over 3 repeated runs.
(a) Mean Failure Mode Distributions
Setup Failure Modes
Host Pn Invalid NF SC SE WF SHD WHD SHA WHA IHA
Server 36 0.00 113.67 97.00 0.00 181.67 7.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00
Server 40 0.67 113.00 97.00 0.00 180.00 8.00 0.00 0.67 0.67 0.00
Server 44 0.00 112.00 97.00 0.00 180.33 6.67 0.00 1.33 2.33 0.33
Server 48 0.67 104.67 96.00 0.00 177.67 11.00 0.00 2.00 5.00 3.00
(b) Performance and Accuracy Measures
Host Pn
Throughput Experiment d
(exp./h) Duration (s)
Server 36 157.1 712.11 2.16
Server 40 154.1 834.14 1.98
Server 44 143.0 951.52 3.54
Server 48 102.5 1069.03 6.81
our experiment logic that were necessary to scale the experiments up to higher de-
grees of parallelism as we had to add logic to regularly clean the host of temporary
files leaked by our controller and the emulation platform. We performed additional
χ2-tests and report their results in Table 3.5 on the next page in the lower four rows.
The test results show that for parallelism degrees below P44 the result distributions
are independent from the parallelism degree, but for P48 they are not. Moreover,
we observe a large drop in throughput and an increase in heterogeneity for P48 (cf.
Table 3.4b). Despite the results for P36, P40 and P44 being more heterogeneous than
for P1, we still deem them acceptable compared to the increase in throughput.
3.3.3 Discussion
In the following, we summarize and discuss the main lessons learned from our
experience with conduction parallel FI experiments. A surprisingly important
aspect of our PAIN experience was:
It can be difficult to correctly setup and fine-tune parallel FI experiments and this
requires special care.
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Table 3.5: χ2-test of independence for parallelism (P1 vs Pn) and additional result distribu-
tions.
Host Pn p r Verdict
Desktop 8 6.7× 10−7 0.18 reject
Server 32 1.0 0.05 do not reject
Server 36 1.0 0.05 do not reject
Server 40 0.78 0.08 do not reject
Server 44 0.21 0.10 do not reject
Server 48 1.3× 10−4 0.17 reject
The parallelization of the experiment execution had a significant impact on the
timing behavior and duration of individual experiments. Moreover, we observed
incorrect false positive detections of our timeout-based detectors in our initial
experiments. Although we did our best to find sensible timeout thresholds by
performing initial fault-free parallel runs, these fault-free runs could not account
for unexpected delays and interactions among VMs when executing faulty driver
versions. Furthermore, we had to invest considerable effort into the testing and
debugging of our PAIN framework that by itself is a complex and concurrent piece
of software.
The framework related issues, we had to deal with, included: resource leaks
(e.g., temporary files) of the used Android emulator, portability problems across
the server and desktop host, for instance, the server host had lower rusage limits
on processes and memory consumption that we could debug only after extensive
inspection of kernel log facilities, and synchronization and communication issues
between experiment control logic and emulator as the timing behavior of the
emulator was unreliable and sometimes messages were lost due to ordering issues.
Based on our own experience with these complexities, we advise others designing
similar parallel setups to pay very close attention to these aspects.
Revisiting the research questions we started from, our experiments indicate
that, while parallelism can improve throughput, it can also affect the obtained
results. Running experiments in parallel can significantly (RQ1) increase experiment
throughput, in our case we observed speedups up to 10× for the server host with
P32 (tripled timeouts). Hence, FI experiments can benefit from the available parallel
hardware resources. However, we also observed that:
The parallel execution of FI experiments can significantly improve throughput, but
at the same time adversely affect result accuracy.
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Our analysis shows that there can be statistically significant differences between
the result distributions obtained from sequential compared to parallel experiment
execution (RQ2), i.e., using parallelism changes experiment outcomes. The same is
true for result stability among multiple repetitions as the heterogeneity potentially
increases with parallelism. Hence, there is a risk of such effects influencing the
conclusions drawn about dependability properties of a target system from such
experiments. In our experiments, performance interferences between concurrently
executing VMs changed the observed failure modes of some of the experiments
to hang failures, which were not easily reproducible across repetitions and led
to unstable result distributions. We observed these issues for higher degrees of
parallelism, for instance, for P3N (three times the number of cores) for our server
host. However, using a lower degree of parallelism for experiments does not lead
to statistically significant deviations for parallel executions compared to sequential
ones, for instance, on the server, we could run experiments at P32 without such
problems once the timeout thresholds were adjusted. This suggests that parallelism
does not in general harm result accuracy (RQ3) given that the parallelism degree is
sensibly chosen.
For maximizing experiment throughput and at the same time preserving the
accuracy of obtained results, they employed degree of parallelism has to be carefully
chosen. For instance, we achieved the best throughput on our server host at P36
with 157.1 experiments per hour. But with increasing degrees of parallelism,
the throughput decreased down to 102.5 at P48 and results became unstable and
inaccurate. This exemplifies that results start deviating once a system becomes
overloaded with too many parallel experiment instances:
If the degree of parallelism is carefully chosen to achieve the best experiment through-
put, adverse effects on the accuracy of the results can be averted.
Therefore, it must be considered an important task of the tester to ascertain a
suitable degree of parallelism for conducting parallel experiments. For instance,
it is a viable approach to conduct a number of preliminary experiment runs with
increasing degree of parallelism to determine at which point the system shows
indications of overload and therefore degraded experiment throughput. Although
our study was focused on FI experiments using VMs, the discussed issues also
occur in other forms of FI and testing in general, for instance, if testing frameworks
rely on fixed timeouts per test, and other complex systems involving unpredictable
or non-deterministic timing patterns, as often the case in concurrent software.
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3.3.4 Threats to Validity
As with any empirical study, we must be careful when interpreting the obtained
results and drawing conclusions. We identified the following main threats to
validity: the selected injection target, the employed fault model, the used workload,
and the used measures for result accuracy.
As injection target, we used the Linux kernel of an Android OS. This system may
not be representative for all kinds of conceivable software systems, however, it is a
good representative for embedded, real-time and systems software, being important
targets for FI. In addition, being a real-world complex OS, this setup involves many
factors of non-determinism whose influence we were interested in investigating.
Examples of such factors include: I/O interactions, external hardware events,
concurrency, and non-determinism due to scheduling and memory management.
We use a fault model that mutates software code to inject representative software
defects as supported by extensive analyses and being widely accepted in practice
[ABL05; DM06; DR06; Nat+13]. We generated first and second order mutants
for having a large sampling base for our parallel experiments. Although the
representativeness of repeated mutations has not yet been investigated in detail,
using multiple fault injections is already used in practice [JGS11; JH09; Win+13].
We rely on existing performance benchmarks for the Android OS as workload.
Even though benchmarks may not necessarily be representative of user scenarios,
they are widely used in FI studies, in particular for dependability benchmark-
ing [KS08; NC01; VM03]. Moreover, previous studies have shown that stress-
ful workloads like performance benchmarks increase the likelihood of activating
faults [Tsa+99].
For our experiments and analysis, we rely on accuracy measures that are focused
on the observed distributions of failure modes. Said distributions are a highly
important aspect when conducting SFI experiments that often want to assess the
likelihood of failure modes with high severity [Avi+04; DM03; KD00; NC01]. More-
over, measurements of fault-tolerance properties, e.g., coverage or latency, depend
on the concrete failure types that are observed during experiments. Consequently,
it is important for dependability assessments to avoid distortions of the observed
failure mode distributions.
3.3.5 Concluding Remarks
With the increasing complexity of software, FI experiments become more complex
and require more injection experiments [Gun+11; JGS11; Lan+14; Win+13]. In
the previous sections of this chapter, we investigated if the parallel execution
of such experiments is a feasible strategy to cope with increasing number of
experiments, relying on our PAIN framework for PArallel fault INjections. Our
PAIN experiments on the Android OS showed that parallel execution in separate
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VMs can significantly increase experiment throughput, but also adversely affect
the obtained results. We found that the degree of employed parallelism as well as
timeout thresholds for timeout-based failure detectors must be carefully chosen
to prevent resource contention and the timing of events from distorting result
distributions. If the machine that hosts the experiments gets overloaded, results
become inaccurate.
3.4 FastFI Approach
After we concluded our PAIN study in the previous sections, we now continue
with the presentation of our design an implementation of FastFI that is heavily
inspired by insights we gained from PAIN. In contrast to the PAIN framework,
which relies on VMs, FastFI employs processes to execute experiments on higher
levels of the software stack. FastFI combines multiple techniques to reduce the
overall execution latencies of SFI tests by:
1) not re-executing redundant code paths,
2) reducing the number of tests without fault activation, and
3) parallel execution of tests.
Section 3.4.1 gives an overview of FastFI and its workflow while the following
Section 3.4.2 details the FastFI execution model. Section 3.4.3 provides a detailed
discussion of the employed parallelization strategy and the required control logic.
Sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 discuss the required static analysis and technical limita-
tions of the approach. Section 3.4.6 provides a brief overview of our prototype
implementation. We then continue to our evaluation in Section 3.5.
3.4.1 Overview
For SFI tests, faulty versions of a given software are generated, which are then
executed separately and the outcome of their execution is monitored. These test
executions typically require external experiment logic for controlling which faulty
versions get executed and for monitoring test outcomes. Typical test outcomes
include successful execution, execution with error indication, and aborted (crashed)
execution. Note that each faulty version typically contains only one single fault to
allow for the isolated observation of the fault’s effects. For tests with fault combi-
nations (higher order faults), additional software versions need to be generated,
leading to a combinatorial explosion of the number of separate software versions.
With FastFI, the generated faulty versions of the software are not built and
executed separately, but they are integrated into one test executable. For that
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Static Analysis Version Library Control Logic
FastFI. . .SFIinput.c
m1.patch
mX.patch
version_lib.c
mod_input.c
integrated
executable
Figure 3.1: Overview of the FastFI workflow. The input is the original source code and SFI
mutation patches. The final output is a FastFI-enabled integrated executable.
purpose, FastFI groups the faulty program versions by the functions in which
the faults are injected. Each fault is then included in the program as a faulty
version of the function that it modifies, rather than creating faulty versions of the
complete program as in existing SFI tools. Although the fault grouping granularity
could be changed from the function level to, e.g., basic block or even statement
level, function-based grouping appears to be the natural choice for procedural
languages and proves effective in our evaluation (see Section 3.5). The FastFI
runtime controls on demand which of the integrated faulty versions are executed
once the test execution reaches a point where a faulty function version can be
selected for execution. The executions of the different faulty versions are isolated
from each other by forking a new process for each faulty version. The FastFI
runtime includes all control and monitor logic needed to conduct SFI tests, i.e.,
no external logic is required to conduct a full set of tests with all generated faulty
software versions.
Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the FastFI tool chain that generates a FastFI-
enabled test executable for a given software. The FastFI tool chain takes the original
source code and the code mutation patches from an SFI tool as input. Similarly to
our PAIN setup, we use SAFE [Nat+13] as SFI tool in our evaluation, but FastFI
is independent of the actual SFI tool used. The only constraints are that the code
patches generated by the SFI tool modify only one source code function at a time,
as FastFI groups faults on a per-function level, and that the patch files adhere to
the commonly used (unified) diff format as understood by the GNU patch3 tool.
The FastFI tool then performs the following steps on the provided inputs:
1. Static source code analysis for function extraction and fault grouping
2. Generation of a code library with all faulty function versions
3. Insertion of the FastFI fork server control logic into the original functions
3http://savannah.gnu.org/projects/patch
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Figure 3.2: Traditional Execution Model. Fi denote functions and F′i denote faulty versions
of a function.
The output is a modified version of the original source code with the FastFI fork
server control logic inserted and a library of all faulty function versions as well
as copies of the original, unmodified functions. The final output after the usual
software build process is the integrated FastFI-enabled test executable.
3.4.2 FastFI Execution Model
FastFI introduces a novel, more efficient execution model for SFI tests that is
enabled by the integration of all faulty software versions into one integrated
executable. Both the traditional and the novel FastFI model are discussed and
contrasted in the following.
Traditional Execution
In the traditional execution model for SFI tests, each faulty software version is an
executable of its own that has to be compiled and executed separately. Figure 3.2
illustrates an example for the execution of 5 tests in the form of function-level
execution traces. The Fi are the functions executed. Faulty versions are marked
with prime symbols, e.g., F′4 denotes a faulty version of function 4 and F
′′
4 denotes
another faulty version of the same function. Trace (a) represents the execution of
the original, fault-free software whereas traces (b) and (c) represent executions with
faulty versions of F4 and traces (d) and (e) with faulty versions of F5. Each execution
trace can contain only one faulty version of any function. However, the same faulty
version of a function can obviously be invoked more than once during an execution.
All the different traces share a common execution prefix up to the point where a
faulty function is invoked for the first time. In the illustrated example, F1 to F3
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Figure 3.3: FastFI Execution Model. Fi denote functions and F′i denote faulty versions of a
function. Dashed arrows represent process forks.
is the common execution prefix for all 5 traces. For traces (a), (d), and (e), the
common prefix is F1 to F4 as the first invocation of a faulty function happens later
in the execution. After the invocation of a faulty function, the different executions
may deviate drastically depending on the injected fault type and on whether it is
activated during execution of the faulty function, as faults may arbitrarily change
the program state. For instance in trace (c), F6 is invoked after the fault in F′′4
was activated instead of F5 as in the fault-free execution (a) or after execution
of the faulty function F′4 in (b). Hence, although there is a common execution
prefix between tests, there is generally no common postfix once a fault has been
activated. However, re-executing the common prefix for each individual test is
time-consuming redundant work that can be avoided using FastFI as detailed in
the following section.
FastFI Execution
The essential difference to the traditional execution model is that FastFI does not
re-execute the common execution prefixes for all faulty versions and selects the
faulty versions to be executed on demand during runtime. The FastFI execution
model is enabled by the integration of all faulty versions into one executable.
Figure 3.3 illustrates an example for the execution of 7 tests as function-level
execution traces similar to the illustration for the traditional model in Figure 3.2.
The common prefix F1 to F3 is only executed once in this model by the master
process, which is represented by the leftmost execution trace. The master process
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controls the execution of the faulty versions but never executes a faulty version
of any function itself. Instead the master process creates, i.e., forks, (illustrated
by dashed arrows) new child processes that execute the faulty versions on its
behalf. Each faulty version is executed in its own process. In the example, once
the master execution reaches F4, for which three faulty versions exist, the FastFI
runtime forks a new process before the faulty version F′4 is invoked. Since the
fork system call creates an exact copy of the calling process, the new process starts
its execution right were the master process called fork and invokes F′4. Because
F′4 now executes in its own process, it cannot interfere with the execution of the
master process. Both processes are isolated from each other by means of operating
system process isolation, which, for instance, guarantees memory isolation such
that the fault executing child process cannot write to the master process’ memory.
However, there is still the possibility of interference via external resources that are
not covered by OS process isolation such as the shared file system. Therefore, the
FastFI runtime does not only perform a fork but also takes actions to minimize
the chance for interferences via open files by file descriptor manipulation and I/O
redirection upon forking.
Once the child process that executes the faulty version has finished, the master
process either continues with the execution of the next faulty version, if available,
or proceeds with its own fault-free execution. In the example, the master continues
with the execution of F′′4 and afterwards F
′′′
4 in their own processes and then
proceeds in its own execution by invoking the original F4. When the master
process eventually finishes, the master’s execution corresponds to the execution
of a fault-free software version and all faulty versions that were reachable have
been executed. Since software functions that are not reachable during execution,
for instance, if the provided program input does not trigger all of them, are never
executed by the master process, they do not impose additional test latencies. This
is an improvement over the traditional execution model, because it is generally
not known a priori which faulty versions are reachable during execution. Hence,
FastFI automatically reduces the amount of faulty software versions to execute to
the amount that is reachable and, thereby, avoids the execution of superfluous tests.
In addition to the test latency reduction due to the efficient execution of common
prefixes and the automatic reduction of the number of faulty versions that need to
be executed, FastFI reduces latencies further by allowing for the parallel execution
of faulty versions of the same function. In the example in Figure 3.3, all faulty
versions of F4 can be executed in parallel. The same is true for F5. As faulty
versions need to be executed in their own processes in any case, there is no
additional cost associated in executing them in parallel. The following section
details the parallelization strategy employed as well as the control logic required to
implement the FastFI execution model and the monitoring of the child processes
executing faulty versions.
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join_master
fork_monitor_faulty
FV5FV4 FV6
. . . . . . . . .
join_master
. . .
FORIG
Parallel Group 1
(par_group)
Parallel Group 2
(par_group)
Figure 3.4: FastFI Parallel Execution. The example illustrates the execution of all versions
of function F using parallelism degree Pn = 3 from the perspective of the master process.
3.4.3 FastFI Fork Server: Control & Monitoring of Faulty Versions
We denote the control logic that is responsible for implementing the FastFI execu-
tion model, which we described in the previous section, as the FastFI fork server.
The fork server replaces the function body of all functions for which faulty versions
exist. For each such function, distinctive fork server code is generated that controls
which version gets executed and which degree of parallelism is employed.
Parallelization Strategy
FastFI parallelizes the execution of faulty versions by grouping all versions of each
function into groups of size Pn where Pn denotes the degree of parallelism used,
i.e., the number of faulty versions that may execute in parallel. Pn is a runtime
parameter that can be chosen by the user for each run of the integrated FastFI
executable. Each of the parallel groups is executed concurrently by forking all Pn
versions at once. Before executing the next group, the previous group has to finish.
Figure 3.4 illustrates an example for the execution of some function F, which is
executed with parallelism degree Pn = 3. Once function F is invoked by the master
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process for the first time, all its versions need to be executed before the master
process can eventually execute the fault-free version FORIG. Hence, the master
executes all parallel groups for F sequentially until all groups have been executed.
However, the members of each group are executed in parallel.
The faulty version groups are generated by dividing the list of all versions into
consecutive non-overlapping chunks of size Pn. The last group generated may be
smaller than Pn if the number of versions is not evenly divisible by Pn. The total
execution time of all faulty versions of a function is determined by the longest
execution times among the versions executed within each parallel group. The total
execution time is minimized if all members of a group have similar execution times.
Therefore, the list of all versions should ideally be ordered according to expected
execution times before chunking. Since this information is generally not know
ahead of time, i.e., before actual execution, we order the version list according
to the mutation operators that were applied to generate the faulty versions. In
our experience, faulty versions that have been generated by the same mutation
operators often show a tendency to result in similar execution times.
Control Logic
The FastFI fork server control logic replaces the function body of each function for
which faulty versions exist. The original function versions are saved in the version
library for each function and can still be invoked by both the master process as
well as fault executing processes.
The listing in Figure 3.5 provides a simplified description of the FastFI fork server
logic for some function foo in the form of C-like pseudo code. The fork server
logic starts in lines 2 to 5 by verifying if the FastFI execution model should be used
or if the user requested a traditional execution in which only one version, which
is chosen by the user, gets executed. Both the execution mode and the requested
version to execute are runtime parameters that can be configured by the user upon
each execution of the integrated FastFI executable. This feature allows testers to
investigate the behavior of individual faulty versions in detail without the overhead
of re-compilation. In the traditional execution mode (discussed in Section 3.4.2),
there is no distinction between a master and a fault executing process and no
integrated monitoring is in place. In order to actually invoke a requested function
version, the version is looked up in the version library and called dynamically as
shown in lines 3 and 4.
The FastFI execution model is implemented by the logic in lines 6 to 22. The
logic has to distinguish between three execution states as the master and all forked
processes share the same code:
(1) in fault executing process (lines 6 to 10),
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1 ret_type foo(args) {
2 if (in_single_version_mode) {
3 return call_version(
4 foo, args, requested_version);
5 }
6 if (forked) { // in faulty execution (1)
7 if (is_active(foo))
8 return call_version(foo, args, CUR_ACT);
9 else
10 return call_version(foo, args, ORIG);
11 } else if (!forked && already_done(foo)) {
12 // master: all versions done (2)
13 return call_version(foo, args, ORIG);
14 } else {
15 // master: exec faulty versions (3)
16 for (par_group in parallel_groups(foo)) {
17 fork_monitor_faulty(par_group);
18 join_master(par_group);
19 }
20 set_already_done(foo);
21 return call_version(foo, args, ORIG);
22 }
23 }
24
25 ret_type fork_monitor_faulty(par_group) {
26 for (cur_version in par_group) {
27 if (fork() == MONITOR) {
28 if (fork() == MUTANT) {
29 // run faulty version
30 forked = true;
31 CUR_ACT = cur_version;
32 setup_env();
33 return call_version(
34 foo, args, CUR_ACT);
35 } else {
36 // monitor faulty version
37 results = observe_wait(cur_version);
38 log(results);
39 exit_monitor();
40 }
41 }
42 }
43 }
Figure 3.5: Pseudo Code of the FastFI Fork Server Control and Monitor Logic.
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(2) in master process after all faulty function versions have been executed (lines 11
to 13), and
(3) in master process upon the first function invocation (lines 14 to 22).
In state (1), the invocation of the correct version within a fault executing process is
implemented; in state (2), the invocation of only the original, fault-free versions is
guaranteed for the master process; in state (3), the actual selection and forking of
faulty versions takes place.
In state (1), the logic has to distinguish whether a faulty version of the function
(foo in the example) is active in the current process (line 7). If so, the correct
faulty version from the library is invoked; if not, the original version is called. This
guarantees that each fault executing process executes only one faulty version of
any function.
State (3) corresponds to the situation exemplified in Figure 3.4 and discussed in
Section 3.4.3, i.e., the actual forking of the parallel version groups happens here.
The master process iterates over all version groups par_group (lines 16 to 19) and
invokes the helper function fork_monitor_faulty for each of them, resulting in
the execution of the faulty versions. Each loop iteration waits at the end until the
execution of the current group finishes before starting the next iteration. After all
faulty versions have been executed, the master process marks the function as done
(line 20) to prevent redundant re-executions. As last step, the original function
version is invoked (line 21) which finishes the fork server execution and advances
the fault-free execution of the master process.
The actual forking logic is implemented in fork_monitor_faulty (lines 25 to 43).
The function iterates over all Pn members cur_version of the current version group
par_group. For each version cur_version, two processes, MONITOR and MUTANT, are
created via fork calls. The MONITOR process, which has not been discussed so far,
is required to perform reliable monitoring of the fault executing process. This
monitoring needs to occur in a separate process since the fault executing process
itself may behave erratically and, for instance, crash or hang indefinitely. The
MONITOR process is created first (line 27) such that the MUTANT process becomes its
child (line 28). Therefore, MONITOR can exercise process control over MUTANT. For
instance, it can terminate MUTANT and it can observe crashes and exits of MUTANT. The
MONITOR logic is shown in lines 36 to 39. MONITOR waits until the MUTANT process,
which executes cur_version, finishes execution, or terminates it if execution takes
longer than a user-specified timeout to ensure progress, fetches observed results
and logs them for later analysis.
The MUTANT control logic is shown in lines 29 to 34. First, MUTANT marks itself as
fault executing process (line 30) and remembers which version it is supposed to
execute (line 31). Next, it performs additional environment setup steps (line 32) such
as I/O redirection. As last step, MUTANT finally invokes the faulty function version
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for the first time (line 33). At this point, MUTANT continues with the independent
execution using the faulty version CUR_ACT upon each function invocation (foo in
this example).
3.4.4 Static Analysis & Version Library Generation
FastFI requires knowledge about the static structure of both the input source code
as well as the SFI mutation patches in order to be able to correctly replace function
bodies, generate the FastFI fork server code, and to generate the library of faulty
versions. To that end, FastFI relies on an existing static analysis framework to
extract the necessary information about all functions present in the input source
code. FastFI requires information about where functions reside in the source code,
their function signature, and function parameter names. In a static analysis step,
FastFI builds an analysis database with the required information for later use in
the workflow as described in Section 3.4.1.
The mutation patches are parsed and information about modified source code
lines are extracted. This information is then used to search the analysis database to
match mutation patches to the functions that they mutate, i.e., the faults are grouped
according to the source code function where they will reside. Once the grouping
is complete, FastFI generates the library of faulty source code functions. For that
purpose, each mutation patch is applied to the source code and the resulting faulty
function is extracted, given a unique name, and added to the library. After each
patch application, the original source version is restored to produce faulty versions
that contain exactly one fault. As a final step, an unmodified version of each
function is added to the library as well.
3.4.5 Limitations
We discuss technical limitations that may impede the application of FastFI in
the following. Since FastFI relies on the fork system call as specified by POSIX,
FastFI can be used only in environments where fork or a compatible system call
is available. Moreover, an invocation of fork must leave both the calling and the
created child process in a well defined state from which independent executions
of parent and child processes are possible. This is not the case for multi-threaded
processes as only the calling thread survives a fork invocation and the created
process has only limited abilities to invoke further system services.
Software may behave differently under the FastFI execution model under certain
circumstances. If the software’s behavior depends on explicit process attributes,
such as the process identifier (PID), its behavior may change as FastFI creates new
processes with possibly changed attributes (e.g., different PIDs). Software that
relies on explicit time information, e.g., by using timers or explicit time duration,
may behave differently as FastFI effectively pauses the execution of the master
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process while faulty versions are executed. Moreover, software that contains severe
defects such as invalid memory accesses in the original program may have different
effects in FastFI as the memory layout between the generated executables differs.
FastFI isolates the execution of faulty software versions by means of OS process
isolation. This leaves external resources that are not covered by process isolation
as possible sources of interferences. While FastFI handles open files, additional
measures need to be taken to also handle hardware devices or network connections.
3.4.6 Implementation
We developed a prototype of FastFI for software that is written in the C lan-
guage and executes in a POSIX compliant environment. Our prototype relies on
Coccinelle [INR18; Pad+08] as static analysis framework for C source code. It is
mainly developed in Python and can, as the evaluation in Section 3.5 demonstrates,
efficiently handle real world software despite the fact that it is not yet optimized
for performance.
Please note that, although our prototype currently only supports software written
in C, FastFI itself is not limited to C software. Software written in other languages,
such as C++ or Rust, can also benefit from FastFI.
3.5 FastFI Evaluation
In order to evaluate the applicability and performance of FastFI for real world
software, we investigate the following research questions using our prototype
implementation for C software.
RQ 1 How much can FastFI reduce overall test execution latencies for se-
quential SFI tests?
RQ 2 How does the execution speedup achieved by FastFI develop with
increasing degree of parallelism?
RQ 3 Do SFI test results remain stable across runs with increasing degree of
parallelism when using FastFI?
RQ 4 How large is the build time overhead of integrated FastFI builds com-
pared to traditional separate builds?
3.5.1 Experimental Setup
Execution Environment
We conduct our experiments on a machine with up to date Debian Buster (Linux 4.16,
x86_64) as operating system. The machine is equipped with an AMD Ryzen 7 CPU
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Table 3.6: Overview of the PARSEC applications used in the evaluation.
Application Description Mutants
blackscholes Numerical financial computations 416
dedup Data stream compression 662
ferret Content-based image similarity search 6157
x264 Video stream encoding and compression 13368
with 8 physical and 16 logical cores running at 3.40GHz, 32GiB of main memory,
and a 1TiB SSD.
Evaluation Targets
We apply FastFI to four applications from the widely used PARSEC benchmark
suite 3.0 provided by Princeton University [Bie11; Pri09]. Table 3.6 gives a brief
overview of the selected applications. We selected these four applications since
they are representative for different application domains and they are written in
C, which our current prototype implementation targets. We use the “simmedium”
workloads that ship with PARSEC to exercise the applications. These workloads are
of a moderate size, which allows us to execute our experiments within a reasonable
time frame (within days).
Execution Steps
To investigate our research questions, we take the following steps for all selected
evaluation targets.
We first apply the SAFE software fault injection tool [Nat+13; Nat13] to gener-
ate mutation patches. SAFE applies 13 different mutation operators to generate
representative software faults. An overview of the generated mutants is given in
Table 3.6. Each mutant creates a faulty software version that needs to be executed
for SFI tests.
Next, we perform the static analysis of the input source code using Coccinelle
to generate the analysis database as described in Section 3.4.4. We then analyze
the generated mutation patches and perform the function level fault grouping.
Afterwards, we generate the library of faulty versions by applying the mutation
patches and extracting the resulting modified functions as well as saving the
original, unmodified function version. Then, the original function bodies are
replaced with the generated FastFI fork server code as described in Section 3.4.3.
As final step, we build the integrated executable with the PARSEC default build
configuration “gcc-serial” that results in non-multithreaded executables.
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We perform our experiments using the generated integrated executables in our
execution environment. We repeat each experiment 3 times and report averages.
3.5.2 RQ 1: Sequential Speedup
To determine the impact of FastFI on sequential SFI execution latency, we compare
the performance of FastFI without any parallelization (Pn = 1) to the performance
achieved by separately executing each faulty version. For the separate executions
baseline, we make use of our single version mode as described in Section 3.4.3, i.e.,
we still use the integrated executables generated by FastFI. However, the faulty
version to execute is picked prior to execution, and only one faulty version is
chosen for each program execution. Consequently, executions in this mode do
not benefit from the ability of FastFI to avoid redundant code execution and the
execution flow corresponds to a traditional SFI execution model as described in
Section 3.4.2.
As shown in the leftmost column of Figure 3.6, FastFI can achieve speedup factors
from 1.3 to 3.6, depending on the benchmark. In the absence of parallelization,
these speedups are the result of avoiding redundant code execution. FastFI avoids
redundant code execution in two ways: (1) By efficiently executing common prefixes
and (2) by automatically reducing the number of faulty versions that need to be
executed. The reduction in the number of faulty versions is shown in Figure 3.7.
For three out of four benchmarks, FastFI automatically executes fewer faulty
versions than the traditional execution model as unreachable faulty versions are
not executed. The maximum reduction can be observed for ferret where FastFI
reduces the number of faulty versions down to 47.9%. This substantial reduction
is also reflected in ferret’s speedup factor of 3.6. Moreover, despite executing
the same number of faulty versions, FastFI achieves a speedup of 1.3 over the
traditional execution model for the blackscholes benchmark. This reduction is
the effect of FastFI’s efficient common prefix execution.
FastFI’s ability to avoid the execution of both “dead” faulty versions and redundant
path prefixes significantly speeds up sequential test execution. We achieved a best
case speedup of 3.6×.
3.5.3 RQ 2: Parallel Speedup
To investigate how the speedup achieved by FastFI develops with increasing
degrees of execution parallelism, we configure FastFI to run up to 32 faulty
versions in parallel. Note that changing the degree of parallelism is handled by the
FastFI runtime code and does not require recompilation (see Section 3.4.3). The
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Figure 3.6: FastFI speedup relative to traditional execution model for increasing degrees
of parallelization (Pn). Error bars indicate minimum and maximum speedup.
speedups relative to traditional execution for the different degrees of execution
parallelism are shown in Figure 3.6. FastFI achieves increasing speedups with an
increasing degree of parallelism. When executing 16 faulty versions in parallel,
which corresponds to the number of logical cores on the machine we use for our
evaluation, FastFI achieves a speedup of 7.6 to 20.6 compared to the traditional
execution model. Relative to FastFI execution without parallelism, the speedups
range from 5.0 to 8.9. When going beyond the number of available cores by
executing 32 faulty versions in parallel, FastFI achieves speedups ranging from
9.8 to 26.0 relative to the traditional execution model, or 6.5 to 10.0 over FastFI
execution without parallelism. These results show that parallel FastFI execution
enables significant speedups over traditional SFI execution as well as over FastFI
execution without parallelization. By optimizing the FastFI fork server architecture
to allow for dynamic parallel groups (see Section 3.4.3), we believe that even higher
speedups can be achieved.
FastFI’s ability to execute multiple faulty versions at the same time in parallel
processes significantly speeds up parallel test execution. We achieved a best case
speedup of 26× for 32 parallel instances.
3.5.4 RQ 3: SFI Result Stability
To determine whether increasing degrees of parallelism affect SFI result stability,
we configure FastFI to run up to 32 faulty versions in parallel and compare
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Figure 3.7: Percentage of faulty versions executed during (sequential) FastFI execution.
The reduction is due to FastFI’s ability to avoid execution of unreachable versions.
SFI test outcomes. We consider the common four classes of SFI test outcomes:
“Crash”: application crash, “Error”: termination with error indication, “Success”:
termination without error indication, and “Timeout”: application did not finish in
time. From an application perspective, these failure modes match the crash and
hang oracles that are most commonly applied for SFI and robustness tests [KDD08].
We set the timeout values to 3 times the duration of a fault-free execution for
each benchmark to account for increased individual execution latencies in parallel
testing that we observed in ourPAIN experiments.
Figure 3.8 shows the SFI test outcomes for different degrees of parallelism. The
rightmost columns labeled with “s” show results from the sequential single version
execution mode that corresponds to a traditional execution. The higher count of
successful tests for this mode is due to the fact that all faulty versions are executed
independent of whether the faults are reachable. Such “dead” versions always
result in success as their execution always corresponds to a fault-free execution.
Since FastFI avoids the execution of such “dead” versions, the success count for
FastFI runs is lower.
For all benchmarks, the results are stable for up to 16 parallel executions. When
executing 32 faulty versions in parallel, results remain stable for the blackscholes
benchmark. For the other three benchmarks, the number of crashes and errors
remain stable but the number of successful tests drops and the number of time-
outs increases compared to lower degrees of parallelism. Moreover, for the x264
benchmark, the number of successful executions and timeouts varies between test
runs at this degree of parallelism. As this effect only occurs when running at a
degree of parallelism well in excess of the available computational resources on
the machine we use for our experiments, we expect that spurious timeouts at this
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Figure 3.8: SFI test results for different modes of execution and degrees of parallelism. The
x axis labels indicate the employed degree of parallelism (Pn) for FastFI execution. The
“s” label indicates the sequential single version mode execution. Error bars indicate
standard deviation.
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degree of parallelism can be avoided by choosing a higher timeout threshold, at
the cost of increased SFI test latency as we showed in the PAIN experiments.
SFI test results obtained with parallel FastFI execution remain stable if timeout
threshold are sensibly chosen and the parallelism degree does not overload the host
platform.
3.5.5 RQ 4: Build Time Overhead
To investigate how large the overhead for creating integrated FastFI executables
is, we build the same set of faulty versions twice: once with FastFI and once
by building separate executables for each faulty version. In the latter case, we
utilize incremental compilation. Therefore, for each faulty version, one compilation
unit is recompiled and the final executable is linked. This is a typical approach
for building faulty program versions for SFI tests. User times for building with
FastFI relative to the traditional model are shown in Figure 3.9. Note that the
recorded times include the application of the mutation patches and, for FastFI,
code generation. FastFI offers substantially lower build times compared to the
traditional approach: FastFI builds take between 7.2% and 20.8% of the user time
required for building separate executables for each faulty version. This corresponds
to a speedup between 4.8 and 13.9. For x264, this speedup reduces the build time
from almost 6h to 35min. The reason for this advantage is that FastFI avoids
redundant recompilation: The traditional approach incurs substantial overhead due
to always recompiling entire compilation units, even though only a single function
differs from the fault-free version. Since FastFI works at function granularity, it
avoids this overhead by design.
Integrated FastFI executables containing all faulty versions can be built signifi-
cantly faster than traditional single version executables. We achieved a best case
build time speedup of 13.9×.
3.5.6 Discussion
Our investigation of FastFI with regard to our four research questions shows
that FastFI can be applied to real world software and it is effective at avoiding
redundant code re-execution, enabling sequential speedups of up to 3.6 over a
traditional execution model. Our results also show that FastFI enables further
speedups through parallelization, which can be even further improved by using
different parallelization strategies than the one implemented in our prototype.
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Figure 3.9: FastFI user build times relative to user build times for separate executables.
The absolute reduction in overall user build times is given within the bars.
FastFI therefore enables the effective utilization of modern parallel computing
hardware for SFI tests. We find that neither sequential nor parallel FastFI execution
adversely affects SFI test result stability unless the degree of parallelism exceeds
the available computational resources, in which case spurious timeouts commonly
arise as we also observed in PAIN experiments. Such issues can be addressed by
adjusting timeout thresholds at the cost of potentially higher execution latencies.
Finally, our investigation shows that FastFI enables faster compilation of faulty
versions due to the finer, function-level granularity our approach offers. Overall
FastFI reduces latencies for both the compilation of faulty software versions and
their execution.
3.5.7 Concluding Remarks
With the increasing complexity of our software, we have to conduct an exploding
number of SFI experiments for assessing the dependability of said software. There-
fore, we developed FastFI a novel approach that is inspired by the insights from
our PAIN study and that combines several techniques to accelerate the execution of
a large volume of SFI experiments. To that end, FastFI (1) avoids redundant code
execution, (2) avoids the execution of “dead” faulty versions, (3) executes tests in
parallel, and (4) reduces build times for faulty versions. Based on our evaluation of
FastFI on benchmark programs from the PARSEC suite, we conclude that FastFI is
applicable to real world software from various application domains, enables both
sequential execution speedup as well as effective parallelization, and substantially
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reduces build times. Relying in the insights from PAIN, FastFI experiments can be
easily dine-tuned to avoid result accuracy issues.
In future work, we plan to extend FastFI in several directions. Different paral-
lelization strategies, such as replacing the fixed chunks currently used by FastFI
with work stealing, may result in improved CPU utilization and a further reduction
in SFI test latencies. Our current prototype is limited to programs written in C and
we are planning to support C++ as well. Moreover, we plan to extend FastFI to
support concurrent software.
3.6 Related Work
In the following, we discuss prior work that is related to both our PAIN and FastFI
approaches for accelerated execution of SFI tests.
3.6.1 Fault Injection (FI)
FI has been employed extensively across the whole software stack as well as at
the hardware level in different scenarios, including applications in embedded,
safety-critical, real-time, and operating systems. For instance, Arlat et al. [Arl+02]
applied FI to a microkernel OS that is composed of OTS components. Ng and Chen
[NC01] identified and fixed issues in their file cache design using FI. Others have
used FI to conduct dependability benchmarking to design alternative of software
components for web servers [DVM04], database systems [VM03], and operating
systems [DM03; KD00]. Much work concerned with FI investigates metrological
aspects to avoid drawing false conclusion about a system’s dependability in the
presence of many complex factor influencing FI experiments. A number of ap-
proaches have been proposed to limit the intrusiveness of FI techniques, by relying
on already existing debugging mechanisms provided by the hardware [Aid+01;
CMS98] and by minimizing modifications in the target software [Sto+00]. Skarin
et al. [SBK10] assessed the metrological compatibility of results produced from
these alternative techniques with limited intrusion. Kouwe et al. [KGT14] assessed
the result distortion because of injected faults that show no effect on the system
and are under-represented. As distributed systems are commonly affected by
non-determinism and clock skew issues, the repeatability of FI experiments in
this context has been evaluated [Cha+04; Cot+13b]. Irrera et al. [Irr+13] evaluated
whether VMs can be used for FI experiments without adversely impacting certain
system metrics. Although they drew a positive conclusion, the conducted experi-
ments showed that using VMs had a noticeable impact on some of the metrics they
recorded.
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3.6.2 FI Test Throughput
A number of studies have advocated the potential benefits of parallelizing FI
experiments [Ban+10; BC12; Han+10; Mah+12] using virtual machines [Ban+10;
Han+10] or OS processes [BC12] to isolate the experiments. Although virtual
machines provide execution environments with stronger isolation, the run time
overheads that virtual machines incur can cause performance interferences, which
can equally distort the results of fault injection experiments as we showed in our
PAIN experiments. As a consequence, we chose to restrict FastFI’s isolation for
concurrently executing experiments to lightweight processes, which makes it a
suitable approach for FI testing above the OS level.
3.6.3 Test Parallelization
As in many other areas of technology, the idea of parallel testing has been driven
by emerging parallel hardware and system designs [Sta00]. Parallel test execution
has been used to improve the throughput in regression testing [Kap01] and in
MapReduce-based unit testing on cluster hardware [Par+09], but also to test a
complex CORBA implementation across different platforms [Las05]. Other recent
approaches advocated the Testing-as-a-Service (TaaS) paradigm that fits well into
the Cloud computing landscape for dynamic testing [Yu+09; Yu+10] as well as for
static testing (i.e., program analysis) [CBZ10; Cio+10; Mah+12; SP10].
Until recently, many approaches parallelized test executions under the assump-
tion that these tests are independent and do not influence each other [Dua+06;
Mis+07; OU10; Par+09]. This assumption has proven incorrect for a number of
test suites [CMd17; Zha+14]. Newer approaches take possible test dependencies
into consideration and use this information to determine which tests need to exe-
cute in sequence to prevent spurious results [Bel+15; Gam+17; LZE15]. In FastFI,
concurrently executing program versions do not interfere as external resources
are carefully handled by the runtime. As soon as a faulty version is selected for
execution, a new process is forked to guarantee memory protection via address
space isolation. Possible interference on shared persistent file storage are prevented
by means of I/O redirection. Thus, the isolation across parallel SFI tests is stronger
than what is commonly assumed for parallel correctness tests, but weaker than the
VM-based isolation than we use with PAIN for parallel fault injections to reduce
the risk of performance interference that we encountered with PAIN.
3.6.4 Avoiding Redundant Code Execution
FastFI saves execution time by avoiding redundant and unnecessary code execu-
tions. We are only aware of one work that makes a similar attempt to reduce test
suite execution latency. VmVm [BK14] analyzes which data is modified by each
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individual test case in a test suite and makes sure that the test suite executor only
resets that part of the system state between tests, so that heavier isolation mech-
anisms can be avoided. The authors report an average execution time reduction
of 62%. In contrast to VmVm, FastFI avoids (a) the execution of code paths that
are redundant for many tests and (b) the execution of faulty program versions, for
which the fault would not get activated. These redundancies are peculiarities of FI
tests and usually do not apply for other types of tests, such as unit tests targeted by
VmVm. FastFI also does not attempt to reduce isolation between tests, but utilizes
this isolation to safely execute tests concurrently to gain additional speed-up from
parallel hardware.
3.6.5 Result Validity with Parallel Execution
Prior work that exemplified the benefits of parallel FI [Ban+10; BC12; Han+10;
Mah+12], did not investigating whether parallelism affects the validity of test
results as we do with PAIN as well as FastFI. Often, especially if conducted in
VMs, FI experiments are assumed to be inherently independent and therefore
easy to parallelize ad infinitum. However, there are possibly adverse effects
due to parallelization as performance isolation between VMs cannot easily be
guaranteed [Gup+06; SC09] as was also the case in some of our PAIN experiments.
Software executing in different VMs can suffer from performance interference, for
instance, if the host runs out of memory or the CPU is overloaded, leading to
different system behavior compared to execution outside a VM that can even affect
the system’s security [HL13; Nov+13].
3.7 Conclusion
Due to increasingly complex software stacks and application scenarios, together
with emerging SFI techniques that combine multiple faults, we have to cope with
an explosion in the number of SFI experiments to be conducted for comprehensive
dependability assessments of said software. The parallel execution of SFI experi-
ments seems to be a promising approach to compensate for this large volume of
required experiments. However, with the parallel execution of such experiments,
the question arises whether the obtained experimental results remain stable and
valid with the increasing degrees of parallelism that modern hardware enables.
Therefore, we started by assessing whether we can achieve higher experiment
throughput by performing OS-level SFI experiments in parallel VMs using our PAIN
framework. Moreover, we assessed if the obtained result distributions change with
the introduction of parallelism. To that end, we defined measures for experiment
performance and for result accuracy for evaluating. We applied our methodology
to study the effects of faulty drivers in the Android OS. Our results show that
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PAIN can considerably improve experiment throughput, but at the same time lead
to result inaccuracies. These inaccuracies were related to the chosen degree of
parallelism as well as to timeout thresholds for failure detection. In our analysis
of PAIN experiments, we provide insights and guidelines that others can use to
fine-tune their parallel setups and avoid the mistakes we initially made.
Based on our experience with PAIN and parallel execution in VMs, we developed
FastFI, a novel SFI execution approach that relies on processes for experiment
execution and accelerates the overall SFI process by (1) avoiding redundant code
execution, (2) avoiding the execution of “dead” faulty versions, (3) parallelization
of test execution, and (4) reducing build times for faulty versions. Applying FastFI
to PARSEC applications, we achieve speedups of up to 3.6× in sequential execution
and up to 26× in parallel execution. The number of executed faulty versions
could be reduced by up to 52.1%. FastFI can reduce build times to as little as
7.2% of conventional SFI approaches. FastFI achieves these improvements while
maintaining result stability and is therefore a viable approach for reducing SFI test
latencies in real world settings.
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Testing is a time consuming activity performed during software development.
In Chapter 3, we showed that the efficiency, i.e., execution latency, of SFI tests
can be significantly improved by exploiting parallel hardware. But the execution
of functional and correctness tests as well as the analysis of their results is also
an important part of testing activities. With increasingly parallel hardware, the
execution latency of a test suite strongly depends on the degree of concurrency with
which test cases are executed. However, if test cases have not been designed for
such concurrent execution, they may interfere, which can lead to result deviations
compared to traditional sequential execution. To prevent such interferences, each
test case can be provided with an isolated execution environment, but this entails
performance overheads that diminish the merit of parallel testing. In this chapter,
we present a large-scale analysis of the Debian Buster package repository, showing
that existing test suites in C projects make limited use of parallelization. We
then present an approach to (a) analyze the potential of existing C test suites for
safe concurrent execution, i.e., result invariance compared to traditional sequential
execution, and (b) execute tests concurrently with different parallelization strategies
using processes or threads if it is found to be safe in step (a). To demonstrate
the utility of our approach, we apply it to nine projects from the Debian software
repositories and analyze the potential for concurrent execution. The contents of
this chapter are, in parts verbatim, based on material from [Sch+19].
4.1 Overview
Dynamic software testing, i.e., the controlled execution of software and the com-
parison of its behavior against specified behavior, is widely applied to identify
software defects. To obtain high test throughput and limit the influence of human
error, dynamic software tests are themselves commonly implemented as software
for test automation. As the amount of test code has exceeded that of the applica-
tion logic by far for numerous projects [GVS17], its execution time is critical for
the performance of various steps in software development and maintenance. For
maintainability and selective execution, the test code is organized as collections
of test cases in test suites. With the increasing parallelism of modern processors,
test execution times can only benefit from increasing computational power if test
suites are designed for concurrent execution. The total execution time of a test suite
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the intended achievement. Execution time for the parallel case
τpar is defined by the longest executing test case, whereas for the sequential case τseq it is
defined by the sum of all test case execution times.
consisting of test cases t1 . . . tn with execution times τ1 . . . τn would be reduced
from ∑ni=1 τi in the sequential case to the execution of the longest running test
max({τ1 . . . τn}), as illustrated by Figure 4.1, if two conditions hold: (a) sufficient
parallel processing units are available, and (b) all tests in a test suite are independent.
Unfortunately, this assumption of test case independence within a test suite has
proven problematic [Zha+14]. Even sequential executions of a test suite can lead to
differing test case results across different permutations of their execution order. The
major root causes behind test dependencies found in existing software projects have
been identified as (a) shared global memory and (b) shared files [Zha+14]. While
the former has been identified as the most common reason for test dependencies
(62.7% of all dependencies analyzed in [Zha+14]), it is only problematic if test
executions share the same memory address space. Isolating tests in individual pro-
cesses would, therefore, solve a substantial portion of the problem, but reportedly
induces significant overheads on test executions [BK14]. As shared files affect any
tests operating on the same file system, file dependencies need to be identified
irrespective of address space isolation.
In this chapter, we explore several implementation alternatives (with different
degrees of memory isolation) to achieve safe parallel executions of existing sequen-
tial test suites for projects written in C. By safe parallel execution, we mean that
the results of test cases executed in parallel cannot differ from the results of their
original sequential execution order. We focus our work on C, the predominant
language in the Debian main package repository (as we will show in Section 4.3).
C also features the second highest test count across projects hosted on GitHub
according to a study of Kochhar et al. [Koc+13]. To check if tests can interfere in
parallel execution, we implemented two static analyses on LLVM IR, the intermedi-
ate representation used by the LLVM compiler infrastructure [LA04]. This means
that our analysis could also be applied to software written in other languages than
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C if a suitable LLVM front end exists. The decision to focus on existing test suites
is motivated by the large amount of existing sequential test code that is shipping
with widely used software.
As a brief summary, this chapter presents the following contributions.
• An analysis of Debian Buster’s main package repository showing that the
majority of code contained in the packages is written in C, that no test
framework dominates test implementations for C packages, and that few test
suite implementations benefit from concurrent execution in Section 4.3.
• We develop automated static analyses for C programs to identify test case
interdependencies on files and shared global data in order to identify which
parts of a test suite can safely execute in parallel in Section 4.4.
• We develop a test harness to use this information for safely executing tests in
parallel and explore the trade-off between address space isolation and parallel
test suite performance in different parallelization alternatives using processes
and threads for nine Debian source packages.
• We present the results of an in-depth analysis of nine software projects from
Debian Buster, for which we parallelize test execution using our dependency
analyses and test harness in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. Our results show that test
suites in C can benefit from even modest degrees of parallelism provided by
virtually every desktop or server hardware configuration, that threads do not
perform significantly better than processes, and that our test harness (and
likely any specialized test tool) outperforms generic automation tools like
make.
4.2 Related Work
The goal of our work is to assess if the concurrent execution of tests in C projects
can achieve better latencies without compromising test outcomes. Articles related
to our work fall in three categories:
1) Articles with the same objective and mechanism, i.e., the concurrent execu-
tion of tests for latency improvement.
2) Articles with the same objective, but different mechanisms, i.e., latency
improvements of test execution by other means.
3) Articles with similar mechanisms, i.e., test interference detection, but with
different objectives.
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In summary, only one existing approach (VmVm [BK14]) does not require the
execution of tests. Parallelization approaches based on dynamic analyses suffer
from the need to execute the test suite at least once. After the test suite has been
executed once, the test results are known and there is no benefit in obtaining the
same results again, no matter with which run time improvement. Hence, dynamic
approaches are only useful if there is a possibility for test results to differ across
repeated executions and if that is the case, the same effects that cause the test
results to differ may alter the analysis results that the parallelization is based on
as well. Therefore, we need to rely on static analyses to detect test interferences
for enabling safe concurrent execution. As we cannot reuse VmVm’s static analysis
because it operates on Java code, we develop static analyses of accesses to global
variables and shared files for C programs as LLVM compiler passes.
4.2.1 Concurrent Test Execution for Latency Improvement
Early approaches for concurrent test executions [Dua+06; Mis+07; OU10; Par+09]
assume test cases to be independent and do not analyze if their parallel execution
possibly alters test results. As test dependencies were found to affect permutations
of test sequences [LZE15; Zha+14], newer approaches address the possibility of test
dependencies.
ElectricTest [Bel+15] identifies dependencies in Java tests to determine which
tests need to execute in sequence to prevent spurious results. The dependencies
are derived from execution traces of shared resource accesses, which are gathered
during test execution. Lam et al. [LZE15] assess the impact of dynamically detected
test dependencies in Java projects on test parallelizability, achieving execution
speedups between 1.02× and 7.14× depending on the project and number of
CPUs.
CUT [Gam+17] executes unit tests in parallel and isolates them in separate virtual
machines or Docker containers to ensure that concurrently executing tests cannot
interfere. CUT relies on external input in the form of a directed acyclic dependency
graph, which can be provided by analyses like those presented in this chapter.
O!Snap [GGZ17] uses VM snapshots to speed up test execution. To avoid missing
libraries or setup steps for running the tests, O!Snap analyzes dependencies on the
software package level. Our approach is orthogonal, as it targets concurrency of
tests within a package, as opposed to concurrency across packages.
Candido et al. [CMd17] investigate how commonly concurrent test executions
are used in open source projects. Their results show that only 13 out of 110
investigated Java projects execute tests concurrently. The authors experimentally
assess the speedup (up to 75.9×) and the rate of spurious test failures (up to 96.3%)
of naive parallelization that ignores dependencies, emphasizing the importance
of dependency analyses for test parallelization. Our complementary study for C
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projects in the Debian Buster repository confirms the finding that few projects can
benefit from parallel testing out of the box.
4.2.2 Improving Test Latencies without Concurrency
The improvement of test execution latencies is a main driver behind entire research
directions within the testing community, such as test selection or prioritization. We
found only one project that, similar to parallelization, achieves latency improve-
ments without omission of tests. VmVm [BK14] reduces the execution latency of
sequential test suites by replacing costly per-test initialization and termination rou-
tines with lightweight reset routines that are sufficient to provide non-interference
across consecutive tests. To identify which part of the software under test’s (SUT)
state needs to be reset, VmVm uses a static analysis to identify heap memory that
is possibly accessed by multiple tests.
4.2.3 Test Interference Detection
Another reason for analyzing test interdependencies is the identification of bugs in
test code. If individual tests are supposed to be independent from each other, any
interdependency indicates a bug.
Mus¸lu et al. [MSW11] propose to execute tests in isolation to reveal dependencies
on other tests and report an actual bug in Apache Commons CLI using this
technique.
DTDetector [Zha+14] permutes the execution order of Java test suites to identify
unintended test dependencies via static fields. To keep the execution overhead
tractable, DTDetector samples permutations using different algorithms, one of
which uses test (in-)dependence information to filter permutations that cannot
reveal test dependencies. To gather dependency information, DTDetector executes
each test once in isolation.
PraDet [GBZ18] detects manifest test dependencies with a similar approach
as DTDetector, but reduces false positives by using an enhanced version of Elec-
tricTest’s [Bel+15] dependency detection.
PolDet [Gyo+15] detects state pollutions of shared state across Java tests by
identifying shared heap memory at run time and tracking accesses to the identified
regions. PolDet also tracks modifications to files, but relies on user input for
identifying which files are relevant and need to be tracked.
4.3 Empirical Study: C Software in Debian Buster
In our literature review (Section 4.2), we made the observation that all existing
work on test dependencies is focused on Java projects. While we do not speculate
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Figure 4.2: Number of packages in Debian Buster by their dominant language. The absolute
number is on the Y-axis, the relative number within the bars. Languages below 5% are
grouped together as Other.
about the reason, we needed to confirm that it is not because testing of C code
is an irrelevant problem. For this purpose, we analyzed the entire main package
repository of the upcoming “Buster” release (version 10) of the Debian Linux
Distribution [Deb18] with three major objectives:
1) Assessing the amount of C code in the repository compared to other lan-
guages to confirm the relevance of our work
2) Assessing which test frameworks are most widely used to test C code in
the repository
3) Assessing to which extent parallel execution is able to improve test perfor-
mance for packages that already support it to some degree out-of-the-box
4.3.1 Programming Languages in the Debian Ecosystem
We started by downloading the source package index for “Buster” [Deb17], which
lists the source code packages and their download locations. We then downloaded
and unpacked all 25 684 source packages available in Buster. To determine both
the programming languages and the amount of source lines of code (SLOC) per
package, we used cloc [Dan18] and excluded markup languages such as XML or
JSON, as these are used for describing data rather than executable code.
Figure 4.2 shows the total number of packages by their predominant language,
i.e., the languages that contribute most SLOC to the respective packages, and the
relative contribution of each language to the entire repository. With almost 25%,
C is the most prominent language across all packages. To affirm that this finding
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Figure 4.3: Millions of source lines of code (MSLOC) contained in the Debian Buster
repository by language. The absolute number is on the Y-axis, the relative number
within the bars. Languages below 5% are grouped together as Other.
is not biased by differing amounts of code in the packages, we also accumulated
the SLOC number per language across all packages as shown in Figure 4.3. With
around 250 million SLOC, more than 28% of the total code in the repository is
written in C. This number excludes code in header files, as cloc cannot distinguish
whether they belong to C or C++ code, and is, thus, a conservative estimate.
C is the dominant programming language in the Debian package ecosystem.
4.3.2 Test Frameworks
To analyze the use of test frameworks, we scanned the downloaded sources for
JUnit usage in the case of Java and for the presence of typical files and directives
of 34 different freely available test frameworks1 in the case of C. Figure 4.4 on the
next page summarizes our findings. We found that, with less than 5.5%, only few
C projects make use of any of the test frameworks. This is in strong contrast to the
situation for Java, where over 65% of projects use the de facto standard JUnit for
testing.
1For C projects we search for: libcbdd, AceUnit, AutomatedTestingFramework, Autounit, Cgreen,
CHEAT, Check, Cmocka, Cmockery, CppUTest, Criterion, CU, CTest, CUnit, CuTest, Cutter,
EmbeddedUnit, FCTX, GLibTesting, GUnit, lcut, LibU, MinUnit, Mut, NovaProva, OpMock, RCUNIT,
SeaTest, Sput, TestDept, TFUnitTest, Unity, tinytest, xTests
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No test framework is commonly adopted for C software in the Debian package repos-
itories.
4.3.3 Test Parallelization
To detect if packages can benefit from parallel test execution, we identify all
packages that show indications for the presence of any tests by scanning for file and
folder names that include “test” as substring. By invoking typical build and test
execution targets of GNU make2, we then build each of these packages, execute their
test suites, and measure the tests’ execution times for varying degrees of execution
parallelism specified via make’s -j flag. We repeat our time measurements three
times per configuration to account for possible variations due to factors that are
not under our control.
Out of 6419 C packages in the repository, we identified 1617 to show indications
for the presence of tests. Out of these, 627 completed our measurement without
failure for all three runs. Most packages that failed did so in a consistent way for
all three runs (99.2%). A remaining 8 packages exhibit flaky build or test behavior.
Half of them had test failures in the parallel case, despite successful sequential
test executions. We also observed such behavior among 10 packages that failed
consistently in each of the three repetitions.
From the 627 non-failing packages, only 177 (28%) had shorter test execution
times for the parallel case in all runs. 261 packages (41.3%) had equal or longer
test execution times compared to sequential execution. The remaining packages
2We also invoke typically found configuration steps such as autoconf or configure and try different
make targets for executing tests such as check or test.
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Figure 4.5: Achievable test speedup for C software packages in Debian Buster. The dashed
lines indicate the median sequential test execution time and the median speedup achieved
with 4 processes. The size of the bubbles indicates the time difference between sequential
and 4-fold parallel execution. The color coding illustrates additional speedup achievable
by 8-fold parallelism.
did not yield clear results, with parallel test performance sometimes exceeding the
sequential case and sometimes vice versa.
The achieved test execution time speedup factors for the 177 benefiting packages
are shown in the bubble plot in Figure 4.5. From the plotted data we observe that
the degree by which projects benefit from parallel test execution varies greatly.
While it is not surprising that longer sequential execution times (on the x axis)
tend to coincide with bigger time savings (bubble size), it is remarkable that even
projects with short test suite execution times between 250ms and 1 s can achieve
speedups well above the median of 1.37.
If the degree of parallelism for test execution is increased from 4 to 8, we observe
only modest additional speedup, as indicated by the bubble colors, for the majority
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of the projects. Almost 60% fall in the lowest category and 30% in the second
lowest. More than half of the projects in the lowest category have a speedup of 1 or
less, i.e., they do not benefit from increased parallelization.
Test parallelization via command line flags works for less than 39% of C packages
that use make for test execution. Most of these packages do not deterministically
benefit from 4-fold parallel test execution. Out of those that do, few can benefit from
further increased parallelism.
4.3.4 Threats to Validity
We do not claim that the results from our study apply for other ecosystems. With
Debian, our study targets a large ecosystem that forms the basis of many production
software stacks [Deb18]. The downside of this choice, which guarantees practical
relevance, are potential inaccuracies in our analyses resulting from the need to
scale them to an ecosystem of significant size and projects with limited support for
automated analyses. Our analysis of dominant languages relies on cloc’s accuracy,
which is widely used for SLOC counting. Our analysis of test frameworks depends
on the list of frameworks we searched for in the projects and the accuracy of our
search heuristics. Similarly, the conclusions from our test run time analysis may
depend on our build and test automation. Our conclusions are drawn from three
repetitions of the run time analysis. We have used the coefficient of variance as a
rough measure to detect massive instabilities, which we only found in one case
of averaged time differences for 8-fold parallelism and which we excluded from
the analysis. The exit codes observed were stable across the three conducted runs
in more than 99% of the cases, which adds to our confidence in the absence of
massive deviations from the reported results.
4.4 Safe Concurrent Testing for C
Our empirical study has shown that only a small fraction of those C projects in De-
bian that invoke tests via make benefit from parallel test execution. In the following
we present an approach to (1) assist C developers with the implementation and
maintenance of concurrent test suites and (2) enable safe concurrent test executions
for legacy test suites that have been designed for sequential execution.
Figure 4.6 on the next page gives an overview of our approach. The three phases
of preparation, analysis, and safe concurrent test execution are discussed in the
following subsections.
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Figure 4.6: To prepare for our analyses detailed in this section, the tests and the SUT have
to be compiled to bitcode and linked. After running our analyses 1 – 3 , which are
implemented as LLVM compiler passes, we obtain information on potential test conflicts.
These are leveraged by our test harness to derive safe parallel test schedules.
4.4.1 Preparation
We implement our analyses as LLVM optimizer passes performing a whole-program
analysis on the tests and the SUT. For this purpose, we require the tests and the
SUT to be compiled to LLVM bitcode and linked together. Everything that is not
linked in at the point at which our passes run is deemed external and any test
inter-dependencies due to external resources must be addressed via a blacklisting
mechanism discussed in Section 4.4.2.
Our analyses assume test cases to be self-contained, i.e., not to rely on external
inputs. External inputs are either generated by human testers or by external test
automation tools written in other languages. If the test suite relies on human input,
its potential performance gain from automated parallelization is limited. If input
data is generated by tools written in other languages, those parts of the test harness
would require an analysis engine for those languages. If any input generating code
can be linked with the LLVM-IR of the tests, our approach can include it in the
analysis.
4.4.2 Detecting Potential Test Interference
Concurrent test executions can interfere if two or more test cases access the same
data, at least one such access is modifying that data, and the test outcome of at
least one other test depends on that data. Which data is shared among concurrent
tests depends on their execution environment. Concurrently executing tests in
separate processes (as in the case of make in Section 4.3) share the same operating
system state (e.g., system wide configurations like the locale) and in particular the
same file system, but not the same memory. Dependencies on shared memory only
affect concurrent tests if they execute as threads within the same process context.
We developed separate static analyses to detect potential dependencies (due to
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global variables or file system usage) in a given test suite, because of these different
parallelization strategies they enable.
We chose a static approach for analyzing potential dependencies over a dynamic
approach since static analyses have the advantage that the analyzed tests do not
need to be executed. A dynamic analysis would already produce the desired test
results, limiting the utility of the approach to cases for which a repeated execution
of the same tests in the same configuration is desirable. Static analyses can be
integrated into the software build process which ensures that the used dependency
information always matches that of the produced test executables. This integration
is especially useful if a software project has many build-time configuration options,
which may influence test dependencies.
Analysis 1 : File Dependency Analysis (FDA)
To detect file dependencies, our analysis first checks whether certain known func-
tions that are used to interact with the file system, such as fopen, are reachable
from a test case by constructing the static call graph for the SUT and traversing
it for each test case’s SUT invocations. Then, for each call site of such a function
that is reachable from at least one test case, we traverse use-definition chains to
determine which (constant) file names may be passed to the function. A test case
t may access a file f if a call site of a file processing function is reachable from t
and f is a reaching definition for a function argument at that call site. We use the
same technique for mode arguments to distinguish read-only accesses from writing
accesses. The resulting file read and write sets Fr(t) and Fw(t) for each test case t
can be used to detect dependencies between any pair of test cases and we construct
an undirected test case conflict graph CF = (V, E) as follows:
• For each test case, we add a corresponding vertex to V.
• For each pair of vertices ti, tj ∈ V, we add an edge to E iff (Fr(ti) ∩ Fw(tj)) ∪
(Fr(tj) ∩ Fw(ti)) ∪ (Fw(ti) ∩ Fw(tj)) , ∅, i.e., when there is a possibility of
accesses to the same file including at least one write operation.
Analysis 2 : Shared Memory Analysis (SMA)
Analogous to Section 4.4.2, we construct the static call graph of the SUT and the
tests. We then follow the definition-use chains of all global variables of the SUT, as
well as function arguments in cases where global variable addresses are passed as
parameters, to identify which of them may be read or written in which test case. We
consider it sufficient to focus on global variables, because (1) global variables are
implicit heap allocations and shared among threads, (2) function-local variables are
allocated on the stack and are, thus, thread-local and not shared among concurrent
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threads, (3) to share explicitly allocated heap data (e.g., via malloc), threads need to
communicate its addresses, which is only possible via previously shared memory.
Our analysis does not identify shared memory accesses to hard-coded constant-
value addresses. Such accesses constitute a severe risk to memory safety and must
be considered bad practice for commodity systems. For embedded systems there
may be cases of software containing hard coded addresses. For these scenarios,
our analysis would need to be augmented with a (straight-forward) mechanism to
analyze constant propagation.
The result of our analysis is a mapping that assigns to each function f in the
module its read and write sets of global variables Gr( f ) and Gw( f ). A test case
t may read or write a global variable g if any of the functions reachable from
that test case according to the static call graph may read or write g. Thus, the
set of global variables that may be read (or written) during execution of t can be
computed as Gr(t) =
⋃
Gr( fi) and Gw(t) =
⋃
Gw( fi) of all functions fi reachable
from t. The resulting read and write sets for each test case can then be used to
detect dependencies between any pair of test cases by constructing the conflict
graph CG for global variables analogous to CF above.
Analysis 3 : Blacklisting Mechanism (BM)
As previously mentioned, we rely on a blacklisting mechanism to model test de-
pendencies on shared system resources besides files and memory. This mechanism
takes a list of functions as input that access such shared resources, along with
additional information whether the access is reading or writing the shared resource.
We analyze the test cases and the SUT for call sites of these functions and create
read and write sets of shared resources for each function in the module, analogous
to how we handle global variables. We then reuse the static call graph constructed
during the shared memory analysis to determine which of the identified call sites
can be invoked during test execution. The resulting conflicts are added to CG,
thereby effectively modeling them as global variables.
4.4.3 Concurrent Test Execution
The orchestration of test executions is generally implemented in some test harness.
As we found in our empirical study in Section 4.3, C projects frequently use the
general purpose build automation tool make for this purpose. We implement
a custom test harness in our work to achieve the concurrent execution of test
cases. Our test harness supports different parallelization strategies that make use
of the dependency information extracted by our static analyses to prevent test
interferences.
In general, there are two options for concurrent test executions, which differ in
their risk of interfering test executions and their run time overhead: (a) executing
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Figure 4.7: Multi-Process strategies PM and PW : For PM a clean process is started for each
test, whereas for PW the repeated process initialization overhead is saved by reusing
processes as long as tests do not have dependencies.
tests in parallel, isolated processes or (b) executing tests in parallel threads without
memory isolation.
Option (a) provides isolated address spaces, which eliminates memory interfer-
ences for parallel tests. Option (b) does not provide this isolation, but offers lower
overhead compared to (a) since thread management operations do not have to
create/switch address spaces for isolation. However, since option (b) lacks program
state isolation for each test, all tests must be analyzed for their interference potential
before they can be run in parallel. For either option we implement two execution
strategies in our test harness.
Multi-Process Strategies
Our first strategy merges all test cases into one program and forks a new process for
every test case (PM). The only difference of this harness compared to make is that
our implementation does not schedule two tests for concurrent execution if they
have file dependencies, as this may lead to deviating test results. The maximum
number of processes in PM is configurable to prevent resource contention from
adversely affecting test suite execution times, e.g., when the number of processes is
much larger than the number of CPUs in the system.
The other option for test parallelization with processes is a worker model that
forks a fixed number of processes, each of which executes several tests in sequence
(PW). This option avoids spawning new processes (similar to VmVm [BK14]) when
sequential tests do not have dependencies and, thus, cannot interfere. Tests with file
dependencies cannot execute in parallel, as previously explained in the discussion
of PM, and cannot execute sequentially within the same worker process if they have
dependencies on common globals.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the difference between PM and PW in an example of four
independent tests t1 . . . t4 executing on two processing units CPU1 and CPU2. For
PW , two processes P1 and P2 are spawned, whereas a new process is created for
each test in PM.
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Multi-Thread Strategies
We employ two multi-thread strategies TM and TW analogous to PM and PW : TM
creates a new thread for each test case and TW uses worker threads. In addition to
the dependency restrictions described for processes, threads cannot be executed
concurrently or within the same worker thread if they have dependencies on global
variables. This restriction does not apply for processes, as they execute within
separate address spaces and do not have access to other processes’ global variables.
Multi-threaded strategies, therefore, require both dependency analyses, but are
expected to outperform their multi-process counterparts in terms of test execution
times, because of the lower overhead for thread creation and context switching.
4.4.4 Scheduling Concurrent Test Execution
We use CG and CF to schedule safe, concurrent test execution according to the four
parallelization strategies discussed above. For PM, scheduling relies only on CF.
PW , TM and TW all require both CF and CG. We use CF to partition the set of test
cases as follows: We greedily pick and remove maximal independent subsets of
test cases Ii from CF until CF is empty. For PM, these sets are directly used for
concurrent test execution: Test cases from the same set are executed concurrently in
different processes at the chosen degree of parallelism. Different sets are handled
sequentially, and test cases from different sets are never executed concurrently. In
the other cases (PW , TM, TW), we extract for each Ii the corresponding induced
subgraph from CG. The result is a set of conflict graphs CiG that encode potential
memory and environment conflicts among tests that do not have file conflicts.
These graphs are then used to identify sets of independent tests that can safely
execute concurrently (respectively, sequentially within the same process), analogous
to how CF is used in the case of potential file conflicts. By greedily constructing
independent sets from the vertices in each CiG, our test harness avoids executing
conflicting test cases in parallel in different threads of the same process (TM, TW)
or sequentially within the same worker (PW , TW).
4.5 Evaluation
In the following, we evaluate our approach by applying it to 9 real world software
projects. We investigate the following four research questions:
RQ 1 What are the steps involved to transmute legacy tests suites to enable
the application of our analyses as well as the subsequent concurrent
test suite execution with our test harness and how much manual effort
is required?
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Table 4.1: Evaluated Software Projects: Each project is listed with the amount of C code,
the number of all and analyzed test cases, the run time (in s) of the longest running test
case, and the sequential test suite execution time with both make and PM.
Name
Size Test Cases Seq. Time (s)
(C SLOC) Total Analyzed Longest Make PM
gnulib 204486 1130 908 4.0 23.5 12.0
libbsd 7182 16 12 55.9 56.2 55.9
libesedb 211882 22 22 <1ms 1.0 0.01
libgetdata 96532 1649 1637 9.5 52.5 34.1
librabbitmq 9833 6 6 <1ms 0.1 0.01
libsodium 26123 65 65 1.1 5.4 3.9
litl 2403 16 10 4.0 7.3 7.0
openssl 244048 548 29 0.9 2.8 2.6
sngrep 10381 10 10 1.8 11.6 11.3
RQ 2 What dependencies do our files and globals analyses detect and do they
originate in test code or in the core project code itself?
RQ 3 How high are the achieved speedups for parallel test suite execution
with make and our test harness, and do multi-thread execution strategies
achieve higher speedups than multi-process strategies?
RQ 4 How much execution time overhead do the proposed files and globals
dependency analyses impose and does the overhead amortize with the
achieved speedup from parallel execution?
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
We start with a brief description of our software project selection and how we
performed our experiments.
Software Project Selection
We investigate our research questions by applying our approach to 9 real world
software projects that are developed in the C programming language and that are
included in the Debian software repository and, therefore, available on virtually
every Debian-based OS installation. We selected the projects to cover a large range
of project sizes, test suite sizes, and sequential test execution times, as shown in
Table 4.1.
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Experiment Execution
We ran our files and globals dependency analyses on each of the 9 selected projects
and recorded the resulting dependency graphs. We report the detected dependency
sources and the average execution times of 30 repeated analysis runs in Table 4.2 on
the following page. We executed the test suites of the 9 projects in 30 experiment
configurations, namely at 6 different degrees of parallelism (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32)
and in 5 different execution modes (make, PM, PW , TM, and TW), to assess how
test suite execution latencies and achievable speedups change. We repeated these
experiments 30 times and discuss mean values throughout this section. With 30
experiment configurations, 30 repetitions, and 9 projects, we performed a total of
8100 experiments. To achieve a fair comparison, we executed the reduced test suites
(as discussed later in Section 4.5.2) for each execution mode. It is important to note
that the actual test suite results did not deviate between sequential make and our
multi-process and multi-thread execution modes, i.e. we observed the same test
results with our test harness as for sequential make.
Execution Environment
We conducted all our experiments on a machine with Debian Buster as operating
system with a Linux 4.17 (x86_64) kernel. The machine is equipped with an AMD
Ryzen 7 1700X CPU with 8 physical and 16 logical cores running at 3.40GHz. The
machine has 32GiB RAM of main memory and a 1TiB SSD as storage medium.
4.5.2 RQ 1: Transmutation of Legacy Tests
To answer RQ 1, we report how we prepared the test suites of the 9 evaluated
projects (cf. Section 4.4.1) and which manual and automated steps were involved.
First, we manually identify the test suite and its test cases in the projects source
code. We exclude tests that rely on external tools or scripts written in languages
other than C as these are not accessible to our analysis, as well as tests that
deterministically fail in our execution environment or rely on external inputs (e.g.,
network or human input). To allow a fair comparison between process-based
and thread-based parallelization strategies, we also remove tests that cannot be
executed together within the same process by their very nature, e.g., because
they close standard file descriptors such as stdout or otherwise corrupt their
environment (e.g., sending process termination signals). We document the original
number (Total) and the number of test cases included in our study (Analyzed) in
Table 4.1 on the preceding page. Moreover, we verify that each test has its own
unique entry point to avoid naming collisions when merging them for analysis.
We integrated an automated, semantics preserving source code transformation
with Coccinelle [INR18; Pad+08] in our tool chain that handles the common case
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Table 4.2: Preparation and Analysis Results: Column Diffstat lists the amount of required
manual code changes (lines added/removed/changed). Columns Files and Globals list
the number of conflict inducing files and globals found in total and inside test code.
Column BL lists the number of conflict inducing virtual globals created by blacklisting of
external functions. The analysis time columns list the mean time (over 30 runs) required
to find these conflicts.
Name
Diffstat Files Globals Analysis Time (ms)
+/-/! Tests Total Tests BL Total Files Globals
gnulib 130/0/65 5 5 5 4 15 86.35 556.35
libbsd 70/0/15 0 0 0 1 1 0.46 1.53
libesedb 6/1971/60 0 0 0 0 0 5.10 5.92
libgetdata 6253/875/264 36 36 1 0 4 15911.71 1106.98
librabbitmq 4/0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0.43 1.20
libsodium 80/0/4 0 0 0 0 9 4.74 80.64
litl 90/1/8 1 1 0 0 0 0.94 1.69
openssl 83/0/9 0 0 0 0 88 28.57 47.53
sngrep 708/0/16 0 0 0 0 0 0.87 1.97
of each test having its own main function by creating unique function names.
In cases where a #include directive is used to share code for the main function
(libgetdata, sngrep), we physically resolve the include before applying Coccinelle,
i.e. we directly insert the contents of the included file. Further manual and semi-
automated steps are sometimes required to allow Coccinelle to correctly parse and
process the C code. For instance, we had to resolve some preprocessor macros,
either manually or using the unifdef utility (libesedb, libgetdata, openssl).
Next, we adapt the project’s build system to produce a single bitcode file (for
analysis) and a single shared object file (for test execution with our test harness),
both containing the library and test code, for which we developed general purpose
scripts. To enable the linking into one file, we had to manually change the declara-
tions of some global symbols to static to prevent name collisions as C does not
support namespaces (gnulib, libgetdata, litl, sngrep), which means that each
globally visible symbol must be uniquely named. We then apply our analyses to
assess the parallelization potential of the test suite. We use the diagnostics output
of our analyses, including a list of reachable external functions, to construct a
blacklist (cf. Section 4.4.2) if necessary.
To allow the execution with our test harness, the assertion logic used in the tests
needs to be adapted to communicate test outcomes to our test harness. To that end,
we manually changed assertion macro definitions and implemented C headers to
replace functions like exit or abort, which both terminate process execution and
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are often found as part of assertion logic in test suites to check test outcomes, to
support execution modes other than PM.
Of the 9 projects, only 2 (gnulib, libbsd) required blacklisting for external
functions. However, manual and semi-automated code modifications are usually
required before our approach can be fully applied. Table 4.2 on the facing page
reports the total amount of textual code modifications for each considered project
as diff statistic (number of added, removed, and modified text lines) from the
diffstat utility (Diffstat column). Apart from libesedb, libgetdata, and sngrep,
fewer than 200 text lines were touched. The higher number of changes for the three
projects is due to the manual resolution of includes and preprocessor macros as
discussed above, which is a straightforward mechanical task, but touches many
source code lines. Overall, we were able to convert the test suites in a matter of
a few days for each project, with the exception of gnulib and openssl, which
took longer as openssl’s test suite makes heavy use of the Perl scripting language
and gnulib includes many tests that touch low level system functionality such as
raw file descriptors and process management, which is the reason why we had
to exclude a higher number of tests for those projects. In general, we expect that
developers with intimate knowledge of a project and its tests could perform the
conversion task considerably faster than we were able to.
Porting legacy test suites to our approach is feasible with reasonable manual effort
and minor code modifications to the original test suites in most cases.
4.5.3 RQ 2: Dependencies
To assess which kinds of dependencies exist between different test cases and where
these dependencies originate, we examine the results of our files and globals
dependency analyses. Table 4.2 on the preceding page reports the number of
conflict inducing files and globals found for each of the studied projects.
We find file dependencies for three projects. For gnulib, the detected dependen-
cies correspond to files that are in fact accessed during test execution but these
accesses are benign (e.g., accesses to /dev/null, or attempts to open a non-existent
file). Our analysis could be enhanced with a whitelist to account for such benign
paths. We find substantially more conflicts for libgetdata as there is a small set
of hard-coded common file names used in virtually all test cases. This prevents
concurrent execution, for our approach as well as for the make-based execution
supported by libgetdata. In fact, libgetdata’s make-based test execution always
enforces fully sequential test suite execution, which will become more apparent
in Section 4.5.4. If we attempt to concurrently execute libgetdata’s tests while
ignoring these dependencies, we observe failing and hanging tests and in general
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flaky results across repeated test executions. For litl, we detect one file-based
conflict between two tests, in which both tests access the same file. Ignoring this
dependency causes flaky behavior in parallel make-based test execution. Since all
file dependencies we detect originate in test code, only the test suites would require
modifications to remove them and enable further parallelization.
Globals dependencies are more common than file dependencies among the
studied projects, and we detect them in five projects. Unlike file dependencies,
most of them originate in the core project code itself rather than in test code. Such
conflicts in the project code itself result from the use of global variables that are
used in project code that is reachable from more than one test case. We find
globals dependencies in only two test suites, namely in gnulib and libgetdata.
In both cases, several tests declare their own versions of global variables using the
same names (and types), which induces potential conflicts when we link several
tests together. We also observe conflicts in gnulib and libbsd resulting from our
blacklisting mechanism (BL column). In particular, both gnulib and libbsd have
tests that make assumptions about the absolute number of file descriptors, and
gnulib has several tests that call functions which alter the execution environment in
a manner that affects other threads in the same process (e.g., calling setrlimit or
changing the working directory). Our globals dependency analysis and blacklisting
mechanism allow us to safely parallelize these test suites despite such issues. Since
most globals dependencies originate in core project code itself, they are harder to
remove for the purpose of parallel test execution as test suite modifications are
insufficient in this case.
File dependencies occur in few projects and exclusively originate in test code, leading
to flaky test behavior when not accounted for in parallel test execution. Globals
dependencies are more common and frequently originate in the project itself.
4.5.4 RQ 3: Achieved Speed-Ups
To assess the achievable speedups from concurrent test executions, we analyze how
test suite execution times develop with increasing degrees of parallelism across the
different execution modes.
As we found in our study of the Debian software repository (cf. Section 4.3.3)
that some projects benefit from parallel make-based execution, we start by ana-
lyzing execution times obtained with make as our baseline. Figure 4.8 on the
facing page, illustrates the observed speedups using the  marker (y-axis, different
scales) compared to sequential make execution (cf. Table 4.2 on page 106 for absolute
sequential make execution times) for each project across increasing parallelism
degrees (x-axis). We observe that 3 projects (libbsd, libgetdata, librabbitmq)
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Figure 4.8: Parallel make and PM speedups relative to sequential make-based execution. For
PM with analysis times, the file dependency analysis runtime was added to the test
execution time.
do not show meaningful speedups with increasing parallelism for make, whereas
the other 6 show speedups ranging from 1.02× to 5.95× (sngrep). libgetdata
does not benefit from parallel make as sequential execution is hard-coded in its
Makefile to respect its file dependencies. If we compare speedups achieved with
our PM mode (^ in Figure 4.8), being conceptually closest to make (but respecting
file dependencies), to make speedups, we see that our PM mode consistently out-
performs make with speedups over sequential make of 214× for the extreme case
of libesedb, having extremely short tests (similarly to librabbitmq). Leaving out
these extreme cases, we still see speedups over sequential make ranging from 1.01×
to 6.55× (sngrep). The maximum relative speedup between parallel make and PM
was seen for gnulib with 2.13×. Remarkably, even sequential PM execution is
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Figure 4.9: Geometric mean speedups relative to PM at different degrees of parallelism,
excluding analysis time overheads. Lines indicate minimum/maximum speedups.
Speedups are computed based exclusively on execution times without taking required
analysis times into account.
faster than sequential make execution (cf. Table 4.2 on page 106), which shows that
make imposes a non-negligible overhead, being over 11 s for gnulib and over 18 s
for libgetdata.
Comparing PM to TM and TW , we observe that only 3 projects consistently
benefit from multi-threaded test execution, which is illustrated in Figure 4.9 where
the achieved speedups over PM at respective degrees of parallelism for TM, TW ,
and PW are shown in the upper part (geometric mean and min/max). libesedb
and librabbitmq achieve a best case speedup of 1.9× for TM and 2.9× for TW ,
corresponding to less than 7ms, whereas libgetdata achieves a minor speedup of
up to 1.03× for both TM and TW , corresponding to 950ms. We attribute the better
multi-threaded performance for libesedb and librabbitmq to their extremely
short tests (<1ms) where process creation overhead outweigh actual test execution.
Similarly for libgetdata, we see the reason for the better TM performance in the
high number of short tests where over 95% of tests are shorter than 5ms. openssl
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and libbsd, on the other hand, never benefit from TM or TW . All but the above 3
projects tend to perform worse in TM/TW than in PM with a mean speedup of 1 or
less with the extreme of libsodium with 0.4×.
To underpin our observation that multi-threading is not worthwhile compared
to PM, we perform a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test with the null hypothesis
that there is no execution time difference between PM and TM in the median and the
alternative hypothesis that the median difference between PM and TM is positive.
We perform the test for each project separately, pair the data points according
to the parallelism degree, and use a significance level of α = 0.05. For brevity,
we omit the exact statistics and p-values; however, we were only able to reject
the null hypothesis for the above mentioned 3 projects with p-values < 0.05 that
showed geometric means speedups larger than 1. Hence, we cannot find statistically
significant evidence that thread-based execution performs better than processes for
the majority of studied projects.
Worker-based execution in PW performs similar to TW with the exception of
libsodium and openssl where PW , with a geometric mean speedup close to 1,
performs better than TW . However, worker-based execution perform sometimes
slightly worse compared to other modes as tests have to be assigned to workers for
serial execution without prior knowledge of individual test case durations, which
can lead to suboptimal performance if multiple long running tests are assigned to
the same worker. This effect can be observed for gnulib, litl, and sngrep where
worker-based modes show slightly lower geometric mean speedups.
Two of the studied projects, libbsd and libgetdata, have comparatively long
test suite execution times (cf. Table 4.1 on page 104) without a clear performance
benefit of parallel execution. For libbsd a long running test case (arc4random) is
the reason. For libgetdata file dependencies between virtually all test cases are the
reason. To investigate the performance impact of such implementation decisions,
we created variants where the long running test case of libbsd is restructured into
4 C functions that our analysis and test harness can recognize as test cases and
the file dependencies in libgetdata have been removed by introducing unique
filenames using a simple sed invocation. These very simple changes enable parallel
execution in PM mode with maximum speedups over make of up to 2.34× or 32.2 s
for libbsd and 5.3× or 42.4 s for libgetdata.
Using PM, we achieve parallel speedups of more than 2× over parallel and more
than 6× over sequential make. Even sequentially, PM consistently outperforms
make, indicating that the use of a dedicated tool is preferable over make. Multi-
threaded parallel execution is advantageous in only few cases with limited benefits.
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4.5.5 RQ 4: Analysis Runtime Overhead and Amortization
To assess the run time overhead of our analyses, we run them on each project
and measure the execution times. In the following, we consider the mean values
of 30 repeated measurements for each project, which we report in the Analysis
Time columns of Table 4.2 on page 106. Both our analyses finish in less than 1 s
in all cases except for libgetdata, where our file analysis needs almost 16 s and
our globals analysis 1.1 s to complete. This effect results from the high number
of file dependencies and test cases in libgetdata (cf. Table 4.1 on page 104 and
Table 4.2 on page 106). Reducing the number of file dependencies, as we did for
the modified libgetdata variant discussed in Section 4.5.4, the file analysis time is
reduced considerably by 16×. Overall, our file pass completed in less than 10ms
for 6 out of the remaining 8 cases and needed less than 87ms for the other two.
Except for libgetdata, our globals pass completed in less than 560ms in all cases
with gnulib taking the longest due to its large codebase and number of test cases.
In all remaining 7 cases, our globals pass finishes in under 81ms and in 5 cases in
less than 10ms.
To put the analysis run times into perspective, we relate them to the parallel
test execution speedups that we achieve over make. We add the required analysis
times for each project to the test execution time for our approach. As shown in
Figure 4.8 on page 109 using the + marker, when adding the time required for
file dependency analysis, PM (x-axis) still outperforms make-based test execution
( marker) for all projects across all degrees of parallelism. In the extreme case of
libesedb the speedup is still up to 101× and for sngrep 6.55× over make. Looking
at absolute time savings of PM compared to make at respective parallelism degrees,
we observed the best case for gnulib with 11.5 s saving. For our modified version
of libgetdata, we saved up to 41.4 s. Overall, we observed savings between 15ms
and 1500ms for 7 projects and savings above 2.5 s for the remaining 2 (excluding
our two modified variants).
To assess the impact of the globals analysis time on the viability of the three
modes that require it (TM, TW , PW), we add file and globals analysis times to the
test execution time for these modes and compute the resulting speedup relative to
PM with added file dependency analysis time. As shown in Figure 4.10 on the next
page, this results in a best case speedup of just 1.15× over PM for librabbitmq in
TW . However, no project exhibits a mean speedup significantly over 1.0× in any
of TM, TW or PW . For libsodium and openssl, using either of the thread-based
modes TM or TW effectively halves the performance when taking the additional
analysis time into account.
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Figure 4.10: Geometric mean speedups relative to PM at different degrees of parallelism
with analysis time overheads included. Lines indicate minimum/maximum speedups.
Speedups are computed with PM times including file dependency analysis overhead as
baseline and both file and globals analysis overhead included for PW , TM, and TW .
The observed file analysis overheads are low enough to pay off for parallel test ex-
ecution with PM in all cases. The performance advantages of TM, TW , and PW
execution are not sufficient to justify the increased overhead for the globals analysis.
4.5.6 Threats To Validity
Our analyses and conclusions depend on the selection of software projects and
may not generalize to other software. We performed all our experiments on one
platform (hardware and software), which may bias our results towards that single
platform. We use platform supplied means for our time measurements and depend
on their precision and accuracy.
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4.6 Discussion & Lessons Learned
As we observed in our experiments, relying on make for test suite execution requires
longer sequential execution times and achieves lower parallel speedups compared
to our test harness. libesedb is an extreme example for this effect where make
requires 2 orders of magnitude more execution time than PM. make’s overhead can
be saved by using tools that are tailored to test suite orchestration rather than a
generic build automation tool like make. Hence, we recommend using specialized
tools for test suite management. Such specialized tools should support the parallel
execution of tests, as we observe parallel speedups with PM in 7 out of 9 cases.
The observed performance of the multi-thread parallelization strategies was
similar to the multi-process strategies. We expected to see both larger and more
consistent differences in the execution times for PM and TM as both strategies
spawn a new execution entity for each test, but thread creation is commonly
considered a lighter operation than process forking. The 3 cases where we could
observe a consistent performance advantage of multi-threading were those (1) that
had very short test run times where the creation/cleanup of the execution entity
dominates the overall execution time or (2) where a highly sequential execution
was enforced in all modes (e.g., due to file conflicts) and the speedups achieved
through parallelism could not compensate for the creation overhead of execution
entities. As the analysis overhead required for multi-threaded execution eats up
the small time savings these modes offer, we recommend PM as the default choice
for parallelization. The same considerations apply for the execution with a worker
model (PW , TW) as we could not observe a clear performance benefit esp. when
analysis overhead is taken into account.
For choosing a suitable parallel execution mode, the nature of the tests must
be considered. Tests that persistently change their process environment without
cleanup, e.g., changing working directories or changing environment variables,
cannot safely execute in the same process. As tests are often designed with
the implicit assumption that they execute in their own process, cleanup code
is commonly omitted. Such tests are inherently unsuited for multi-threaded or
worker-based execution and they need to be removed for modes other than PM or
cleanup code needs to be added, if possible. An extreme case, for which a cleanup is
usually not possible, are tests that destroy their process, e.g., by explicitly aborting
process execution, sending process signals, or causing segmentation faults. We
opted to exclude such tests in our evaluation which is the reason for the reduction
of test cases we report.
The achievable execution speedups depend on the parallelization potential of
the test suite. The more test cases there are, the fewer dependencies they have, and
the more similar the individual test case execution times are, the higher are the
achievable speedups. Ideally, test suites would be designed with these goals in
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mind. However, our study of the Debian repository and our evaluation indicate
that only a fraction of C projects ship with test suites that already benefit from
parallel execution. Hence, a migration path to parallel test suites is desirable to tap
into the full potential of modern hardware for testing. Our approach offers such
a migration path as we demonstrated in our evaluation that existing test suites
can be converted with acceptable effort to benefit from parallel execution. We
furthermore demonstrated (for libgetdata) that by mechanically removing file
dependencies identified by our analysis, the achievable speedups can be increased
considerably. The locations of conflicting globals and files we found suggest that
existing test suites have further parallelization potential as a non-negligible number
of dependencies originate in test code (cf. Table 4.2 on page 106).
The execution time savings we observed in our evaluation range from the order
of tens of milliseconds to tens of seconds. These seem to be moderate savings in
absolute numbers. However, when scaling to larger test suites or when conducting
analyses on the ecosystem scale, these savings quickly accumulate to massive
execution time savings. For instance, for conducting our experiments with gnulib
in this chapter, we executed its test suite 30 times for each of the 6 degrees of
parallelism. The total execution time for these experiments was about 35min when
executed with make, and only about 19min when executed with PM, which is
almost a reduction by half.
4.7 Conclusion
In our study of the Debian “Buster” software repository, we found that C is
the predominant language (28.6% of total SLOC) and that only a fraction of
C projects benefit from trivial parallel test execution using make. We showed
that our approach of static dependency analysis with multi-thread and multi-
process execution strategies is applicable to real world software in a study of nine
software projects. We identified file dependencies in three and globals dependencies
in five projects. All file dependencies originated in test code but most globals
dependencies originated in the project code itself, suggesting that file dependencies
can be removed by test suite modifications whereas globals dependencies cannot.
Moreover, we can efficiently execute tests in parallel, even in the presence of such
dependencies using our static analyses and test harness. We achieved test execution
speedups over make of up to 210× in extreme cases and 2.1× in other cases with
our multi-process strategy PM. PM outperforms make even in the sequential case,
indicating that the use of a dedicated test orchestration tool is preferable over make.
Multi-thread strategies did not show a consistent performance benefit for most
projects we studied and offer no advantage when accounting for analysis time.
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5 Summary and Conclusion
Computing systems have become ubiquitous in our daily lives. They take on
surprising shapes and sizes, from small embedded systems to large scale servers,
perform a multitude of tasks, and continue to be applied for new and innovative
purposes. We are often hardly conscious of their presence, their full capabilities,
and their inner workings. We as a society strive for a fully connected and automated
world to simplify our lives and increase comfort. This vision is driven by an ever
growing ecosystem of software that enables the increasingly complex functions and
applications we demand. To cope with the demand for smarter and more complex
applications, software and systems developers are relying on the re-use of old
components as well as on off-the-shelf components. These components need to be
correctly composed and orchestrated together with newly developed components.
In this scenario, the question arises whether we can trust these complex systems
and software stacks, we have become so reliant on, to operate correctly and perform
the expected tasks. Software is developed by human beings under constraints such
as development cost budgets. Hence, software must be expected to contain defects
or bugs, with a wide range of consequences when triggered that can be particularly
severe in the case of safety-critical systems.
Various approaches are commonly combined to improve the dependability of
our software. For instance, isolation mechanisms are employed to limit the effects
a triggered defect can have. Dynamic correctness testing is commonly used to
establish a certain level of confidence that a software is performing the intended
tasks according to its specification. An alternative technique is SFI testing that is
used to assess and improve the robustness of a system by exposing it to anomalous
conditions or by inserting artificial software defects while observing and diagnosing
the resulting behavior. However, due to the increase in software complexity, such
testing approaches suffer from an exploding number of tests which leads to long
latencies when software is assessed.
This thesis investigated these issues from three points of view: First, from a
fault isolation perspective with the goal of balancing the performance overheads
with amount of isolated code. Second, from a software fault injection perspective
with the goal to assess if and how the increasing computational power of modern
hardware and other techniques can be leveraged to mitigate the increasing number
of SFI tests. And third, from a software testing perspective with the similar goal
to assess if parallel hardware can already be used by real-world test suites and to
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provide strategies to further increase the utility of such hardware. In summary,
this thesis investigated the following research questions along with the resulting
contributions.
Research Question 1 (RQ 1): Can runtime profiling be leveraged for the partition-
ing of in-kernel software components to increase code isolation while balancing
performance overhead?
The most widely used OSs, with Linux being a prominent example, employ a
monolithic kernel design where all kernel internal components execute together
in high-privilege mode without any isolation between components. This design,
while having good performance properties, potentially endangers the whole system
as defects in any in-kernel component can affect the whole kernel. To preserve
backwards compatibility to the large existing codebase and improve dependability,
approaches that “microkernelize” existing kernel components by moving fractions
of their code to user mode have been proposed. Unfortunately, these conversion
approaches do not take dynamic properties, such as code invocation frequencies,
of the targeted components into account. This information, however, is vital to
generate component partitionings that are favorable in terms of both code isolation
and achievable performance.
Contribution 1 (C 1): Runtime profiling based approach to tailor partitioning to
performance needs
In Chapter 2, we have presented a largely automated approach that provides the
needed guidance to generate partitionings of existing in-kernel software compo-
nents into user and kernel partitions that respect a user configured balance between
the amount of code that is isolated in user mode and the expected performance over-
head this isolation entails. We re-use an already existing framework that provides
us with the mechanisms for such hybrid split mode components. Our approach
combines static code analysis with dynamic runtime profiling. For profiling, we
generate an instrumented variant of the targeted component that is then exercised.
We model the user/kernel mode partitioning problem as a binary ILP problem and
rely on a linear solver to find an optimal solution with respect to the configured
balance factor. In general, the more code is relocated to user mode, the better the
isolation properties but the worse the expected performance. We implemented
our approach for the Linux kernel and validated its applicability by profiling and
partitioning two device drivers and a file system. In our evaluation, we generated a
large spectrum of partitionings for each targeted component with varying balance
factors for the expected isolation performance trade-off. We synthesized hybrid
split mode version for all partitionings and measured the achieved performance.
This demonstrates that our approach is adaptable to use specified requirements
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as the overhead one is prepared to pay for improved isolation is freely choosable.
Finally, we used software fault injection experiments to demonstrate the impact of
defects depending on their location, i.e., whether they are located in the user or
the kernel partition, thereby showing dependability benefits of having larger user
partition sizes as the kernel indeed crashed if the injected defects were activated in
kernel mode.
Research Question 2 (RQ 2): How can parallel hardware be exploited to increase
the efficiency of software fault injections?
With increasing software complexity comes the need to execute vast numbers
of SFI experiments for comprehensive robustness assessments. Exploiting the
capabilities of parallel hardware is an obvious mitigation approach for the increased
experiment campaign durations. However, SFI test results obtained from parallel
experiments must be as accurate as sequential executions to be useful, which is
often automatically assumed but may not necessarily be the case in practice. If SFI
test results are not accurate when obtained from parallel executions, they should
not be used for dependability assessments.
Contribution 2 (C 2): A framework for increasing the throughput of SFI tests by
parallel execution and avoiding redundant work
In Chapter 3, we presented our study of PAIN experiments and introduced FastFI,
leveraging the gained insights. We conducted our PAIN, i.e., PAralell fault INjection,
experiments on the Android OS using the MMC device driver. As the attempt to
parallelize SFI experiments relies on the assumption that the parallel execution
of experiments does not impact the results, our goal was to investigate if the
parallel execution of SFI experiments does indeed increase the throughput and if
this supposed increase in throughput comes at a cost in terms of degraded result
accuracy. Consequently, we assessed the supposed trade-off between achievable
increase in experiment throughput and the accuracy of obtained results. We indeed
were able to find several causes that can lead to a significant deviation of parallel
SFI results compared to results obtained from sequential experiments and provide
guidance on how to avoid such issues. We found that the degree of employed
parallelism and the choice of timeout thresholds for timeout-based failure detectors
must be carefully chosen to prevent resource contention and the timing of events
from distorting result distributions. If the machine that hosts the experiments is
overloaded or timeout thresholds are set too low, results start deviating.
We then introduced FastFI, which is our SFI framework for applications above
the OS layer that leverages the insights from the PAIN study. FastFI accelerates
SFI testing on multiple levels by combining different techniques and strategies.
It relies on lightweight process-based isolation, avoiding unnecessary overheads
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from heavier isolation mechanisms, such as VMs; it avoids the execution of a large
fraction of “dead” mutants, i.e., faulty component versions whose fault cannot
be reached during execution; it avoids the re-execution of redundant common
prefixes across faulty versions; it employs parallel execution of faulty versions; and
it significantly accelerates the compilation process of faulty versions as all faulty
versions are integrated into a common executable. Our evaluation demonstrated
that FastFI is applicable to real applications and that results remain accurate if,
similar to our PAIN experiments, timeout thresholds and degree of parallelism are
sensibly chosen.
Research Question 3 (RQ 3): What is the state of parallel testing for C software and
can it be improved to reduce test suite execution latencies?
Testing is one of the most time consuming activities in software development,
of which the dynamic execution of test suites is an important part to assess the
correct function of the software under test. Relying on parallel hardware to
reduce the latency of test suite executions is an obvious strategy to accelerate the
overall testing process. However, there is a large body of testing code that was
not originally designed for parallel or concurrent execution. If individual test
cases interfere with each other when executed in parallel, the results obtained
from such parallel executions may deviate significantly from those obtained from
sequential execution, rendering the test results useless. Such interferences may
be prevented by execution each test in an isolated environment, such as inside
a VM, but isolation imposes performance overheads that diminish the benefit of
the parallel execution. Therefore, it is preferable to rely on lightweight isolation
mechanisms and orchestrate individual tests in a safe and efficient manner to
prevent said issues.
Contribution 3 (C 3): An assessment of real world C software test suites and an
approach for safe concurrent execution of existing tests
In Chapter 4, we investigated the potential for parallel test execution for C software,
being an important building block across the software stack. We presented an
analysis of the main software package repository of the Debian Buster OS, which
is a widely used Linux-based OS distribution. In this analysis, we inspected the
source code of a large fraction of software that is by default included in the Debian
OS. Our results show that the C language is the predominant language both in
terms of software packages that use C as their main language as well as by the
total number of source lines of code contained in the entire repository. The analysis
furthermore showed that there is no test framework that dominates C software
packages, in fact we could not identify the use of any such framework for most
packages. This is in strong contrast to Java-based packages, which commonly use
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the JUnit framework. Finally, our data showed that few test suite implementations
can benefit from out-of-the-box concurrent execution. We therefore continued
with the development of an automated static analysis for existing C test suites
that identifies test case interdependencies on files and shared global data and can
be integrated into the software build process. We designed a new test harness
to use the dependency information obtained from our static analysis for the safe
parallel execution of independent tests and to explore the trade-off between analysis
overheads and execution latencies for different parallelization alternatives using
processes and threads. We demonstrated the utility of our approach by applying
it to nine projects from the Debian Buster software repository, analyzing their
existing tests and executing them in parallel orchestrated by our test harness.
The observed measurements indicate that C test suites can benefit from parallel
execution, but thread-based execution does not perform significantly better than
processes, in particular when analysis overheads are considered, and that our test
harness outperforms generic automation tools like make.
With our growing dependence on increasingly complex software systems and
smart devices, it is of utmost importance that we assess and ensure their depend-
ability. To that end, numerous techniques have been developed over the past
decades for improving software dependability. These techniques must be efficiently
applicable to increasingly complex systems. We have considered fault isolation,
software fault injection, and software testing techniques, and developed approaches
to improve efficiency for each of them. Such approaches increase the practicality of
applying dependability-improving techniques to large, complex software systems
that may otherwise be out of reach, thereby contributing to software dependability.
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